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ANONYMOUS

The animals of the world exist for their
own reasons. They were not made for
humans any more than black people were
made for white, or women created for men.
Alice Walker
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For the precious animals, the real treasures of Planet Earth!
They deserve, and need, our love and respect.
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1. FOREWORD: A BIT OF HISTORY
Congratulations to all extra-terrestrials: you are showing
interest in that simply delightful Planet Earth and might be
planning to go there. Guess what: you are in for a treat!
What do you think of this............

Planet Earth is absolutely gorgeous, exactly as singer (vocal performer) Louis Armstrong already sung in 1958 “what a wonderful
world”. There are the animals, the plants, the sun, the moon, the
seas, the lakes and rivers, the forests: all enchanting! Look at the
unbelievably wonderful things you can find on Planet Earth: fruit,
vegetables, a beautiful underwater world, the blue skies with
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their clouds, the rain, snow, lightning and so on. It is all breathtaking! Below some more beautiful examples: feast your eyes!
Come over and have a look for yourselves, you’ll be amazed!

As there seem to be many questions and misunderstandings
among extra-terrestrials about that unique planet called "Earth",
we will attempt to put things a bit in perspective. First, we would
like to have shortened "extra-terrestrial" to "ET" from here on but
are afraid to violate the copyright of Mr. Steven Spielberg who
has made a fiction broadcast program with the same name so we
will just have to use the full word.
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Meet "ET"!
Anyone you know
perhaps?

You, the reader, probably a highly advanced and evolved extraterrestrial perhaps even from outer space or maybe an Earth
originated "alien" (of which many exist!), may nevertheless still
understand little of the activities on this extraordinary "blue"
planet but would like to find out more about it. With "Earth
aliens" we mean Earthlings of the human species who feel alienated amongst their own species: who neither understand them
nor do approve of many of their actions. Significant discrepancies
in the state of evolution exist among this species although it is
not yet noticed or recognized on Earth. These "aliens" have more
knowledge of Earthly affairs but understand just as little of those
matters as extra-terrestrials. It is therefore indeed highly advisable to inform yourself before undertaking this trip. Earth and its
dominant species, humans, have, to put it mildly, very "specific"
properties. Locally, extra-terrestrials could find themselves in situations they may find hard to cope with. Without a doubt, you
are absolutely taking a risk by visiting Earth unprepared and uninformed! First, always make sure that you get updated travel
information from the ITAB (Intergalactic Travel Advisory Board).
Please realize that very few extra-terrestrials can remember, or
have had experience, in dealing with creatures as primitive as
Earthlings from the species "human". Apparently the most intelligent species found here. We therefore advise you to keep this
book at hand!
Very exiting is it not?
Eager to discover an unknown planet as you are, it is in your
interest that we as guides paint a complete picture of your travel
destination. That is why throughout this book we shall provide
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you with comments and considerations that will help extra-terrestrials to "blend in" as much as possible! In addition, some
matters should better be known and considered up front rather
than finding out about them while you are there! To give you a
clue as to what you can expect, to help you visualize it, we have
added some very nice pictures here and there as well as a couple
of interesting graphs! Nothing too scientific though, don't worry!
Here we go!
Who of us have never observed the Earth's population of humans
thinking "what the fuck are they doing?" (widely used trendy
Earth expression!). We will try to shed a bit of light on the "what"
and "how" on planet Earth. Please be prepared however, for the
fact that many things about this planet, like the "why", are
extremely difficult to understand, even for us. The reason is that
indeed many things are happening, which apparently make no
sense at all and/or even seem downright pointless and/or disgusting! However, do not worry: our "insider tips" will help you
obtain all the insight you need.
Planet Earth is a relatively small planet that was born during the
forming of the galaxy "Milky Way", now approximately 4.5 billion
Earth "years" ago. It rotates around its star "sun" in a solar system with many other planets like Venus, Mars, Saturn and so on.
We will adapt the Earth's system of "time": the time that it takes
to make one rotation around the "sun" is called a "year". During
each rotation, the Earth rotates 365 times about its own axle.
The duration of each rotation is called a "day" which is divided in
24 periods called "hours" and goes through a cycle of darkness
(night) and light (day) depending on which side is exposed to its
star to receive it's radiation: "sunshine". Planet Earth has a number of special properties which made it possible for life to form as
soon as one billion years after it was born. Of course, we extraterrestrials are already aware of Earth's properties like moderate
temperatures, the biosphere with ozone layer, iron core causing
a magnetic field, atmosphere of "air" and on the surface water,
all with the important ingredient "oxygen", which have formed
during those first billion years. Together with the many amazing
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elements that exist on Earth, as displayed in the "periodic table",
this provided a unique environment. The surface of the Earth is
covered with land, fresh and salt water, which soon crawled with
primitive life! As the Earth's moon, which was formed almost
simultaneously, applies gravitational forces on the oceans and
seas, they move in cycles creating tidal waves with additional
opportunities for the forming of life. Consequently life expanded
over the period of millions of years which led to what the selfproclaimed "intelligent" Earthlings, called "humans" or "people",
refer to as "prehistoric". We would now like to jump millions of
years ahead to the forming of the contemporary "humans" which
started about 12.000 years ago. In the meantime, millions of
other life forms have developed with an incredible variety and
beauty: an amazing abundance of life believed to be unmatched
in the entire universe but definitely within the Milky Way and
nearby solar systems! The evolution that took place since then
has led, unfortunately, to an explosive growth of the human life
form, a global overpopulation of this all dominant species with
huge impact on the planet and the rest of its inhabitants !

Example
of the
sea
turtle
species.
Now
isn't
that
just
beautiful?
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2. NATURE OF HUMANS: GET TO KNOW THEM
Some problems are caused by what humans like to call their
"intelligence": this and the fact that they have self-awareness
makes them feel superior and, sad enough, think they are destined to "rule" the planet. This will give you a first clue as to how
humans have managed to hurt the planet (and each other!) as
much as they have done in a short time. An amusing fact is that,
not so long ago, the humans were convinced that the Earth was
flat, like a disk, and that they could fall off the edge! Not much
later, when they found out it is a sphere and that there were
more "objects" in space, they were convinced that the entire
universe was rotating about Planet Earth!
That is funny is it not? Can you believe those humans?
The undeniable tragedy about human intelligence is the fact that
it has developed sufficiently to cause huge and complicated problems but unfortunately just not enough to prevent those same
problems and/or find proper solutions for them.
This appears clearly from the fact that humans have spent enormous efforts into protecting themselves against their own shortcomings thereby however bypassing the main law of evolution
"the strong will survive"! Mentally or physically "challenged" individuals that would have no chance of survival are saved at all
cost and even have the "right" to propagate just like the stronger "normal" people. Every effort is taken in order to make it
very hard for less intelligent humans to get an "accident". Please
note, this expression implies that something simply happened
without any cause but that is wrong: most of the time such an
event is caused by one or more humans just being extremely
stupid and/or careless. Because of all this protection however,
they often will survive. When their stupidity kills a really intelligent person, the reversal of evolution is a fact! Numerous
"safety" measures have been taken to prevent casualties or
fatalities, even those caused by limited intelligence!
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Motorcyclists are obliged to wear protective clothing and car
drivers have to wear seatbelts while many cars now have as
many as six "airbags". Cars are equipped with numerous safety
features and for pedestrians it is made very difficult to get hit by
a car. Many of the efforts take the own responsibility out of the
equation which unfortunately is the opposite of the principle of
evolution. The development of clever technology is intelligent but
it is, again, stupid to use it for the protection of the inadequate
against themselves: cars look ahead and now start to brake automatically when an object appears and the driver does not act.
Likewise with ignoring approaching objects in mirrors. When the
driver falls asleep while driving and when the vehicle is deviating
from its trajectory without the use of the turn signal. In trying to
protect humans from their own and other's mistakes, the need to
develop these skills for survival have been made redundant. In
other words: deaths are no longer caused by human error, not
because humans have learnt from experience to not make that
mistake anymore, but by technology! This process will continue
as the development of technology continues in the 21st century
with increasing pace.
Humans are able to look into all the properties of unborn babies
but even those with the most serious deficiencies will be allowed
to live no matter what burden they are for society. Human life
has to be protected and saved at all cost. Medical science also is
focused on the extension of human life and the increasing of the
quality of life in case of "accident" or disease.
Not only ignorant however but extremely hypocrite is the approach to wild animal suffering from shortage of food or medical
circumstances. These matters "should not be addressed" as that
would be "interfering in a natural process" as if the huge human
health industry is not exactly that! A typical human example of
"double standards": when animals cannot survive they may not
be helped and are simply left to perish, because it supposedly is
"nature". Indeed a very lame excuse as humans should know
that interfering and messing with nature is precisely all they do
cross the globe! If humans would have been the least bit of consequent in that approach, that would somehow be acceptable.
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The dramatic lack of genuine intelligence and the embarrassing
hypocrisy of humans however may be illustrated by a multitude
of other examples but this one is the most sad and shocking,
being the contempt for animals. Animals, the other Earth's species, appear in millions of shapes, colors, sizes and configurations. They are, erroneously of course, thought to not possess
"self-awareness" or "intelligence" let alone "feelings" and to just
make silly noises. Fact is however that they produce many specific and distinct sounds to express themselves and communicate
with each other. In the distant future humans, as soon as they
start to care about it, will discover all of this: that animals not
only have more self-awareness and intelligence than ever imagined but moreover personality, feelings, and the ability to complex interaction not only among their own but also with other
species. Despite their limitations, they even try hard to communicate with humans who are too ignorant to recognize or even appreciate that! This means that animals suffer much more from
the abuse then humans care to realize.
Consequently, the scale of the huge injustice committed
against animals will be not be revealed until this moment!
That embarrassing moment unfortunately is still far away! Many
of the unspeakable pointless and cruel crimes against animals are
"legal": that means "allowed by other humans" which does not
mean at all however that these acts are decent and/or acceptable! As most humans seem to have abandoned the innocent and
defenseless animals, we extra-terrestrials feel that we are obliged to at least try to improve the position of animals on planet
Earth. Species that have been around for much longer than humans suffer from a total lack of respect and compassion and still
have not earned the universal right to live their lives on this planet, let alone "legal" rights! These terrible side effects of human
"intelligence" and self-awareness have resulted in an ugly "other
side of the medallion": a number of extremely negative properties which Earth's non-human species (animals) are completely
free of, making them the only sincere and innocent creatures on
the planet: easy pray for abuse and murder by the most evil and
despicably sadistic among humans.
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Gorgeous example of the big cat species Jaguar with her young.

Beautiful examples of the species Okapi.
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Very sad indeed, especially because each and every animal, no
matter what species, has its own personal set of qualities and
characteristics that make him/her unique. Just like humans they
have their own preferences, temper, intelligence and so on. For
humans this would be called a "personality", something animals
were never thought to possess. In the beginning humans did not
have a clue about this fact (predominantly because they did not
care!): unfortunately when they had started to realize it, they
purposely chose to ignore this fact and even denied it. The reason being that, in accordance with the human nature, considering
animals "persons" (as they should!) would not work well in combination with the horrific way animals are abused, exploited, tortured (for "entertainment"!) and the complete lack of respect for
the non-human individual! It's hypocritical and ignorant to assume animals do not "think" just because humans don't have a clue
of how that works, similar to the way animals communicate.
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No surprise as most humans are extremely self-obsessed causing
them to be completely ignorant, making them incapable to consider the innocence of animals, to appreciate their pure beauty
that nevertheless is amazingly obvious! Global abuse and senseless but continuous destruction of these creatures takes place, directly but also indirectly by the destruction of their habitats. This
fact is immensely hard to accept, in particular for the Earth-originated "aliens" with deep love for animals: who are embarrassed
and ashamed to be of the same species as the instigators of
these cruelties. Nothing makes a decent human feel more "alien"
than witnessing the outrageous and unspeakable crimes against
such innocent and defenseless creatures by what appear to be
ruthless and vile monsters!
How about mutually?
Some groups of humans also consider themselves more valuable
than other humans, think they stand above them and/or are envious of their wealth which often results in abuse, destruction
and genocide. This fact may be considered even more surprising
than the abuse of animals and neither is a result of particular intelligence. Humans have not been able to overgrow their primitive past as yet nor have they managed to suppress their perseverant egoism. Many of their actions are driven by egoism but
also by fear, suspicion and particularly ignorance.
Are you still exited? Of course, do not let these minor glitches spoil your anticipation fun. Nobody is perfect right?
This travel destination still is worthwhile!
Whether the human evolution not yet has reached the level of
advanced intelligence wherein atrocities are no longer needed or
even acceptable or whether evolution has slowed down or stopped, maybe even is reversing, is not clear. A couple of thousand
years of evolution on Earth seems like a short time, which could
explain the fact that hardly any evolution or advance in human
behavior during this period is noticeable. Again, human evolution is based on "the survival of the fittest" which is the reason
evolution has reached its present level, the flourish of the strongest properties. A reason for the stalling and even reverse of
human evolution clearly is the fact that for the last centuries
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governments protect mental week and underdeveloped humans
against themselves at all costs, as mentioned above. This causes
them too to continue living, flourish, propagate, participate in
"elections" and affect human intelligence in a negative way where
they otherwise would not have been strong enough to survive.
Human "intelligence" of course has its merits, which cannot be
denied. Many extraordinary matters have been realized in fields
like transport, architecture, housing, medical science, food production, electronics and so on. Since the widespread introduction
of steam to drive many different mechanical devises during the
so-called "industrial revolution", great progress has been made.
This process in a way never ended. Each discovery and development led to new inventions and developments
with amazing results
in all possible fields:
this process has even
sped up in the 20th
and 21st century.

Simply awesome accomplishments were
made in visual arts.
Look at it!! Isn’t it
amazing? It gives the
reader just a glimpse
of all that is achieved
by the human species!
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Feast your eyes: astonishing performing arts, like “ballet”:

really sophisticated subjects
like "fine dining".
Just "exquisite"
don't you think?
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Then they have
breathtaking
"architecture",
just brilliant!
Not functional
at all but that
is not important in something as glorious as “art”.

It goes on, they have
definite "must have"
matters like "haute
couture"! Not functional in any way either
but just gorgeous!
Human creations are
truly awesome!
And we haven’t even
shown you their
paintings yet..............
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The epitome of human creativity apparently is this "painting"
from the year 1961 which was sold for a little over $86,000,000!

Unfortunately however it is the epitome of insanity: nothing but
opinionated crap like the rest of the human so called "achievements" shown above. Make no mistake: the only purpose of an
abomination like this is to hang it on one's wall and "impress"
one's visitors with the amount paid for it! Thought of as "oh well,
whatever, nice we guess" until the price paid is revealed after
which it suddenly is considered "amazing, just brilliant: deep!".
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Even worse human self-obsession and mind boggling waste of
funds is a painting that some Italian guy without any useful talent, so he became an "artist", made in 1917. This "work of art"
was sold in May of 2018 for $157,000,000! Imagine what good
could have done with a huge amount like this. Also imagine, how
many people have worked hard to make this kind of money for
some rich "art collector".
Already we identify
huge problems with
humanity!
So, behold, this ->
is "art", right?

Wrong! THIS is "art"! Get your
priorities straight people!
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In all their delusion and vanity, humans have declared seven of
their "accomplishments" as "wonders of the world". This originally started around the 4th century, which could be considered an
"innocent" era despite it already being about hostilities, destruction, genocide, envy, betrayal and so on, the usual stuff inherent
to humans. In the 21st century however, 1700 years later, this
has still not been turned around. That makes this book so important: will human intelligence be able to prevent their demise after
all or will humankind meet their end soon. Comparing their accomplishments with their failures already shows which it will be.

Nice, but that is all it is. Especially when compared with the
things that humans have destroyed/are destroying right now.
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The benefits for the planet as such of all the acclaimed "progress"
are exactly opposite, the benefits for humans are somewhat
doubtful too! Each step in trying to create a better world has had
a negative side effect and introduced a new problem. This is the
case even today! An example: cutting down precious rainforests
with an axe is not so much of a problem: with a chainsaw it
becomes worrying. Huge mechanized powerful machines however
cutting down the trees in no time at all is nothing less than
alarming! There are many downsides like when "railroads"
(parallel steel bars for vehicles with steel wheels called "trains")
were constructed for the west of the North American continent to
be developed: humans liked to shoot buffalo herds with their
latest firearms from the train leaving the animals to suffer when
they were not killed and the carcasses to rot. This is as pointless
and cruel as anything you can imagine, typical for humans. Now
this was "the wild west" but it is a phenomenon of all times.
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Even in the 1980's when a ship of the Belgium sea army (navy)
was on its way to a conflict (of course) in the Persian Gulf, the
crew thought it was a good idea to test their machine guns (fast
firing firearms) out on lovely dolphins jumping from the water.
This is nothing less than insane: people pay good Earth currency
to just be able to watch these friendly, lovely creatures playfully
jump from the water, impressive and very exciting to watch!
Testing your military firearms on these gorgeous creatures
obviously makes sense to some humans!
This is the problem with humans, the already little progress in
their evolution only results in a simultaneous, parallel, evolution
in the damage they cause which makes the net progress equal to
zero! Well, actually it's negative as irreversible damage is done.
Advanced technology --> advanced crimes/mistakes-->
destruction.
A typical example is the development of the "world wide web" in
the 1990's. This is a huge network through which millions of
computers are connected and therewith a great source of information for work or pleasure, to everybody. What are the consequences, the serious side effects: hackers! Criminals and just silly
humans who introduce viruses, which may cause a computer to
just freeze or lose data. A completely new type of crime has formed along with this development! The "Internet" is abused for
criminal profits or just the "fun" of spoiling it for many people.
Of course, the abuse of the internet for legal "commercial" purposes now has grown to levels that are pointless, disturbing and
disproportionally disturbing. The entire concept of "publicity" has
grown to insane levels, more about that below.
Even before all this however, no sooner were airships (planes,
aircraft) introduced for intercontinental travel as they were
"hijacked" or an explosive device (bomb) was put in it to explode
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at high altitude and destroy it killing the innocent crew and passengers! It is regretfully undeniable that over the last millennia
more has been destroyed than created so the human pride and
complacency are not at all justified. Humans are so vain and
arrogant that they think their existence on Earth has a "higher"
purpose. This causes them to look down on the species whose
existence they think have no "purpose" despite the fact that
actually the human's "purpose" is equal to that of the smallest of
bugs: none! As a visitor you should try however to discover the
positive and interesting sides of planet Earth and its inhabitants.
Especially now that many beautiful creatures and untouched
nature are severely endangered and on the brink of extinction.
For now anyway there are plenty of nice places to visit but do not
wait too long because soon it will all have been destroyed!

Examples of beautiful tropical birds.
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Examples of densely populated areas which still are growing
and increasing in numbers rapidly.
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In addition, very similar to their "intelligence", the actual human
level of "civilization" is a tragic joke as well. Despite (of course)
human pride over being "civilized", it is practically non-existent.
For wild animals, there are "laws of nature": unwritten laws, that
cannot be tampered with, to which all "citizens" of natural environments have to abide in the interest of their own survival.
Humans however were forced, since the development of their
"brains", to draw up amazing numbers of "laws" to lay down what
humans are "allowed" to do and what they cannot do. It's because they have strong tendencies to be unreliable, violent, greedy,
selfish and dishonest. Over time, the laws were laid down in law
books that grew very very thick: dealing with all possible conflicts
and crazy acts that may be expected from humans, as the past
had taught. All humans are obliged to abide by these laws which
may vary depending on the country they live in. The practical
problem however was that humans cannot be expected to voluntarily respect these "laws" so there will have to be advocacy and
sanctions applied in order to force all humans to respect the laws.
All just to create a society in which the killing, abuse and stealing
would be at least somewhat acceptable. Unfortunately, this has
not worked out as planned although humans love to pretend it
has. Huge organizations, like justice departments and all kinds of
common or higher courts, are occupied with maintaining the
laws. Individuals that "break" the law have to pay fines, are
locked up in "jail" or even executed. The only separation between the alleged "civilization" and "anarchy", which is a complete mess wherein all humans do as they please (imagine that!),
are these laws. Compared with the natural animal societies, it
seems that human "civilization" is something terribly artificial and
instable where humanity depends heavily on. nevertheless, the
history of human "civilization" is horrific, even with these laws!
It is clear however that human societies are impossible to regulate and secondly, laws are made by the same humans! The fundamental problem with laws is: they are as good as the humans
that have drawn them up! Also, it's the governments that write
and install the laws and they could rarely resist to write laws with
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extra power and benefits for themselves! That is why very
peculiar (if not "crazy") laws were written.
Furthermore, despite their mental capabilities, humans still, for a
huge part, are driven by their obsessions, their petty private interests and their own survival. It's like they are programmed to
have the least of compassion or consideration with others and
unable to not be extremely selfish. It is like their brain is continuously sending out messages "remember, it is ALL about ME!".
This is the cause of all the bad and ugly things that are happening on Planet Earth, some of which will be presented in the coming chapters of this book. The result is obvious: the human
world is a downright mess! Anyone who thinks that "the law" is
the solution should think again: as already concluded, practically
every "law" for humans to abide to has fully intended benefits for
the ones that have drawn up and approved this particular "law".
Below some examples of random, delusional and incompetent
"law" making. This time environmental laws. In the Netherlands
the maximum speed on highways is limited during the day to
prevent "air pollution" and next door, in Germany, the speed limit
is reduced during the night to reduce disturbing "noise".
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3. THREATS : MATTERS OF ATTENTION
"It's not always sunshine and roses" (Earth proverb).
Despite the above-mentioned pride over their acquired "intelligence" and so-called "accomplishments", it is important to
stress again that humans also have some serious negative properties. Be always prepared for ever present character flaws like
egoism, vanity, malice, envy, hate, ignorance, jealousy, hypocrisy, greed, untrustworthiness, sadism, aggression and vulgarity
which may confusingly often seem totally absent at a first
glance!
A serious widely spread cause of mental disorders is: obsessions!
Obsession: An obsession is the inability of a person to stop
thinking about a particular topic or feeling a certain emotion without a high amount of anxiety. When obsessed, an individual
continues the obsession in order to avoid the consequent anxiety.
Just for your information, it might come in handy. These are the
most common obsessions: Power, Sex, Money, Material possession, Violence, Adrenalin, Food, Gambling, Cleaning, Body
weight, Religion, Sadism, Narcotics, Itself. The ugly disorder of
Narcissism is an example of obsession with itself.
These obsessions fortunately are not equally damaging.
Of course, not all humans suffer from these negative properties
equally though they more or less are always present. Humans in
general are also very unreliable, mentally instable and may turn
like a leaf when their own petty interests are at stake. Even outdated properties like "pride", "honor" and "ego" may cause humans to turn extremely violent, evidently even against their own
next of kin! In addition, quarrels concerning the most trivial material possessions may cause unprovoked and totally unforeseen
violence. Exceptions to these rules seem to exist but are extremely rare. The human proverb "there is good in everybody" unfortunately is not true! No matter how evil humans are portrayed
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in their dramatized fiction "entertainment" programs: the reality
always is much worse, a fact most humans shut themselves off
from. Please note that the above-described properties are considered "normal": many mental disorders that are considered
"abnormal" are found on top of these. So-called "normal" people
however will often also suffer from these albeit to a limited
extend.
You will probably not even notice these circumstances but
it does not hurt to know about them.
Very cynical is the fact that humans feel these properties are
insuperable to their species. An often-heard poor excuse for negative behavior is "I'm only human"! Well, it would be very recommendable, if not logical, to not accept this as that condition
seems to come with many flaws, but try to improve yourself!
Warning: One of the things to always remember is to everywhere and always be particularly alert and sensitive with regard
to the local "religion" which may demand extreme caution! Rulers
have introduced religions or "beliefs" after the forming of communities, as an easy but effective way to control the masses,
their subjects. Religions may sometimes seem very complex but
there always are one or more "gods" to which total power is
contributed and human "representatives" of the "god(s)" who will
convey all directives that the "gods" may issue. Religions were
actually made up by the rulers as a replacement for reign by
force and violence. They are without exception based on "believing" that the alleged higher power really exists without any
proof or even something tangible, which at least would suggest
that all or part of it is true! An example of a religion is the
introduction of the star of this solar system as a "god" with the
Inca's who lived in Central America in the 13th to 15th century.
The "sun" god was named "Inti". The ruler of these people would
tell the "priest" (the person to convey what the "god" commanded) what he wanted and the priest would tell the people to do
so otherwise "the sun god would burn them". Fear has always
been an important feature of "religions". Unlike for example the
Aztecs however, the Inca's did not sacrifice humans to the gods
which was very nice of them. Contrary to the believes of "specia-
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lists", who claim that human or animal sacrifice was done "to
please" the gods, these are just random acts of sadism, caused by insanity. It is just abuse of innocent people and animals
by exceptionally cruel and disturbed individuals that had the position to do as they pleased while making up excuses as they went
along. The crowds would believe anything in an environment of
fear in which they were kept ignorant. In later periods in history,
similar acts of evilness and sadism were committed without any
religious context. On humans, "medical experiments" of unspeakable cruelty, while completely pointless, were conducted by the
German Nazi's. Many people were "punished" extremely cruel by
sadist war criminals just because they had the opportunity to get
away with it. A list of these crimes would be endless. Think only
of what Japanese military personnel has done to Chinese civilians
like the Nanking massacre of 1937-1938 in which an alleged
300.000 civilians and prisoners of war were killed, one of many
examples!

It seemed
to make
perfect
sense to
burry
Chinese
prisoners
alive.....
The purpose
being?
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The initiative of creating "beliefs" for people to hang on to could
have been very useful in providing humans with proper directives
in life: a typical example of this are the "10 commandments" of
the Catholic belief. Possible advantages were however eliminated: negative side effects of these efforts are abuse of the powers gained this way to force humans to commit acts of cruelty,
not in the last place against animals, and competition between
the different religions which have often have led to humans destroying each other for no reason, a phenomenon called "war".
War happens when a group of humans, living on a piece of land
(Nation or country), separated from other pieces of land by
borders, start to fight with another nearby "nation". These nations all have their own culture, laws and religion. Religions may
be each other's opposite, which often results in friction and even
hostility when for example one religion demands (why?) that all
efforts should be made to force that religion upon a neighboring
people!
Insiders tip : for your own safety, for peace sake, never ever
start or even take part in any discussion about any religion with
anyone!
In the middle ages of the second millennium since the start of
the counting of the Earth's years, people who refused to "believe"
and subject themselves completely to the religion's far-fetched
rules, were brand named "heretic" or "devil". They were tortured
and brought to death in the most primitive and rude ways, often
publicly! A nice example is the so-called "Spanish Inquisition"
which was active as from the middle of the second millennium. It
is very interesting to learn how religious matters were dealt with
in those days, not really sophisticated one may say. In some
countries, the less civilized, similar traditions are still upheld today, out in the open and surprisingly even with pride.
Hot tip: when you can, visit a "torture" museum and find out all
the creative ways humans have developed to hurt other humans
as much as possible! You can find these, amongst others, in The
Netherlands (Amsterdam), Germany (Rüdesheim) and the Tsjech
Republic (Prague). Humans are specialists in causing pain!
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Classic "torture chamber".

Impalement: nice, isn't it? Such creativity!
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You will simply
be delighted by
the amazing ingenuity and variation you will
encounter. This
material also
provides you
with an interesting insight in
the curious
ways of the
tragically crippled
human mind!
With a religion obviously one is expected to "believe" but only
what one is told to "believe", or one would be qualified an "infidel". Coming up with one's own god was not possible nor was
one allowed to believe that one's self is a "god"! Clearly many
aspects of today still practiced religions come from a very long
time ago. Examples are the fact that some animals are considered "impure" or for consumption, have to be killed in a special
"religious" (of course cruel) way: in some religions children are
obliged to be mutilated. The strictly religious Jewish people perform "circumcision" on the male reproductive organ, the penis, at
very young age. This is the removal of the foreskin and said to be
for "hygienic" reasons. This is pure nonsense because that is not
the case in any way: non-Jewish males have not a single problem
with their hygiene! The real, silly reason, which they will never
admit to, is making it harder for males to masturbate in order to
relief sexual tension: it was hoped that this would increase the
chances of intercourse between males and females, thus hopefully resulting in more children born which was in high hope that
the number of Jewish people would grow. All really ridiculous and
extremely far-fetched, but remember, do not engage in a discussion about these matters. The people who are the most serious
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"believers" are the ones it is the hardest, impossible really, to
reason with!
A shocking example
are public transport
(bus, taxi) drivers with
a certain religion that
refuse to transport blind
people with their guide
dog because the dog is
allegedly "impure"!
That is evolution in
the 21st century for
you! In addition, anything to do with pigs
has to be avoided
because of certain
prehistoric religious
ruling as, in particular
according to the
Islam religion, they
are considered extremely "impure"!

Do you think I am "impure"? Why?
There are however also countries where particular animals are
considered "holy", illustrating the huge variation in the different
religions. Of course, any sensible explanation for all this does not
exist. With the current speed evolution advances, it will however
take a very long time for these silly matters to be banned.
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Religions also offer very convenient ways to do penance for one's
"sins": you just tell all in confidence to a "preacher", say some
regretful words (prayers) and you are in the clear! With other
religions, you wash yourself in a "holy" river and all your sins are
miraculously flushed away. Very creative right? Where the incentive lies to not committing these "sins" again is unknown. Another flaw in the system of manipulating large numbers of humans
by religion is the excuse "it happened because god wanted it that
way" where many abuses are justified by. Some far-fetched practices are "commanded" by "holy" books that were written, by humans mind you, thousands of years ago! For true believers the
religion can be comforting however: when a loved one passes
away one can come to terms with their death because it may be
considered "the will of god", so he might have had a good reason
for it and therefore it is considered inevitable anyway! When they
were good people they will go to "heaven" where you will be rewarded for your "good" life and otherwise a place called "hell"
where you will be punished! In the same fashion, far-fetched excuses have been made up to explain why any "god", with all its
"power", would allow all the abuse and misery that takes place
on Earth. Indeed, humans would not be humans if the weirdest
acts were not justified with "sorry, that is our religion", so again
abuse, this time of the sacred religion, for their own purposes. As
something that is supposed to be considered "higher" or "holy",
"freedom of religion" is common in most countries.
Now is that not interesting?
Regretfully, in some countries however, the religion is in reality
nothing but complete and utter insanity. The worst and most
disgusting example of this is the "Hindu" religion as professed in
the mentally completely lost, insane, country of Nepal!
Here, religion demands animal sacrifice on a scale that is simply
impossible to comprehend. At least 250.000 animals are slaughtered, mutilated, abused and butchered in a festival of blind frenzy, of pointless and random killing on a shocking and seriously
disturbing scale. In 2009, an estimated 500.000 animals were
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murdered! This "festival" for the pleasing of the god "Gadhimai"
is supposed to take place here every five years.
We do not even want to know the least about a religion wherein
severely disturbed humans once, long time ago, decided that this
was the way to go for it. For some reason they decided it should
be demanded that such indescribable insanity, these pointless,
ruthless huge scale killings, would have to take place on a regular
base. Only completely insane minds could come up with this.
Observe the pictures below and decide for yourself. Who or what
could possibly benefit from this insanity but the people who
breed, gather and sell the animals for this despicable and sick
event.

This is just a fraction of the animals butchered for this “god”!
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Insanity does not come worse than this:

Look at them, take your time. Behold Planet Earth with all its
beauty and its intelligent human inhabitants in the 21st century!
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This is nothing less than killing for the sake of killing. The Nepalese government of utterly disturbed individuals claims to be
proud of this "centuries old tradition" and they are prepared to go
to great lengths to make sure it will take place! Well, it is absolutely justified to question the mental capabilities of humans who
describe these senseless crimes this way. It is as if they are on
drugs or just have lost their minds! It would be great justice to
have them convicted to the same treatment that they so easily
and ruthlessly inflict on the poor animals.

Not feeling sorry for this poor little goat is non-human!
In what universe would it be possible for a truly intelligent and
compassionate individual to have the slightest "respect" or even
"understanding" for these disgusting acts of senseless cruelty?
This "festival" is just a case of mass hysteria in which all reasoning is lost, where the slightest of compassion with the poor
victims is absent. It is a terrible example of the evil that religions
may represent.
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Look at this poor, innocent, unsuspecting little animal. He had no
idea what was coming, or why. Mass murder: for what reason?
Rather than the obvious rejection of them because of growing
awareness as part of evolution: these atrocities are upheld as
"tradition" without looking at them in a modern, critical and
intelligent way.
"The "gods" will surely love this! The crops will be so
good. Maybe you should kill 2 million animals rather than
500.000, then your “god” might make it rain gold and
diamonds from the sky!"
Who would have expected terrible things like this to take
place on Earth? I guess none of the ignorant humans!
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Another picture, particularly depressing!

Yes, these sadistic, cruel, barbaric creatures, the incredibly selfobsessed humans, really consider themselves "civilized" and "intelligent"! What a huge misconception for they are the exact opposite! Animals are a million times better and more honorable.
Our verdict on "Religions"!
As you by now will have worked out by yourselves: there are no
"gods" pulling any strings on Earth (or anywhere else) like the
religion pushers and followers want us to "believe".
This shall undeniably be concluded from the following:
1/ The supposed "gods" nearly all have human appearance. As
humans in there, more or less, current shape with only some
minor changes, have been around for maybe 100.000 years,
obviously it is no coincidence that the phenomenon "god" has
appeared, looking like humans, simultaneously.
2/ According to some religions, "god" has created the world "in
seven days": this is a ludicrous and impossible to believe
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statement as Earth is part of the endless universe of which
has been proven that it was formed billions of years ago.
3/ How could anyone, even a "god", have created the universe
with billions of planets and stars and also Earth with millions
of species of organisms. The delusion of the "believers" even
goes so far as to deny evolution and reject scientist like
Charles Darwin (1809-1882), who even is called a "heathen"!
4/ When a "god" would have created something as beautiful as
planet Earth with all of its gorgeous and enchanting creatures,
would he really allow just one species, humans, to rape, abuse
and destroy that all? Religions have come up with answers to
this question like "it's a test" and "people have to learn", none
of which makes sense. Well, how could they ever?
5/ Would a "god" really create all this beauty and then witness all
the injustice, misery, crime and destruction on Earth, without
even once showing his discontent and give the humans a bit
of a warning? Like, a "wake up call"?? Would he not make his
presence known? Would he not punish the evil humans, reward the good ones and protect the animal treasures? Would
he not stand up against the evil that is done in his name? Religions have come up with numerous explanations, like mentioned in 4/, neither of which make the least of sense.
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What a tragedy: while living on the most beautiful planet in the
universe humans can imagine, it is destroyed, abused and run
over without hesitation or respect. The rarely seen even least of
respect goes overboard as soon as money and "economics" are
involved. Instead, billions of humans waste their lives worshipping far-fetched man made alleged entities, of course without
any reaction from the "gods" as there is absolutely nothing
there! Insanity as they choose for this rather than worship what
is factually and physically there: their wonderful, beautiful and
irreplaceable planet Earth! Taking into consideration what prosperity humans manage to get from the rich planet, there is plenty of reason to worship it! However, they hurt the planet badly
on a daily base: what a tragedy, will they ever learn?
It's hate, envy, selfishness, ignorance, intolerance, greed, evil
and the one that makes the least sense: sadism. Humans truly
are the cancer of the beautiful Planet Earth! She will survive
though, albeit severely ruined and hurt......................
Although religions in some cases have positive effects for humans, they are not of any advantage to the planet. They are often hateful against each other, interpreted for the own benefits
of the "believers" and immensely hypocrite. Fortunately many
humans now oppose them and their number is increasing, although as yet without significant result. Humans do not seem to
want, or are able, to recognize the intentions of religion and then
reject them completely, which would be a major step in the now
really struggling evolution! Clearly, the purposes are manipulation of the masses and get profits out of them. Imagine the medieval period, the "dark ages", when churches/religions were at
war with the upper class like kings etcetera about who was effectively in charge. It makes sense: they were both after the same:
power. The use of better and more violence caused the kings and
other rulers to win, after which probably the profits were "agreed
on": certain percentages, with considerably less for the churches/religions. However, churches, mosques, or any "house of
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worship", are really temples of hypocrisy, deceit and often even
hate! They should be avoided until they're all gone!
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Organized violence
Wars and acts of "terrorism" (local attacks, usually on innocent
civilians) may occur all over the planet although in some areas it
seems to be a more frequent phenomenon. Check your destination up front with ITAB about what you can expect and whether it
is at all advisable to go there! The aforementioned "Industrial
(technical) Revolution" has unfortunately also resulted in development and extensive production of weapons, to be deployed in
the numerous wars to come. It would become one of the biggest
"businesses" in the world! The killing of large numbers of humans
now became possible: during the first "World War" from 1914 to
1918, already 16 million people were killed and 20 million
wounded. Poisonous gas was very effectively used but later banned. As some countries came out of that war with a grudge they
started a proper one, the second "World War", which took place
in the years 1939 to 1945, in this one no less than 50 million
people died!
This was left
from the Japanese city
of Hiroshima
after a nuclear explosive
device was
dropped on it
in 1945! A
truly effective weapon.
This all happened more then
65 years ago
folks so do not
worry about it! A number of smaller scale wars have occurred
since then with maybe less victims but equally cruel and pointless. As this still goes on today, they are not really accomplishments that humans can be proud of!
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Who from outer space in their right mind (as we all are) felt not
ashamed for the inhabitants of this gorgeous planet to commit
such outrageous acts! Because of WW II, the opposing eastern
and western alliances deemed it necessary to stack up intercontinental ballistic missiles with nuclear weapons of mass destruction bolted on them, which could destroy all life on Earth 10 times over. These measures were intended to preserve peace,
mind you! Fortunately, the humans have more luck then brains
as the threat of worldwide destruction was averted although most
humans never realized how imminent that fate once was. The
main problem is that weapons represent the biggest industry on
Earth! Too much power lies in the hands of too few people,
unfortunately, the least trustworthy ones at that!

This is what a detonation of a nuclear device looks like!
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4. INTERACTION WITH HUMANS
In this guide, you will find many warnings and tips you are advised to keep in mind when interacting with humans. One of the
things you can never do is speak your mind openly: here is required what humans call "political correctness", which you probably
have never heard of. This is a phenomenon that has spread all
over the world, like some sort of new religion! The word "political", of course, has a negative meaning in this concept. Quite
justified as there is really not much good about "politics". It
comes down to not saying what you really feel to, or about,
somebody but saying what you are supposed to say when you
were a "decent" and "obedient" human. Now what are you
"supposed" to say? Well, everything that is not judging,
accusatory or may be considered as offensive. Trouble of this
lame concept is that the truth may never be said! A nice example
from "real life" is the following: many of the richer countries take
up huge numbers of refugees from less developed countries
where there are many problems. The cause of these problems
often lies in the nature of these people and goes back tens of
thousands of years, like com-petition and wars among African
tribes. Unfortunately, they take those problems as well as the
fact that they are much more primitive with them to the
countries that provide them shelter and safety. Often, these
people have integration and other behavioral problems. They
cause problems not because of their number but because many
of them refuse to accept the customs of the country that offers
them a safe haven: sometimes these age old local customs are
even rejected! This causes an often seen resistance against these
refugees, which is all but too often mistaken for "racism". An
easy way to ignore the problem and shut up its criticasters.
This is now what you cannot say! The left wing self-proclaimed
"gutmensch" (or "gooder") will be shocked, say that is "discrimination" and call you a racist! This is of course extremely stupid
because "discrimination" is based on prejudice while this is just
criticism based on actual behavioral problems. It is not at all
clear how some humans think this is wrong. By now it is no
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longer possible to say anything about minorities, not even when
it is totally justifiable, because they immediately will scream
"discrimination" which takes all the attention off from their original culpable behavior! There has definitely been discrimination in
the past, which caused a lot of grief. However, that does not
mean that it is correct to do just the opposite as that causes grief
again. Many problems on Earth remain in existence because nobody can speak their mind about the behavior of others. No human is indeed "innocent" and therefore is not expected to judge
others because of all the wrong they are considered to do "themselves" and also because they have to "mind their own business"!
Hypocrisy is the main drive behind this concept, even within religions it is demanded that nobody may be judged. The saying
here is "how can you look for the splinter in your brother's eye
and not notice the stick in your own eye?"! In other words, do
not say anything about somebody else because of your own imperfection: as if decent people have no right to judge criminals
and abusers! Very illogical.
We as extra-terrestrials however are totally innocent to
crimes and abuse on Earth and therefore we feel we have
the right to judge humans and their actions in this book.
This guide is after all about humans, not for them! Furthermore we were not familiar with the concept of "political correctness", we cannot find any advantage herein.
Warning : as you cannot expect humans to recognize all their
faults after you have pointed them out, do not attempt this no
matter how much your integrity urges you to do so! The effects
will be reversed and cause conflict. The reason is very simple, if
the individuals possessed intelligence, decency and compassion
with other creatures in the first place, they would not have committed those crimes or acts of cruelty! Ergo, you will have a hard
time trying to explain to them what is so wrong about their behavior because a lot is missing in their minds!
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Soon you will end up defending yourself against lies, suggestions
and false accusations! Insincerity is a huge problem with humans, they will go to any length to justify their behavior no
matter whether it is completely outrageous, just incorrect or
dishonest. It is excuses, excuses and more excuses one being
even more lame and far-fetched then the other!
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5. THE REIGN OF PLANET EARTH
Beside on account of religious matters, terrorism may also occur
when some humans do not agree with the way their rulers, the
"state", treats them and often see violence as a last resort. Some
rare state forms like a dictatorship, with a single ruler, will instigate a lot of resistance. Being the single ruler however, a dictator
may freely take all the necessary precautions to suppress resistance which often results in a reign of fear.
Most of the world is however ruled by a better form of state
namely "democracy". This name originates from the Greek word
dēmokratía, which stands for "rule of the people". The basic idea
is for different parties to present their plans for the people and let
everybody choose the one they like most, an event called "elections". This may at first glance seem a proper way of organizing a
society, in practice it unfortunately does not work at all. The reason for that are the politicians. As you know, "politicians" on our
home planets have been replaced with artificial intelligence a long
time ago and for a good reason.
On Earth however humans are still subdued to human politicians
which are even worse than the extra-terrestrial ones we all have
removed! That means of course wide spread abuse of power, incompetence, lack of integrity, corruption, self-enrichment, class
justice and favoring friends: practices, which take place in every
ruling organization of the planet since the first attempts to concentrate ruling power in the prehistoric era!
Democracy on Planet Earth is nothing but a scam which could
never be upheld if the humans would not a/ have been brainwashed into believing they actually have a say in the ruling and
b/ would not be so occupied with earning a living, getting a new
caravan, visit soccer games, watching television and so on!
As a result of this, politicians could and would have had their way
with society. Well, they have and look what a terrible mess they
have made of it!
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The reason why this system can never ever work with humans is
the fact that no human can be trusted with power over others!
Anyone with a strong, abnormal, desire for power over others has
his/her own private reasons for that. It is never for the benefit of
others! Some really intelligent people have foreseen this and described the problem accurately:

This is applicable for anyone, from humans involved in bingo
clubs, children daycare centers, any company small or big, of
course the governments and their institutions like a justice
department, the police, the tax receiver and so on! It is clear, as
also noted by others, that these individuals can never be trusted! Most humans suffer from these mental disorders but it sometimes shows only when they get the opportunity to gain
power. These mental disorders are closely related to selfishness,
self-obsession and unreliability and this "package" of mental disorders is the most serious cause for the ugly mess the human
society is! These humans do not care for the lives or interests of
others: they suffer from mental disorders which make that they
are in their actions and decisions not in the least affected by the
consequences they have for others.
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Another quote, from a wise man that understands:

In daily life, this goes for literally everybody involved with decision making, no matter whether in clubs, companies or governments. They all have the following in common:
Definition :
Earth politicians (with some extremely rare exceptions!) can be
defined as extremely arrogant, incapable of speaking the truth,
dishonest, incompetent and pretentious individuals with huge
ambitions, who suffer from pathological over-estimation of their
capabilities because they were never tested in actual commercial
competitive working environments, who are despite all this erroneously convinced that with them at power and managing community funds, the quality of the people's lives will be hugely improved because obviously they know much better what is good
for them than the people themselves! All the "good" they bring,
of course, entitles them to a handsome financial compensation
which usually is the first "good" they realize and often the last!
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The sad reality, the actual cause of Earth being a real mess, is
that every single time the exact opposite of their delusion is true!
These individuals, who are so eager, are precisely, accurately,
NOT suitable for these tasks! As a rule, you may assume that
everything that politicians touch, they break, ruin and spoil! They
also fail constantly when conditions occur in which they are supposed to use the acquired power for the proper purposes, to take
decisive steps in order to deal with those conditions! They are
incapable! Further-more, they take one stupid decision after
another: they take wrong turns and proceed in the wrong direction no matter what. Afterwards, as a rule, the huge mistakes
and ill judgements are belittled. Do not expect apologies, all you
get is "that matter could possibly have been handled in a better
way".
Politicians play their games in groups of individuals (political parties, bodies of government) that may be regarded as close communities in which everybody covers their neighbor and "buddy"
except when it is in their own favor to stab him in the back!
Politicians can be found in all global ruling organizations from low
(local) to high (national) and even higher (EU) levels plus everything in between. The abuse and humiliation of civilians takes
place on all of these levels and is facilitated by laws, entered by
politicians, in which it is foreseen that civilians always draw
blanks. As a result, the often highly praised concept of "justice" is
just as sincere as the concept "democracy": not at all! Elections
are the way to give people the feeling that they have a say in
what will happen, in the ruling and law making. After years of
elections, promises by politicians and the massive breaking of
those promises right after the elections, the humans however
have still not yet learned that they are being fooled! Unfortunately, looking at the average level of human "intelligence", this is
not likely to change any time soon! Honesty commands us however to also state that not many alternatives are available as yet.
All politicians come from "political parties" and together form
ruling organizations called "government": as they have presented themselves as representatives of the people, they receive a
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lot of currency to pay for the facilities that the people need. At
present, humanity finds itself in a downward spiral because too
much currency is spent on maintaining the government as well as
on the wrong purposes. That is why they think they can go on
and on with demanding ever more currency of the people (taxes)
until the whole system of currency and productivity (economy)
comes to a grinding stop! Other governments have only the poor
people pay taxes because they are such good friends with the
rich people, this does not work either. This causes funds to disappear as if send into a black hole.
The best politicians at least try to "fit in" people's interests into
their own agenda's but most of them just go their own way. Not
the least important aspect of their activities comprises paving the
way to a comfortable public position after their political career,
like mayor or ruler in a lower government organization. Also, big
private companies they favored as lawmaker often will have
(create?) a nice position for them!
The reason that much less resistance against these practices is
found in the so-called "civilized countries", is that the rulers are
very capable in determining exactly how much repression and
raising taxes they can get away with. Going beyond that limit
would surely raise much opposition: giving the people as little as
possible means and freedom without exceeding the limit has become a true art within governments. The rich people they do not
have to care about, they are probably happy! There are not many
things you can trust politicians with. The one thing however
where you can always count on is their obsession for and ability
to waste other people's money: no exception in the entire world!
After all, this is the reason for those special types of humans to
engage into politics worldwide in the first place. Examples of this
can be found throughout this book, similar to the way it all is a
part of day-to-day life on Planet Earth!
So, what do you think? It is not so bad on your home
planet after all, right?
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Insiders tip : identical to the subject of religion it is not advisable
to engage in discussions about politics! Although the risk of injury
because of hostilities is much smaller, it is better to be safe than
sorry. Besides, highly advanced extra-terrestrials might expect
reason, facts, history and truth to be most important in a political
discussion but that is not the case on Planet Earth!
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6. LOCAL TRAVEL
Should you want to engage in travel on Earth, you have a choice
between air and surface travel. Air travel takes place in hot air
balloons or motorized airships called "aircraft". For air travel, you
will have to go to the designated places where airships may take
to the air or land back on Earth, called "airports". Please note
that air travel will have you submitted to "security checks" with
seemingly ineffective but disturbing inspections and humiliation.
There are two distinct types of surface travel: public and private
transport. Public transport is performed with multi passenger
vehicles on wheels, either with rubber tires containing pressurized air on hardened surfaces called "roads" or with all steel
wheels on steel rails (trains). The alternative is travel over water
surfaces with motorized floating vessels (called "ships") that
travel on seas, lakes and rivers. You pay for a place (seat) by
purchasing a "ticket" from a ticket office. Make sure to bring the
correct Earth currency which may be different in each country!
Most of these services work with timetables so you can easily
plan your trip.
Insiders tip : always have a time device, like a "watch", which
displays the Earth time at your location and a calendar at hand.
Travelling greater distances may require you to change the "time
zone".
Private, individual, transport is when you have acquired your own
personal vehicle, by rent or purchase, which mostly is a fourwheeled, steel, petrol engine driven covered vehicle named "car"
or, an uncovered two wheel vehicle named "motorcycle" on which
you sit on top. Mastering these primitive vehicles will not be a
problem for most extra-terrestrials: collision free advancing in
the awkward Earth surface travel could however pose huge problems and should only be attempted after careful consideration!
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You should expect to get stuck in a "traffic jam" like this.

As theoretically the surface travel, or "traffic", is bound and regulated by rules, it is amazing to notice that in practice hardly any
consistent ruling can be found! The vehicles are provided with
lights in front and rear that some people however do not switch
on in rain, snow or twilight: what could be the purpose of that?
Vehicles also have orange lights installed on each corner, which
are supposed to blink before an intended change of direction.
Other drivers will notice that and may take evasive action to prevent collision. It is however amazing to learn that most participants in traffic do not seem to be aware of the fact that this feature is available on their vehicle! It is equally amazing that most
vehicles are fitted with no less than three mirrors but still the drivers do not seem able to notice vehicles coming from the rear!
These and other problems cause traffic to be a dangerous and
inconsistent matter. We wonder, do humans not possess
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sufficient intelligence to perform all two dimensional moving
tasks properly or are they perhaps unwilling to perform them?
Now do not worry: we have got you covered!
The authors of your travel guide went "the extra mile" (Earth
saying) and are extremely proud of being able to provide the
extra-terrestrial visitor to Earth with some priceless inside information first hand because we actually visited big "cities" like New
York, Paris, Rome and Amsterdam! We drove private vehicles
there and got to experience what you may expect so we can help
you prepare yourself!
Insiders tip : in order to prevent nasty accidents, drivers will
have to realize that any traffic regulations are not applicable to
the drivers of light human-propelled two wheel vehicles named
"bicycles". Also, never expect their drivers to notice you because
they are unable to look anywhere but straight ahead!
Insiders tip : please note that while driving in densely populated
area's (cities) with busy traffic, when other drivers are in your
way, you apparently are obliged to operate the installed warning
sound device (horn) while
articulate gestures with
both arms should be executed simultaneously. In
addition, when your species
are equipped with hand like
limbs, with fingers, you may
extend the middle finger of
one of your "hands"
towards fellow drivers
while shouting "asshole"!
Nothing "breaks the ice"
like a typical heartfelt Earth
greeting! It should always
be returned!
Remember: it is all about "blending in".
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Extra-terrestrials with eyes on the four corners of their head or in
the back could have a huge advantage as often vehicles seem to
come from all directions: extra-terrestrials with more than two
arm-like limbs will strongly benefit from that configuration when
operating the sound device (remember, the horn). They will be
able to at the same time hold on to the directional control (steering wheel) while making the required arm gestures.
With paper roadmaps or an electronic navigation system
you can now drive anywhere.
Warning: drivers of motorized vehicles should always be aware of
a particular group of humans: they are walking, called “pedestrians” and have self-destructive tendencies. They are alive nor
dead and may emerge in front of your vehicle seemingly out of
nowhere. We believe that these creatures are called "zombies"
and originally thought they were fiction, from cinematic presentations, but now have found out they really exist!
A last warning concerns the danger of the worldwide "fine" or
"citation" industry in which the politicians (again!) abuse and
misuse the police for generating more income from "civilians".
The police has long time ago been established as the organization
that may use force to uphold law and order. Some smart politicians however reckoned that although laws and regulations contain absolute values, numbers, like "speed limits" for traffic, it is
however in real life sometimes hard to abide by these values all
of the time everywhere, occasionally even impossible. That is
why most police forces have to spend a lot of time on "maintaining the law" to the exact number no matter what circumstances.
Not in the interest of any civilian but just to take money from
them under false pretenses, like "safety"! In order to increase
their chances on "success" it is common to check the speed of
vehicles on hours that traffic is the least busy, in places where
risk is low and where the speed limits are, on purpose, unnaturally low! As chasing criminals, by law enforcement organizations,
can be both dangerous and expensive, the priority has moved
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towards catching many civilians for bogus "infractions" at the expense of catching a few real criminals. Many police officers have
welcomed this and prefer intimidating and fining unsuspecting
decent civilians over dealing with dangerous criminals. Goal
achieved: huge income without any risk!
Fortunately, these abuses are worldwide not yet as extensive and
outrageous as in the country where they were invented although
that process is underway! So take care when you drive, especially in that pathetic little country "the Netherlands": the rulers
here are the pioneers of these abuses under the falsest of pretenses where they, end 20th, early 21st century, have escalated
into genuine terror against innocent civilians! We strongly advise
you to avoid this very silly place. Unless of course you enjoy
secondary roads, with tax payers hard earned money, turned into
obstacle courses where driving is pure hell and being fined by the
police who's highest priority is catching you driving 4 km/h faster
than the speed limit!
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Talking about "the Dutch", as the inhabitants of the Netherlands
are called, their "solution" to traffic congestion is also typical! In
their minds just brilliant, so worthy of lots of taxpayers money!
When there is some point on a motorway notorious for frequent
congestion, causing pollution and delays, they have managed to
prevent the happening of ANY traffic congestion right there.
It was a bit expensive but it works flawless: detection loops are
installed under the road surface quantifying everything made of
steel that passes: these loops are linked to advanced computers
along with dozens of cameras. This way, the intensity of the traffic can be determined and processed so it can be accurately regulated. The computers assess the entire situation and come up
with a reduced speed that has to be maintained in order to prevent congestion in the "target" area. This is realized through so
called "matrix" traffic signs approximately 10 miles ahead of this
area, displaying the mandatory reduced speed to as slow as 50
km/h (35 mph). Wow, a magnificent "solution" with just one tiny
side effect: guess where the congestion will take place now?
Have a happy drive!

The Dutch solution to traffic congestion in a particular place!
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7. HUMAN SPACE EXPLORATION (WHAT SHOULD BE DONE
INSTEAD!)
This is either a fantastic subject, when you are human, or a joke,
to us extra-terrestrials. Many resources have been deployed,
were spilled, and many lives have been lost in the approximately
65(!) years of human "space exploration" without any significant
result. Putting a man with a flag on the Earth's moon (not for any
purpose except to beat the Russians to it!), sending a robot to
Mars and launching a big telescope into orbit basically are the
only, useless, achievements. For a long time space exploration
was only motivated by competition between the global eastern
and western pacts. At present, many countries work together and
even share a "space station", ISS. Typically, the term "space" is
used liberally because the station is orbiting the Earth at a distance of only between 330 and 435 kilometers, which technically
is not even "space"! It is no surprise that the many scientists
occupied with this matter have not yet managed to present
anything constructive or even significant with regard to outer
space. What are they really trying to accomplish? Finding another
gorgeous planet like Earth so humans may go there and abuse
and destroy that one too, as they have done with Planet Earth?
The early 2018 disclosed information reporting that Earth and it's
moon will collide in a couple of billions of years of course is plain
ridiculous nonsense! The many satellites that orbit Earth for communication and/or broadcast purposes may however be regarded
as useful and advanced (to Earth standards) achievements. Of
course, many satellites have been launched and orbit the Earth
for military purposes: there is indeed still not much faith in the
mutual intentions.
Insiders tip : watch out for these satellites as well as for space
debris during your approach. The fact that humans had to litter
space as soon as they entered it (like the Earth surface!) won't
come as a surprise to you now will it!
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The absurdity of human "space exploration" is illustrated by these
pictures. There is no point what-so-ever in "exploring space",
let alone so close by. It does not serve ANY purpose! The above
picture shows the place of our solar system in our galaxy. In the
pictures below it is shown where humans have travelled thanks
to huge cost and efforts. Now there is a flag on the moon: what
was the point? Showing a "stone" coming from the moon? A
bunch of useless "information"?? It's all futile, just a huge waste!
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Humans have "explored" the Earth's moon: pointless!
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It is a very peculiar, unlikely and illogical phenomenon, but humans can't get enough of "space"! They are obsessed with it and
made big plans to "conquer" it. They fantasize about eventually
moving to other also beautiful planets after they have destroyed
Planet Earth completely, of course "to save" humanity! As if that
is at all worth saving! How could they have gotten that impression? Ignorance! Again, humans do not have a clue whatsoever.
They are like a 3 millimeter big ant of the "insect" group of species, living in Europe, that is obsessed with Australia. Equal to
humans: for this ant it is not relevant at all what Australia is like,
how far it is nor does it makes sense to even think about going
there. Especially because the ant does even has a reason for
that! It serves no purpose or relevance to start speculating "what
it is like", "how long has it been there", "how far" it really is or
whatever is going on there!
Imagine the ant talking big numbers
about the moon to his fellow ants:
wouldn't they think he is nuts??
In the universe, humans are like ants on planet Earth. Of course,
ants have no knowledge about other continents or other places
far away but it is not relevant for them so they would not even
bother even if they could! For ants, a mile away is just like a
lightyear to humans, so, in all their wisdom they do not bother
with that! They are just about surviving in their own little environment. The big difference with humans, on the contrary, is that
they spend incredible amounts of time and efforts in doing just
that! Humans have managed to gather lots of information about
"space" but it all is far beyond their imagination. Far beyond of
what they are capable of understanding, very similar to for
example a European ant's understanding of Australia!
It is therefore justified to conclude that humans, despite their
"smart", sometimes even casual, talk about fictional unattainable
speeds like a "lightyear" and periods of billions of Earth years,
they are shockingly and considerably less intelligent than ants!
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Yet, imagine that this ant is obsessed with the Earth's moon and
spends all his time on figuring out how to ever get there. Humans
would find that utterly ridiculous and pointless despite the fact
that they are doing exactly the same. Humans are fond of pretending, just to boost their ego but it remains a fact that nobody
has the least of a clue as to the point of all this information or is
able to put these hugely incomprehensible numbers in perspective. In fact, they're incapable to distinguish any relevance in this
at huge costs and efforts obtained information! Their tragedy is
that sadly, while wasting time and efforts this way, humans are
completely oblivious to the beauty and uniqueness of their own
planet, which they mindlessly rape, hurt, destroy, exploit, pollute, abuse and mutilate: all of which they mistake for "progress"!
Their "space exploration", that they painfully consider to be evidence of their intelligence and capabilities, is in reality the exact
opposite: it is pathetic, ignorant, pointless and vain! Not surprisingly "space exploration" was originally undertaken solely for
political and megalomania reasons! Going to the moon "not because it's easy, but because it's hard" is not at all a healthy reason for all these demanding challenges, sacrifices and insane
cost! If you really want "hard": save your precious planet!!

Space telescope Hubble: like the ant observing the moon...
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Yet, planet Mars formed such a huge "challenge" that humans
have spent years on getting some vehicle to land there and send
images. In November of 2018 they finally succeeded and after
seven months of traveling the vehicle named "InSight" landed on
Mars. Yet another fine display of human vanity because in all
their megalomania they considered this a sensible way to spend
the incredible amount of a billion dollars. We guess that for humans who, despite their limited intelligence, are used to talking
casual about "billions of years" and "millions of lightyears", this
amount is also kind of "casual". Perhaps they think that talking
about money is just vulgar and that the costs of projects like this
are inconsequential! Nevertheless, what you get in return are
images and perhaps knowledge of the surface of an inhabitable
very cold lump of metal and rock, without any air but with radiation on the surface that makes life impossible, 250 million miles
away! Not really something that is worth spending a billion dollars on to "explore"! Especially since there are still many things
unknown about Planet Earth that are worth investigating. Humans are somehow convinced that their endeavour to "conquer"
space, even "outer space" or "deep space" (how tragic!), are
evidence of their intelligence and their civilization. As confirmed
without the shadow of a doubt in this book, the opposite is true!
One look at the extremely sad state their heavily suffering own
planet is in and the way it is going downhill fast in an increasing
rate, does not allow the least of doubt about this statement!
Convince yourself of this tragic ending on the following pages.
What a sad way to
waste money. The
epitome of delusion!
Go to Mars and yet,
look how they treat
non-human species
(animals) on their
planet. Evil!
Outrageous!

So much effort, for this??
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The arrogance and vanity of humans is painfully shown by their
failed efforts to "conquer" outer space. In 1986 a launch of space
shuttle "Challenger" (name is again typical) was planned. It was
delayed already a couple of times because of various problems,
much to the embarrassment of NASA. Finally, they were ready to
launch but there was just one minor problem: the low temperature on the launch pad fell outside the operating range of the Oring seals between the cylindrical sections of the SRB's. They had
already partially failed in earlier launches. It was freezing and the
seals were not designed to operate properly in low temperatures.
Thinking they had waited long enough though and fearing more
embarrassment from further delay, the mission director decided
that the launch had to go ahead despite countless warnings
about the seals, that already had caused problems before!
Exactly as feared by
many, after 73 seconds
into the launch the failing
seal was burnt away and
high pressure hot gasses
caused the SRB to tear
loose from the main external fuel tank, causing
a fatal malfunction.
The 32 month hiatus in the shuttle program that followed had
however taught NASA not much. That is how again, in 2003, a
space shuttle, named "Columbia", could suffer from another
major malfunction. During take-off, huge pieces of material could
be seen coming down from the top of the vehicle. They were supposed to be chunks of insulation material that had come loose
from the top. Unfortunately, it was only briefly investigated whether any damage had occurred, allegedly because damage could
not be fixed anyway. The severity of the damage however became too painfully clear during re-entry when, by supposed
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"curious" cause, temperature indications from inside the left wing
went off the scale. Minutes later, there were no indications at all
anymore because the sensors were completely burnt away. Next,
no surprise, the entire left wing was consumed by hot gasses
causing the vehicle to become unstable and disintegrate. The
chunks of insulation material appeared to have caused fatal damage to the heat shielding on the leading edge of the left wing.

Another sloppy mistake with huge consequences..............
It is very sad but typical for humans that for all these efforts, all
these immense costs and loss of lives, they have absolutely nothing to show! Outer space is still the mystery to humans it has always been: all that the huge number of scientists have come up
with is information about galaxies thousands of "light years"
away from Earth and about the "big bang" in terms of billions of
years. Unfortunately, certainly no human could ever verify that
information. The problem with this only through immense expenses acquired information is that nobody on Earth is able to com-
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prehend any of these figures nor have they any use because
nothing can be done to affect them or anticipate on them.
Without any research or any use of extremely advanced
equipment, in other words, without spending a single Earth
currency, stating that a certain galaxy is a "gazillion light years"
away and the "big bang" is a "trazillion kabillion" years ago,
would have the exact same effect! We would like to quote a line
from a popular Earth dramatized movie show "Jurassic Park"
(there is Mr. Spielberg again!) "the scientists were only occupied
with what they could do: they never wondered whether they
should do it!". This is quite clearly equally applicable on Earth's
space programs! One of the latest pointless, ridiculous and
completely useless discoveries, in October 2013, is that of light
coming from galaxy z8_GND_5296, which has taken 13 BILLION
years to reach Earth. Due to "the expansion of the universe", this
galaxy now is at a distance of 30 BILLION light-years. Imagine
these numbers in relation to humans, with a maximum life span
of a hundred years while planet Earth has largely been destroyed
in only a couple of times that! Looking at "the speed of light": the
distance that light travels in only one year (distance unit "lightyear") is beyond anyone's imagination! Still, the scientists who
know the universe so well continue to be completely lost in their
own world. They are not in touch with the real world in any way
except for the fact that they are draining all their funds from
"real" people, funds that disappear as if being sucked into a black
hole (pun intended). In their scientific ignorance they feel they
have to come up with numbers like "30 billion light-years" which
does not make the least bit of sense: would it be any different if
it would have been "30 million light-years" or "300.000 lightyears"? What a waste of intelligence, good will, efforts and resources. While the world is being destroyed as we watch, matters
like this are pursued fanatically. Humans would be better off realizing that Earth is all they have. For all we know it is the most
beautiful place in the universe: efforts should be made to conserve it as much as possible! Extremely sad is the fact that while
all this wasting of time and money on the "space" hobby continues, the systematic destruction of the Earth by humans is also
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continued, at an alarmingly high rate! One of the matters that
both extra-terrestrials and Earth born aliens find most shocking,
for example, is the fact that the last couple of hundred rare and
precious species of Rhinoceros in the continent of Africa have to
be guarded by heavily armed units of soldiers against poachers.
Nevertheless, they still find individuals of these precious species
killed and/or mutilated behind their backs! The pour animal's
babies are found in a fearful and bewildered state waiting by the
corpses of their parents wondering what happened and not
knowing what to do. Why these crimes against nature? Because
of the huge medieval far eastern misunderstanding that
grounded Rhino horn is helpful for a human male to have sexual
intercourse! In addition, the need for Rhino horn to use as handle
for a Middle East dagger obviously is a valid reason. Very thick
books can be written about equally sad cases.

A gorgeous and precious rhino mother with young.....................
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and this is what that means to humans, a piece of horn they can
get some currency for.............Outrageous!
All this is with thanks to the corrupt and incompetent African
governments, the Chinese with their ignorant myths about "magical powers" of certain animal parts and the individuals that do
not mind committing these despicable crimes for some currency!
The African continent may be considered an Earth's write-off by
now anyway, so go there first before it is gone. This continent
has been one long tragedy of war, tribe wars, civil wars, genocide, general crime and destruction. We are so sorry for all the
animals that live here: they are all too often caught between
heavily armed rivalling groups. These "warriors" of course have
to eat, as they will develop healthy appetites from fighting and
raping the women so they kill wild animals as they please. In
those area's not suffering from war, the loggers march in to cut
the precious forests of hardwood trees thereby constantly reducing the habitat of many animals. They also make the jungles
accessible with roads: very convenient for locals to go out and kill
precious wildlife for selling as "bush meat" to feed the loggers.
These people are so incredibly ignorant they will kill the last gorilla! After having killed a gorilla and being caught hauling the poor
animal's parts around they just say "it's only a gorilla, what's the
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problem?". Thus, the rape, abuse and destruction of Africa's
wildlife continues............ Even still in the year 2017, from the
country of Vietnam there is a new demand for Rhinoceros horn,
which causes an increase in the killing and mutilating of these
beautiful animals to ever-closer extinction. This sick little country
supports the suspicion that human evolution is being reversed
and is a typical example hereof!
How about the yearly clubbing to death of hundreds of thousands
of new-born baby seals in a place called "Newfoundland" on the
continent of North America! These are the most adorable creatures on the entire planet, no, in the entire universe! Being
snow white in their baby fur and with the most gorgeous faces!
They observe their world with curiosity and confidence; they
suckle milk from their mothers on the ice until the despicable
barbarians arrive!
Humankind's worst criminals, the rapists of nature, the biggest
cowards and the lowest possible life form on planet Earth! Next,
an unbelievable, indescribable and heart-breaking tragedy takes
place: the babies are clubbed to near death (so their fur will not
be damaged) and are skinned still alive. The mothers that
naturally want to defend their babies are clubbed also or shot.
The result is ice turned red with blood, "surplus" cut off parts of
the babies and their convulsing remains lying around, the hurt
mother seals crying and mourning for their babies. No, these are
not "prehistoric" times, not even the "dark" middle ages but
present times, today! The completely lost, despicable and
criminal Canadian government has decided that although
nobody wants these furs anymore and no money is to be made,
this butchering without any purpose has to be continued. Of
course the seals also eat "too much fish", sure, do not get in the
way of humans in their quest to catch all the fish in the oceans!
You have probably guessed it: fish = money, a lot! As a result,
the worst imaginable crimes against innocent wildlife are committed and justified by the most despicable politicians!
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What an adorable creature, all extra-terrestrials would just die to
have these treasures on their home planets !

Just look at this
guy: hi there
buddy!!
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But what about these
disgusting individuals,
ugly monsters! Ignorance
does not come more
severe and damaging!
Is this really supposed to
be "human"? What a
disgrace! Common name
for characters like this
is “piece of shit”! Well
we could not agree more!

Hail to another glorious
example of human
"civilization"!
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Look at this precious little baby seal! Only an evil monster would
beat it unconscious and skin it alive just to get his skin for another evil and insanely vain monster to wear. It's beyond evil!

In Loving Memory of the of hundreds of
THOUSANDS of these innocent, Adorable,
Defenseless Little Creatures that have been
brutally MURDERED by the Evil Canadians!
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This is all in a day's work for genuine criminals, incredibly cruel,
despicable and ignorant individuals! Not nearly enough people
are outraged by these "far from their front door" crimes! Want
more of this? We reckon you do not but we still are going to present you with some more. EACH year, an average of 38 million
sharks are caught although also estimates of a 100 million are
heard! The now of course endangered majestic top predator of
oceans and seas who dates back 420 million years! Why are so
many caught you wonder? Would that be to feed hungry humans
and their starving children? Of course not: a lot of people, most
of them Chinese, happen to like soup made only from shark fins.
That is probably why they cut the fins off of living sharks and
then throw the poor creatures back into the water where they die
a terrible death. These unbelievable crimes against nature have
probably escalated to this outrageous level because there are
roughly 1 billion Chinese humans on Earth! That means a lot of
Earth currency right? As sharks are an important part in the ocean's eco system, these crimes will have a huge impact hereon.

What a beautiful and impressive creature..............
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and this is what they mean to humans!
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All for something as trivial as shark fin soup. Terrible!

Humans doing what they do best: being ugly despicable cruel
parasites,
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and when you have cut
the animal's fins off,
you just throw them
back!

Cutting off the fins of a live shark, then just throw the poor creature back. What a disgusting display of complete lack of respect
for the animal and of insane cruelty! Sickening! Very sad that not
many people care about this. Also, what kind of "human" could
"enjoy" soup made from this? And, where is the outrage?
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The Chinese score #1 with a distance anyway when it comes to
sacrificing not only individual animals but entire species for farfetched and idiot practices in the field of stupid quack medications for all kinds of silly disorders. Combined with sacrificing
huge numbers of sharks, their eating of cats and dogs and so on,
the much loved use of body parts of the endangered species of
Tiger, it would be correct to say that the Chinese are the most
disgusting people on the planet! This statement now is the truth,
of course therefore not "politically correct" and labelled "racist".
However, an entire book could be written about these abuses
alone! The stuffing of bears in cages with a rotting faucet fixed on
their bodies to tap their gall bladder for another sort of quack
medication is too disgusting for words! The pain, the stress, the
lack of any freedom of movement these bears suffer from year
after year in their small cages on "bile" farms is so gruesome: it
is beyond the least of comprehension that people actually are
ignorant and cruel enough to do that to these poor animals!
Words can never describe this, so here a few pictures.

Horrible! Such poor animals, is this why they were born?
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Well done China! Without the shadow of a doubt, you are
the most nasty and unforgiving place for animals on Earth!
S H A M E O N Y O U !!
The real sadness is the fact that these horrific examples only are
a small part of the atrocities committed against animals, the "tip
of the iceberg" (Earth saying). Is that not terrible? In the food
and the animal skin (fur) industry, equally tragic abuse takes
place on extremely large scale. Oh well, as long as humans get
their currency right?
Anyway folks, cheer up. This might be a little disturbing
but there are also many positive things to mention about
Earth!
Fortunately, for them, most humans are not bothered by these
atrocities because they have entirely different priorities! It is a
proud fact that in the year 2012 a record of 700 million smart
phones were shipped! Nothing as important as keeping in touch
with your thousands of "Facebook", "Myspace" and "LinkedIn"
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friends while trying to stay updated on their "Twitters" or just
random fiddling with your smart phone all day right? It is true,
these terrible things just happen but what can one do about
them? Life on Earth poses already enough obstacles for humans
like picking the right detergent, fabric softener, fragrance, hair
and nail products or telephone company that really suits your life
style. Life has not become any easier! Before, you used to have
regular coffee, espresso, cappuccino and tea. Nowadays they
have to choose from 28 different types of coffee and 36 types of
tea. Every day humans are faced with numerous decisions they
will have to take; it starts with working out from all the commercials which product will enrich your life the most at the lowest
cost. Try picking a breakfast cereal from the available choice: a
nightmare! What about getting the latest "apps" for you smartphone or tablet, that is very important and may take a lot of
time. Then the question of what tattoo to get next, which one will
shock and/or impress one's friends the most? Extra-terrestrials
can probably not even imagine what that must be like. That is
why only a handful of humans get angry about all the abuse, like
the still continued harpooning of whales, Earth's largest animals.
A harpoon is an arrow like projectile with explosive contents that
explodes as soon as it has entered the body of the whale, extending barbs and causing it to slowly and painfully die. Long time
ago whales had to be caught because of many products that were
made from them: nowadays all those products can be manufactured artificially and there is absolutely no need to catch whales!
That is why most countries have agreed to stop whaling.
Of course, as always, there are some sickly and ignorant countries like Japan, Norway, Iceland and a nasty little place called
the Faroe Islands who continue these outrageous and violent acts
with all the abuse and suffering they cause. Here, again, abuses
are often justified because they are "tradition"! Well, if your stupid country has disgusting "traditions" like this, the sooner you
recognize that they are no longer acceptable and stop them, the
better! Japan is one of the most hypocrite and dishonest counties
of all: they claim to only hunt whales for "scientific" purposes but
catch many whales only for consumption.
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Of course, their whaling ships are marked with huge signs "research". Resistance against these crimes against the Earth's
wildlife are rejected with great outrage as their "science" is "their
right and so important"! In reality of course, whale meat is
regarded a "delicacy" in Japan, fetching big, again, money.

Here are some nice examples of what these "traditions" may
result in: terrible suffering and death for innocent animals.
The scale on which these damaging activities take place is huge,
the reason why they are going to cause serious problems to many essential eco systems in the near future. Short-term thinking
(which actually cannot be regarded as "thinking" though) destructs millions of years old very sensitive natural processes,
which humans not even begin to understand. The sad abuse and
senseless killing in the meantime goes on without the slightest
remorse or compassion with these poor innocent and defenseless
creatures.
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Enjoying a "great" tradition! Yes, in the 21st century!
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These disgusting crimes are still committed TODAY!
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Especially the thoroughly disturbed barbarian inhabitants of the
Faroe Islands, formerly part of the European country of Denmark, can be really "proud" of their tradition, a yearly "event".
Now that is something to look forward to with great anticipation!
They even expect the world to respect that "tradition". Well,
honestly, humans do not get more despicable then this: from a
disgusting little place where they manage to inflict incredible
abuse on these lovely and unsuspecting sea mammals!
Imagine the fear and the horror that these beautiful innocent
creatures go through when they find out that they have been
trapped and realize that they will be butchered by these criminals
in such a medieval way!
All humans are responsible for the fact that these crimes
are still committed on a daily base to this day!

When crimes against wildlife are committed, do not rule out the
despicable nation of Japan!
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Beside crimes against sea mammals, they are also almost solely
responsible for the demise of the elephant because they need
the ivory of their tusks so bad for those pathetic little sculptures
and other silly items!

SHAME ON YOU ignorant people of Japan!

These were a couple examples of "life on Earth", some not so
nice but there are less then nice things to be said about all our
own home planets too right? There are so many great things
about planet Earth; you just have to open yourself up for them!

Grieving and hurt seal mother with the remains of her new-born
baby in the glorious country of Canada! Indeed something to be
really proud of! Pathetic ignorant people, just plain evil! The
countries Japan and Canada indeed give whole new meanings
to the concept "evilness"!
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In their twisted minds, they probably are convinced that
the reasons for this outrageous animal abuse are very va-lid. The brutal lack of respect for nature and these individual animals however is staggering! Pure evilness!

Do not harm these adorable creatures!
Cherish them, let them be!
Although many examples of criminal and structural animal abuse
are addressed in this book, it is not nearly complete. Considering
the worldwide scale of animal abuse it could never be. The abuse
of the many species that are so similar to humans may however
not be overlooked. Apes and monkeys of the species "primates"
are abused on a shocking scale and heart-breaking suffering is
caused upon them. The relatively high grade of self-awareness,
intelligence and emotional development of these creatures make
the abuse even more radical and disturbing.
Humans are too ignorant and self-obsessed to recognize the fact
that animals have partners too, some species engage in life long
relationships, animals love their offspring too and care a great
deal for them. If only humans would stop the abuse, the raping
and destruction for a moment to realize this!
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A lovely little innocent monkey tortured and killed
for "science". How ignorant, EVIL, really.

Nothing but a meal: what a terrible fate for this gorgeous and powerful gorilla. Maybe the last one!
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What a magnificent creature, a peace loving gentle giant
with offspring.

"No feelings"? Big mistake! Poor Berber monkey in grief
over her stillborn baby! Heart breaking. What do
humans know anyway? NOT MUCH!!
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Not the least damaging to the planet is the massive destruction
of natural vegetation. Rain- and primeval forests are cut down for
the wood, for agricultural or livestock breeding purposes. In
Africa, a lot of the smaller vegetation is burnt for the preparation
of food. Not only is all this extremely ignorant because of the destruction of irreplaceable vegetation and the increase of desert
forming but wildlife find their habitats diminished dramatically.
Often it is than decided that there are "too many" animals for
that particular piece of land. This means a number of them "regretfully" will have to be removed! Looking at the massive destruction that humans have inflicted on Earth it is extremely ignorant and tragically cynical that more and more wildlife is considered to cause "damage" or even be a "nuisance". That is human
logic: building an airport in an area with lots of water where birds
have lived for thousands of years and suddenly they are "unwanted" and have to be "destroyed". Many individuals and companies
love to take care of those "problems" without any hesitation.
These practices seem to have increased in the 21st century as a
result of a despicable lack of tolerance with and respect for wildlife. The threshold for murder and destruction to solve "problems"
seems lower each time. This hypocrisy is extremely disturbing.
Cutting down the habitats of the big cats, like lions, and putting
cattle under their noses is insane. They predictably will have of
course no choice than to feed on the cattle, which will result in
the poor animals to cause "damage" and be killed by the ignorant
and criminal farmers! Incompetent governments especially seem
to be happy to engage in mass destruction of animals that are a
"nuisance". In that ridiculously small (minded) country "The
Netherlands" where the human population is allowed to grow
uncontrollably to unbearable numbers, no less than 500.000
geese are planned to be aerated in 2013. Cruelty, ignorance and
incompetence at its worst! Peculiar is the fact that humans from
all over the world may go anywhere as they please, sometimes
even force their religion/culture upon the "new" country, but
exotic animals that do not originate in a country should be
exterminated "to protect nature"! Human logic: is there a single
extra-terrestrial that understands even the least of this?
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8. ENTERTAINMENT
Humans have created their world with a lot of attention for
"entertainment" which seems to be very important. Please note
however, that extra-terrestrials probably have completely different ideas about what is "entertaining".
Like us, humans love to go out to eat food prepared in special
places ("restaurants") but that could be the only resemblance!
Some places where one only can buy liquid food (drinks) seem to
be very popular. Many humans are particularly fond of drinks
which contain alcohol despite the strange effects they will experience afterwards: as a result of drinking these the humans can
hardly walk or talk anymore, act violently, start to cry or hallucinate while often also their heads are hurting the next morning.
We simply do not understand the "entertainment" factor herein.
Next, there are "theatres", large halls with a podium on which
humans dressed in all kinds of colorful outfits perform a "play"
while others like to come and watch that. Similar exhibitions exist
but with communication through singing rather than speech
which not really makes sense! Nothing we would recommend to
you so far. Humans also perform plays but with lots of added
effects which are recorded on a medium after which it can be
showed easily all over the world through standardized projection
devises.
For entertainment inside their house, these projection devises
are available in smaller sizes called "television". This is showing
actualities and entertainment continuously: amongst which the
most "exciting" game and talent shows! Also something that we
do not think will appeal to intelligent and advanced extra-terrestrials! Watching these programs though provides a nice inside
view on human life: it strongly confirms the suspicion that indeed
"human intelligence" is not nearly as advanced as they think. We
deal with this more in-depth in a separate chapter.
Fortunately there are less irritating examples of "entertainment".
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One can also visit performances of solo singers or "groups" made
up from singers and members that play instruments, called
"music". The variety in this type of entertainment is huge so we
are convinced that many humans will find something they will be
entertained by. Very popular are events with motorized vehicles
like cars, motorcycles, boats and aircraft! The possibilities are
endless: many exiting competitions are ongoing with all kinds of
vehicles both indoor and outside. Impressive are "races" on
tracks of only a quarter mile long although we do not understand
the purpose of travelling only this short distance, reaching very
high speeds and then already decelerate extremely strong after
having travelled approximately just a quarter of a mile!
Big places where one can engage in the playing of games can be
found in specialized cities like Atlantic City, Las Vegas and Monte
Carlo. The owners of these places, called "casino", must be what
humans call "philanthropists" as they build big expensive buildings with many rooms full of game playing opportunities for
which you don't even have to pay! It seems one can even win
large quantities of the Earth's currency there!
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One peculiar form of human "entertainment" is to look at animals
in cages, what we suspect are prisons! We do not know what crimes these animals allegedly have committed but many different
species can be found locked behind bars! It seems like humans
go there and enjoy mocking the animals while eating food and
snacks (between-meals-food) that is for sale everywhere in those
places.
This is probably also typical human entertainment that we extraterrestrials do not understand. Watching the animals could be of
interest from natural history point of view although some of you
will feel sorry for the animals: many of them are clearly miserable. Who wouldn't be, locked up in a small enclosure.

Gorgeous examples of the species "tiger", locked up.
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Exiting rides in an amusement park!
Special physical activities of all kinds ("sports") also provide
entertainment, some humans like to perform these activities
themselves, some just like to watch others do that. Sometimes
competition is involved which obviously may create great excitement! There is a great variety in the different kind of "sports",
not all of which make sense either. Humans spending hours on
big fields covered with grass to get a little white ball in a series of
small holes, which does not seem difficult or entertaining at all.
Humans with legs powering pedaled flimsy looking vehicles of
which they sooner or later fall off and hurt themselves badly. Just
plain running or running with 20 males behind a ball in front of
50.000 spectators, distance jumping, high jumping, jumping with
a pole, jumping on a horse, throwing objects away, males that
run with a female on their back, males that try to ride massive
wild animals, humans that try to climb the highest mountains and
almost all fail and/or die, humans trying to perform difficult tricks
on a slippery floor made of frozen water and so on and so on.
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It may all seem kind of ridiculous to us but humans are simply
crazy about it, like an obsession. How are you liking the acquaintance with humans, very interesting right?

Examples of typical human "sports" activities! O.K., it's clear, we
will never understand this but that is fine!
Nothing at all however that, to us, is really entertaining to watch,
be excited about or interesting to participate in. Of course, humans would not be humans if certain forms of "entertainment"
would not be at the expense of others. There is this disgusting
country of Spain, on the European continent, where long time
ago they developed an "exiting" and "entertaining" way to torture
male examples of the "cow" species called "bulls" to their deaths.
This "bullfighting" definitely is one of those activities where many
creatures, extra-terrestrial and human alike, can't help but think
"what the hell are they doing?". Sit tight: IT IS HORRIFIC!
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The poor creature is let loose in an "arena" with thousands of
screaming spectators. Then it is hurt badly by the stinging of
brightly colored barbed spears in its back by the "bullfighter", all
dressed up. Next it is stung by horsemen with long spears.
Wounded, hurt and afraid, the bull is consequently mocked by
this bullfighter. What a truly pathetic and derogatory display!
Test: with the knowledge you now possess of the human
ways, would you expect this to be a fair fight?
Correct: Of course it is not! The bull is fed salty food before a
"fight" and is only allowed to drink just before the event. He may
drink as much as 20 liters, which will make him sluggish and
slow. As if that were not enough, they poor creatures are sometimes drugged and/or Vaseline is put on their eyes to blur their
vision! Not surprisingly, the bull can unfortunately never win because when he wounds the bullfighter he still gets killed! When
the bull is finally brought down, he is killed by a sting in the neck
with a special sword, his tongue is cut off and waving with that
the bullfighter makes a victory walk along the arena, hailed by
the exited and highly entertained spectators! Mass insanity!!
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Congratulations sick people of Spain: an ugly and despicable tradition! You are truly thoroughly disturbed!
How any spectator of these insane events cannot feel pity for
these poor animals and wonder why this form of serious animal
abuse was ever invented for "entertainment" is, in the first place,
incredible and HORRIBLE!!! Moreover, why it is continued to this
day is a huge mystery! Many humans will agree that so much
ignorance is very hard to accept. It is again probably a matter of
profits! As if desired profits justify evil sadism! We are of course
convinced that this can only be "enjoyed" by individuals with serious mental disorders. Normal, decent and really intelligent creatures (human or extra-terrestrial) would consider this nothing
else than heart-breaking and ugly animal abuse!
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Look at this poor innocent animal and his terrible suffering for
human "entertainment". Unbelievable that this apparently gives
"fun and excitement" to the despicable sadistic people of Spain!
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Congratulations to this bull! Unfortunately he will still not survive!

What is the matter with these humans? They should see themselves enjoying these abuses: disgusting! This is extremely hard to
understand and accept. Awful! Does this look "intelligent" at all?
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Very thick books can be filled with pictures like this: bulls tortured and killed for no good reason by the most sadistic, most evil
and most disgusting monsters alive! That just cut off tail and ears
from bulls that not even have had the chance to die! If only hell
really existed: it should be filled with these Spanish monsters......

It is abundantly clear, a proven fact, that the Spanish rank very
high among the sickest excuses for humans beings on the planet!
The biggest sadists and cowards! Look at them with their pathetically insane stupid outfits, while they commit the ugliest and
most disgusting abuse to these innocent defenseless animals!
Isn’t it time the ENTIRE world says STOP these ugly crimes! They
are not brave, not entertaining, not nice, just DESPICABLE!
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We do not even have a clue as to what these ugly FREAKS are
doing here: all we know is that this has been going on way too
long. IT JUST HAS TO STOP! Spain should be punished severely!
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The ugly sadistic Spanish bastards cannot even resist hurting and
torturing baby bulls who are crying out for their mother, which
must be the epitome of both evilness and cowardice.

The crowds love it: what a disgrace. A huge shame to humanity!
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"Running with the bulls" in Pamplona is another nice "traditional"
Spanish event. The most idiot and ignorant people from all over
the world gather here each year. They are running with bulls
through narrow streets, enjoy seeing them fall while running and
then nicely kill them all as a neat and respectful closing ceremony. What fun! Each and every Spaniard or tourist participating in
this insane event is extremely selfish and ignorant. No decent
person could ever enjoy himself and "have a good time" at the
expense of these innocent animals. That must be the epitome of
STUPID!!! It is truly the sickest "mind" possible that thinks it has
the right to do all this to animals....................
As this seems to be one of the things that many humans consider
a "have to have done at least once" in one's lifetime, it confirms
that the many doubts extra-terrestrials have concerning human
integrity and mental capabilities are completely justified.

Wow, that was very satisfying and memorable! Really
classy!! We surely must do that again next year!
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It goes on................The despicable sick spaniards are sicker
then you already know. Besides torturing innocent defenseless
bulls for their "entertainment" they love to mass-execute defensless wild animals. You will get angry about this picture from end
2020/beginning 2021 of about 500 wild animals that were executed by 16 of these cowardly psychos!! They are too disgusting for
words. below the picture and the text of the news report:

"Stuck inside a fenced-in “hunting zone,” over 500 deer and wild boar desperately attempted to flee for their lives, watching as animals around them collapsed
to their deaths from gunshots. The massacre, led by 16 Spanish hunters, took
place on a farm in Torrebela, where tourists are welcome to “hunt” trapped animals, according to BBC. Horrifying images of the slaughter’s aftermath are going
viral on social media, inciting outrage and demands for justice among activists and
pu-blic officials, including Portugal’s Environment Minister João Fernandes. An
onslaught of this magnitude grossly exceeds the alleged purpose of allowing hunting as a means of animal population control. And killing caged animals who have
no chance to escape is simply despicable." These ugly monsters do not care

about anything but themselves! They're worse than the NAZIS were!
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Country of Spain,
You Rank Highest among
the Sickest and Most Ugly
Shitholes on Planet Earth!
You do NOT have a Shred
of Decency: you are not
even Human but VILE

MONSTERS!
These poor bulls are
a million times better
then you! ALL animals
are!!
A fact that is
impossible
to deny!
The Spanish are ugly,
sadistic, cowardly
monsters!
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This is what
Spain
thinks is
“Entertainment”!

SICK Bull abusers of Spain:
why don’t you do the world a
huge fucking favor and just

go to HELL!!!
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Other sick Spanish "traditions" involve throwing living goats from
the tower of a house of worship (church) and something with a
bull that has a burning piece of wood strapped to its head! Please
bear with your guides because they did not want to get into these
ridiculous activities in more disgusting detail! The Spanish have
also introduced these atrocities in many countries in middle and
South America on the American continent. Congratulations to
them with their disgusting traditions! Too bad, they never ever
realized how sick their ancestors must have been to come up
with activities like this and immediately banish them. The
Spanish rank very high in the list of most animal abusive and
ignorant countries in the world! There was probably a lot of currency to be made by some humans! The breeders of the bulls are
indeed among the richest people in Europe, as expected. Some
countries have similar ideas about "entertainment" like Afghanistan and Pakistan on the eastern continent. They thought it
would be nice to have a beautiful peace loving bear on a chain,
let loose two or three fighting dogs (pit bulls) on him and watch
him fight for his live. Of course first his important canines (big
teethes on the corners of his jaws) are pulled to make the fight
last longer and more "entertaining". No dear extra-terrestrials,
not early medieval times, NOW, present day! We have yet to find
out what is worse: these heart breaking atrocities or the fact that
only a handful of humans seem to care enough about it to try to
stop it.
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Humans also are very keen to train and abuse animals so they
become so desperate that they will perform the most stupid acts
in ridiculous “circuses”, which humans find very “entertaining”.
The use of these animals has been reduced strongly starting in
the 21st century but that was long overdue!
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Of course, the animals do not enjoy performing stupid acts as
these are totally unnatural to them! They are however forced to
do it and in their “training” are beaten and humiliated into subservience. We choose not to start ranting about how evil and
ignorant all this is again but let the pictures tell their story.

It is just so sad!
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Look what we can make animals do!!
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In addition, all over the world fights between dogs, roosters or a
snake and a predator are considered highly "entertaining".
Very sophisticated right, especially the fact
that when someone's dog has
lost a fight, badly hurt, it is
consequently killed by its lowlife
owner. The person the poor dog
tried to please
by fighting in the
first place.
Despicable!
The most recent pioneers in these forms of entertainment were
the Romans, who once ruled most of the civilized world approximately 2000 years ago, the "Roman empire". They felt they had
to entertain the people to distract them from all the abuse and so
on, you know, of politicians. If the rulers felt someone was a criminal or did not have the correct religion, he was put in jail with
others and they were executed together in the most amusing
ways before a crowd! Letting loose hungry big animal predators
was one of the most entertaining ways to "punish" those criminals! Also forcing "slaves" to fight each other to the death was a
much-enjoyed spectacle! It looks however like little progress was
made in these 2000 years!
We are really getting into the discovery of Planet Earth
and her inhabitants now are we not? However, many
customs are somewhat peculiar we think.
Most seem to be at the expense of non-human species!
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9. ENTERTAINMENT: TO KILL FOR "PLEASURE"
There is a common Earth saying "a picture tells more than a
1000 words". How true is this ever! The following pictures exceptionally well show shocking examples of " I N S A N I T Y ".
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We trust that the harsh terms we used to describe and condemn,
these practices do not seem so over the top anymore, do they?
Imagine an individual, a mass murderer but of humans, would
dress up a room like these. That would be unthinkable: well, the
fact that it is possible out in the open with animal corpses, brag
and be proud about it on top of that, must be the epitome of
hypocrisy. We are tempted every time to put "human" in front of
these expressions, but they are found exclusively in humans, so
there is no need for that at all.

So, unfortunately, as you can see and as already stated before,
there is more bad news, terribly, horribly BAD!! It is shocking
and mind boggling to learn that many humans have an abnormal
urge, apparently a serious mental disorder, which causes them to
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feel good when hurting and killing animals in the wild. The many
extensively available kinds of entertainment with huge variety,
with almost unlimited choices will not do for them.
In dealing with this horrible subject, as we were faced
with the pointless cruelty, with the suffering caused but
above all with the humans that were not affected one bit
by all this: we must confess, it was not possible to keep it
formal, even for us extra-terrestrials! Therefore, you will
detect some emotion here and there!
While animals in the wild basically only need their habitat, in
which they often have hard lives struggling to find food and
raising their offspring in sometimes severe weather, many antisocial and disturbed individuals also need to hunt and kill these
animals. The question rises of course why these individuals are
allowed to unleash their disorders onto innocent animals that just
try to survive. Unfortunately, there are organizations of gun
lovers and not in the last place the manufacturers of weapons
who lobby extensively for these ridiculous and outrageous crimes
to continue, in their own pathetic interests! Indeed, humans apparently have the right to kill animals as they please!
Humans have however created a gigantic environment for themselves wherein the possibilities are endless. To live comfortably,
to drink, take a bath, entertain, sleep, relax, get educated, work,
go skiing, propagate, to get medical attention, get lodging, to fly
all over the world, go shopping, get cars, motorcycles, jet skis,
snowmobiles, go to a car show, bicycles, get gasoline, go to exhibitions, eat until they explode, read books, sit in the sunshine,
get a yacht and sail the world, do sports, socialize, go to movies,
concerts, shows and so on and so on.
One might think that there are many, pleasurable and
exiting activities humans can take part in to entertain
themselves. Unfortunately, as said, for many, they will
not do.
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Amazingly, for those disturbed individuals, genuine sociopaths
that love to hurt animals and watch them suffer and perish, with
all possible activities that keep 99% of humans thoroughly entertained, it is not enough! They still have to track down the animals
to their little places and start murdering them. With their twisted
minds, they feel themselves real "providers" like in prehistoric
times only, of course, with the weaponry, other technology and
creature comforts from the 21st century.
Let us get one thing straight: the term "hunting" is not applicable
on these activities. For "hunting" means only getting an animal
for the survival of you and your family: the slightest respect for
animals dictates that killing an animal for your survival is done
extremely reluctant and because you have no other choice. Never
ever the factors "pleasure" or "excitement" were applicable on
the killing of animals. With the introduction of the effective modern firearms however, the sickest of humans thought "now we
can kill animals without any risk". Without any need for survival,
animals were tracked down and shot for the only reason of the
psychopath to get a kick, to feel pleasure after having managed
to shoot an unsuspecting animal just minding its own business,
to watch it suffer in pain and fear and finally die. The typical property of psychopaths is that they cannot feel remorse and have
no compassion with their victims. Hard to understand and even
harder to accept is the fact that some of these lust killers even
try to inflict maximum pain on the poor animals by shooting them
in the stomach: there is no limit to human cruelty and evilness.
The fact that these sadist lust killers even enjoy their inflicting of
pain and death, rejoice over it, feel "proud" and smug and even
mock the animals they just needlessly killed, shows they actually
are beyond "severely disturbed" and "psychopaths"! NO normal
person that is not desperate of hunger and cold could look an
innocent defenseless animal in the eyes and then shoot it point
blank. NO normal person could do that let alone enjoy it! Every
year "hunting season" begins and nobody ever wondered "why?".
Finally they like to take the head of the poor animal home as a
trophy: the sickest of these lust killers have rooms full of
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mounted heads of all the gorgeous animals they have killed for
no reason other than admitting to their sick urges! Three examples were shown above but there are countless other temples of
sadism, death, insanity and cowardice like these!
Anyway, this has NOTING TO DO WITH "HUNTING" TO
BEGIN WITH!
In all their selfishness and self-obsession, many also call these
atrocities "sports" and "man against beast"! We cannot understand how sitting and waiting until an animal shows up, aim, and
pull the trigger could have anything to do with sports. Observing
those gorgeous animals in the wild would for extra-terrestrials
and most humans be an impressive and unforgettable experience. Shooting them, watching them struggle for their lives in pain
and fear, watch them perish until they die can only be inflicted by
monsters that do not possess a fully functioning brain. This is
even more the case with "humans" using a primitive "bow and
arrow" which causes the animals even more pain and terror!
These individuals erroneously assume that animals are present
for their sadistic ideas of "entertainment"! Especially in the continent of Africa these crimes have been, and still are, committed
on a shockingly large scale. Rich white skin humans (white trash)
can pay a huge amount of money and then are allowed to shoot
a number of species, which gives them great joy! A picture on
which they proudly pose with the poor butchered animal always
is the "sweet" ending, a proud and big smile on their sick faces!
Check out scum like "grand safari", "safari-trackers" on the
internet and prepare to be disgusted!
Sociopath cowards, severely disturbed, sick to the bone, rapists
of planet Earth! There is absolutely no doubt that these individuals are at the top of human failures, of the worst possible examples that humans ever have produced! The more beautiful the
animal, the more they want to kill it: that must be the most
incredible and unbelievable insanity in the universe!
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The most disturbed, ignorant and primitive of humans can only
look at this wonderful creature as a target for they have the
sick urge to murder, to cause suffering: the tendency to feel
good after having killed the most beautiful and innocent animals.
These crimes may lead to shocking extremities like a container
that was found with bows, arrows, pictures of a murdered elephant with more than 23 terrible arrow wounds and a bin for
umbrellas (!) made from an elephants leg! That must have been
"exiting" for a couple of the most disturbed individuals on the
planet, the bin providing "fond memories" to this event! We want
to ask all of Earth's rulers: when are you going to end these
disgusting crimes and protect the animals from these disturbed
evil criminals? The manufacturers of hunting arms are very hypocrite because they do not care if all animals would be wiped out,
as long as they can sell their guns!
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All of this has resulted in nothing else than a worldwide
despicable war against wildlife! Congratulations to those
keen "innovators" at Winchester, Remington, Browning,
Ruger and other producers of arms for making this possible!
We invite you to check out a couple of examples of these heavily
disturbed individuals on the following pages. The rapists of
nature, the criminals that take pleasure in destroying these
beautiful and innocent creatures who are so self-obsessed that
they are incapable to even have the least of respect for or compassion with the animals and their lives! How anyone can be so
ignorant is impossible to comprehend; the best designation for
them probably is "retarded sociopath serial killers"!
It is about time that this is stopped altogether though extremely
disappointing however is the fact that so many of these individuals are active in this awful abuse which will reduce the chances of
ending it to practically zero any time soon!

I am so proud, I managed to sit and wait for a
bear to show up, looking for food, and was able
to pull the trigger of my powerful rifle when I
saw him! Now that was exiting, look at the size
of that "thing"!
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We are furthermore convinced, again, that only individuals with
serious mental disorders will feel the urge to engage in these
atrocities and get satisfaction from it, they should therefore be
committed to a mental institution like anyone else with such a
serious mental disorder! Anyway, here they are with their proud
ugly faces as they can be found all over the World Wide Web,
the Internet.
How anyone can feel good after having committed such a
disgusting and cowardly crime is unbelievable!

Abusing and destroying gorgeous wildlife is reason for a big smile
as long as an individual is sick enough! Normal people can only
vomit, express their repulsion in anger and feel sorry for the animals! What incredible madness this is: again and again normal
humans will wonder "why??", "what is the purpose??".
As soon however as humans have managed to work out that this
is all, 100%, the result of serious mental deficiencies, it could be
stopped but by then it will be too late to save countless species.
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The dealing with huge numbers of psychopaths who of course will
insist that they are allowed to continue their lust killings as they
feel they have "the right to" (why?) will be very hard as well as
restraining all the manufacturers of arms that benefit from the
war against wildlife. The manufacturing of and dealing in weapons for war is the biggest business on Earth, for weapons meant
to be used in the war against wildlife, the interest are equally
huge and equally despicable.

Despite their intelligence, most extra-terrestrials will not be able
to understand this. Your travel guide feels therefore that travellers have to be prepared for what are senseless, pointless and
despicable crimes against the most innocent and beautiful of
creatures on Earth! As the many sadistic lust killers will not be
stopped in the near future, it is of vital importance to visit planet
Earth within five Earth years for the chance to enjoy its last bits
of unmolested and unparalelled nature. After that, all there is to
see will be humans and their ugly megalomanic creations.
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A gorgeous example of the "elephant" species, Earth's biggest
land animal. Killed, murdered, for what reason?? THERE IS
NONE! Look at this noble creature: what a despicable crime!

Wow folks,
this is a
lovely and
respectable
hobby you
have got,
or is it
"sports"?
Are you
freaking
serious?
Shame on
you!
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What chances have the poor defenseless animals against these
heavily armed criminals who sneak up on them and attack them
while they are trying to survive, minding their own business?

Well, that was a really nice day in the "great outdoors" wasn't it?
Not the least of intelligence or compassion can be detected in
these evil disturbed individuals! Sadistic Cowards!
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What a cowardly act this is, apparently on the plains where the
animal could hide nor escape the latest gun with advanced
ammunition. And the point/joy of this kill is? A despicable act!
These individuals are in the misconception that killing innocent
defenseless animals makes them "real men", big mistake! This is
what they call a "great time" in the "outdoors"! Apparently this
gives them a good feeling, just wasting a bunch of innocent animals. They are so ignorant that they do not care or have respect
for the fact that these animals are just trying to survive like all
Earth's creatures and that it is not up to them to decide it has to
end for the poor creature! Each of these lust killers is worth less
than the shit from the parasites in the fur of those animals!
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Another sick EVIL Spanish scumbag bastard! This gorgeous elephant probably was only capable of taking a few steps after being
shot a couple of times, mortally wounded. He then walked into
this tree where he died!

WHY??? Because of "Royal" evilness! Of "Royal"
scumbagness! Sick and perverted to the bone!

These individuals have a complete lack of respect for and compassion with their victims. Furthermore, they are incapable of
appreciating that these creatures have a life, feelings and are
completely innocent. In thus treating them as objects, only there
to help them fulfilling their perverted desires, these individuals
have the exact same disorders as all the sick serial killers of
humans known to man! This conclusion is supported by science,
so how is it possible that the world does apparently not has to be
protected from this category disturbed criminals and they still are
allowed to rape and abuse wildlife as they please? It is amazing
that these serial killers of animals are still not considered equally
disgusting! A sad example of human ignorance and indifference.
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How about
this? Final
proof of how
disturbed these criminals
and mass murderers are !
Such a lovely
Giraffe, poor
thing! He was
just minding
his own business when the
sick butchers
came! A completely innocent, slow moving, huge, plant eater! See also chapter 13.

When you allow
scum to have
offspring what
do you get??
More ugly
despicable
SCUM!
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Well done daddy, we are really proud of you. What lovely
innocent defenseless creature are you going to kill next?
What a thoroughly sick and despicable family!

How about this ugly fat wildlife rapist, what a sorry excuse for a
"human being"! Look at that poor proud and strong lion.
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Well, we rest our case! The insanity of humans, the evilness, expressed in pointless violence, sadism, cruelty, self-obsession and
complete lack of respect for other creatures as well as the least
of compassion, could not be proven better than the picture of this
beautiful animal, murdered by a despicable genuine monster!
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Imagine the mind of an individual that gets "pleasure" from a
disgusting cowardly crime like this! It does not get uglier!
A typical remark in "evil moron" mode :
"Outdoor life is great isn't it? Get some fresh air, see some
beautiful animals and shoot the life out of them with the latest
guns and ammo, you really "destroyed" them right? Awesome
dude "way to go!".
Could it be that these evil to the bone humans are envious of the
purity, the sincerity and the beauty of animals? That would not at
all be surprising considering their own "special" properties; a very
plausible explanation for this sick misconduct! Terrible! Like the
sick "bullies" in preschool and primary school whom, to abreact
their many shortcomings, always pick on the sweetest and most
defenseless children, hunters are the ultimate cowardice bullies: nasty jerks who take their urge to bully, to hurt and to condescend out on the animals. No animal is safe for these maniacs
who often (not often enough though) manage to shoot each other or regretfully, innocent bystanders! It’s probably the biggest
losers that get the best kick from murdering big and powerful
animals; they are the sickest and most disturbed of all humans!
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It is easy to proof that these individuals, without exception, are mentally challenged in a serious way:
1/ They do not have the least respect for the animal and its life
with offspring, relationships and so on. All these individuals
care about is admit to their sick lust to cause and witness
suffering.
2/ They have none whatsoever compassion with the animals
they inflict terrible horror and pain upon. This is very shocking
because in many cases animals have shown compassion with
each other: these individuals are therefore less developed
than animals.
3/ They don't care that they are causing untimely violent deaths
to healthy animals that enjoy their lives and their freedom.
4/ They ignore these consequences for others, just seem unable
to feel empathy, remorse or regrets. These are all properties
of sociopaths and serial killers!
5/ They have a strong urge to kill which they obviously can not
suppress and even get joy from witnessing the loveliest of
creatures perish and suffer exclusively through their actions.
This disgusting lack of compassion may certainly be qualified
as "seriously disturbed"! We would like to go a little further
and qualify this as "criminal".
6/ With ALL the things people can undertake in their huge environment for "entertainment", NOTHING will suit these indivi-
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duals, they just need to kill, hurt, mutilate and cause
suffering.
7/ Their complacent smiles while posing with the poor murdered
animal are shocking final proof of their sickly disturbed
egoism which causes them to not even feel the least bit of
empathy with the creature they could not resist to butcher !!
8/ Natural food chains are disturbed and many species threatened with extinction. This is of course no problem for the
rapists of nature !
9/ If your heart does not break watching the animal fight for its
life in great distress, crying from pain until it dies, than simply
YOU DO NOT HAVE A HEART!
The advanced perversity of these individuals strikingly appears from the justification for their abuses, one of them
being "Animals hunt too".
As if not :
1/ Animals hunt for survival driven by their instincts because
they cannot reason, therefore they cannot be blamed for
anything.
2/ Animals do not hunt for pleasure, take pride in it or act
complacent about it.
3/ Animals take serious risks while hunting for survival: anyone
who has watched wildlife footage hereof can only have huge
respect for these brave animals!
4/ Animals do not possess the latest "innovations" in weaponry
for the easy and safe killing of other animals like the cowardly
humans!
Al of the above is NOT applicable on human "hunting" because
they do it for, albeit sick, pleasure. They do act complacent about
it and they are ignorant cowards because there is ZERO risk for
them. Of course the description "sports" is not applicable AT ALL
because there is NO competition, ZERO!! In addition, judging by
their size, most of them stuff themselves frequently with all kinds
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of food, easily obtainable everywhere! Many disgusting examples
of these abuses can be found on the internet, a true embarrassment for all humans, incredibly cruel and ignorant! The worst of
these criminals even enjoy the suffering animals and find it funny
enough to laugh about it. Well, that definitely is conclusive proof
of their mental disorder, their perversity!

Just take a look at this ugly, perverted, evil, example of a female
(?) human. It clearly suffers from a huge list of serious and ugly
mental disorders that prevent it from seeing the magnitude of
the evilness of this cowardice crime. Thousands of humans would
have enjoyed, would have been thrilled, to observe this magnificent creature doing what it does for her survival. This selfish psychopath thinks however it is O.K. to murder this beautiful animal.
Amazing that any "human" could get "pleasure" from such an evil
deed! Even the harshest of terms fall short to describe and condemn cowardly and sadistic crimes like this!
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It is absolutely necessary that these ugly disorders are recognized and that finally steps are taken to very soon reduce these
abuses until they are completely banished! That certainly means
NOT voting for politicians like this coward joker!

Thinks he is VP material, yeah right................ Think again!
Well done guy, you are a true role model for society! Very proud
that you can kill an innocent defenseless animal with a big gun?

Wow, congratulations with that huge mistake!
Unfortunately, as already posed above, it is not possible to reason with these individuals or have a discussion. That is why the
abuses have to be banished on very short notice without any
vote or even input from these psychopaths nor should it require
their collaboration! All they want is kill, kill, kill! The world will
NOW have to say NO MORE and put an end to it!
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Unfortunately, especially in the USA, "hunting" is "big". There are
huge numbers of "hunting clubs", "hunting magazines" (with insane and very disturbing contents) and "gun shops". Here, it is a
national disease, like mass hysteria. All practiced by extremely
selfish individuals. Individuals with, as already stated, numerous
mental disorders. They even admit that they "enjoy" murdering
defenseless animals and claim it gives them an "ego boost". This
appeared from a study by Dr.Nicola Davies, a Health Psychologist.
This alone should be a reason to stop it all immediately: why
would these obvious psychopaths be allowed to take out their
sick urges on our innocent defenseless animals? Any other reason
than "money" is hard to imagine, which is wrong enough as it is.
The murdering of unsuspecting animals is even more despicable
when primitive weapons are used. That is the epitome of sadism,
self-obsession and insanity. Obviously, primitive weapons are likely to cause more pain to the animals attacked with them. Any
clue as to why these individuals would think it is defendable to
treat animals this way is non-existent. It just is the epitome of
insanity and sadism.
One of the most disturbed compulsive animal killers must be an
ugly psycho named Josh Bowmar, a fitness freak with very strong
delusion, probably caused by using steroids for artificial muscle
development. Putting out food for a bear, which the unsuspecting
animal finds, after which it is speared by this incredible evil psycho, is evil, sadistic and utterly sick. In all his insanity, his selfobsession and delusion, this freak claimed he kept "a heritage of
a million years" in honor and says that "nobody cares more for
animals then him". Well, I rest my case: 100% cuckoo! Of
course, this was all possible, again, in Canada!

It is however NOW about time to disarm evil psycho killers like
this and deny them any access to nature because this despicable ugly behavior should STOP!
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Take a look at this ugly rapist of the planet: delighted after the
cowardly and pointless killing of this innocent, unsuspecting and
defenseless bear. An ugly freak that does not realize that these
animals have a presence of mind comparable to two year old
children. So, he managed to outsmart and kill a creature just as
smart as a child, while this lovely bear was enjoying the food that
he found. Of course, these kinds of psychos do not give the animal the least of a chance. This picture tells more than a thousand
words as to how sick and despicable many humans are. It takes
an extraordinary extremely ugly individual however to get so delighted after having committed something this sick and cowardly.

In Loving Memory of this Beautiful
Innocent Bear. Yet Another Victim of the
Ugly, Evil, C a n c e r of the World
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It is fully clear, while dealing with this hurtful subject, that it can
safely be established that "hunters" are the ugliest, sickest and
most disgusting individuals on Planet Earth! For normal people it
is even hard to recognize them as human beings! They just are a
huge embarrassment for humanity.

The most despicable of all bastards must be this failed musician
"ted nugent" who does not feel a man unless he can kill lots of
innocent little animals. The day this loser was born was a truly
black day for the Earth's wildlife and the people who love it. An
incredible COWARD that went to insane lengths to avoid being
send to Vietnam: you could have "hunted" there asshole! The
fact that psychotic mass murderers like this can freely have their
sick way with nature is incredible and outrageous, to say the
least! Literally, words cannot describe how selfish and disturbed
these ugly maniacs are! Some of them have even developed obsessive hatred towards a certain species, like wolves, and want to
wipe them all out, why? Because of serious Mental defects!
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Psychopaths should really always be restrained, not just when
they pose a threat for humans. Behold another especially ugly
and despicable individual that became world famous because of
one of his cowardly acts, one of many, in 2015. He paid $50.000
to locals in order to lure a famous lion, named Cecil, out of his
reservation in the African country of Zimbabwe. He then shot this
poor innocent creature with a steel arrow. Imagine that, an individual with the uncontrollable urge to shoot an innocent lion with
a steel arrow. That alone is the epitome of both evilness and insanity! A sad example of the ugliest disorder from psychopaths:
total absence of compassion or consideration
with their victims.
Of course, the psychopath coward's defense
was: it was "legal"!!
Now this is what true
evil psychopaths like
Palmer call an "exiting
and successful hunt"!
The "big hunter" selfobsessed dentist: a
first class animal
serial killing psychopath coward. Extremely sadistic and
suffering from many
ugly mental disorders.
Sad example of an
evil human with the
ugly sick urge to hurt
and kill animals in
order to feel good!
To get "pleasure"!
Another example
of THE CANCER OF
THE PLANET!
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Cecil tried to get away of course, badly hurt and suffering from
being hit but psycho Mr. Palmer just went to bed. After a no
doubt refreshing sleep, being satisfied that he had managed to
hurt Cecil, he enjoyed his breakfast and went out to look for Cecil
again. The poor animal was found 40 hours of pain and suffering
later and was executed point blanc with fire arms! Other sources
state that he was murdered with a second steel arrow! How SICK
and EVIL!! The poor animal's head was removed for "trophy"!

Unfortunately for him, Palmer is in real life the exact opposite of what he in all his insanity and delusion thinks he is!
Truly, he is nothing but a low life FREAK!

In Loving Memory.
The Noble Cecil , 2002 ~ 2015
Another Innocent Victim of Ugliness,
Sadism , Evilness and Insanity.
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Of course, incurable psychopaths like Palmer cannot suppress
their sick urges so, after all this bad publicity, Palmer learnt absolutely nothing and soon went out again to cowardly murder
more innocent, defenseless precious animals. In the meantime,
the world was very busy with their smartphone and social media
again: all crap! So, this will go on and on, humans don't even appreciate their gorgeous planet enough to stand up for it, disgusting! Instead of throwing this piece of shit in a 300ft. deep pit so
he will perish just as he deserves, nothing is done! Crazy: He
should be paid a visit and made to suffer for these despicable
crimes. No humans are stepping up for the innocent victims of
monsters like this: disgusting.
They are equally big lame cowards as this sadistic murderer.
They will however be insulted by this conclusion, absolutely. No
human that is wrong will ever take responsibility of accept any
blame!
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A thousand books can be filled with photographs like this: an evil
sick monster with its "kill". A true psychopath that enjoys causing
fear, pain, suffering and death and even is proud of that!
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Now, what else could one do with this monster than throw in a
300 ft. deep pit and left to perish? Talk to it and expect it to recognize the evilness and sadism of this crime? No point in that!
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Another example of this insane and despicable behavior
which is accepted/ignored by the majority of humans.

Two particularly ugly, sick and repulsive monsters that can afford
to undertake anything a human could desire but choose to travel
to Africa to cowardly murder innocent defenseless wildlife like
this gorgeous leopard: an irreplaceable treasure of the planet.
Unlike these two disgusting monsters with their smug faces.....
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Remember page 20? THIS is wildlife treasures
murdering evil SCUM!

And so is THIS.....
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and THIS.................

and this...............
Hundreds of thousands of these low
life criminals terrorize and destroy
our precious
wildlife!
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Cheetah are being driven to extinction by this SCUM!

And the world looks on, shrug their shoulders, continue to be
obsessed with their smart phones and their all-important "life
style"! When all treasures of the planet will be extict by destruction, they will wonder "how did that happen?"! Planet Earth, once
too gorgeous and beautiful for words, will be covered exclusively
with billions of humans, their homes, their factories, their shopping malls and supermarkets with all kinds of stuff that still never
will be enough, their golf courses and their garbage!
Fortunately, that won't cause problems because humans love
each other so dearly....................

It is abundently and undenieably clear that humans
never deserved this breathtakingly beautiful place!
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Above mentioned (page 25) mental disorders are the cause of
humans having the ugly and despicable urge to murder animals.
Of course, they're the most disgusting of mental disorders like
sadism, self-obsession and the male genital diminutive disorder.
For the lame explanation of their crimes and their "purpose", it is
all about another ugly property: hypocrisy. Like utter utter psychopath sadistic coward Corey Knowlton! It was so desperate to
murder a rinoceros that it paid $ 350.000 for that "priviledge".
The use of the word "it" to describe this psycho is fully justified
as it cannot possibly be human! Utterly hypocritical: while human
lifes are extended, dragged along, at all cost, as long as possible,
this rhino was conveniently considered past his "useful" life and
therefore could just as well be murdered by some psycho! This
being the ugly epitome of "hypocrisy"
Quote from "The Guardian" International ed. of Jan. 16, 2014:
" Corey Knowlton told Dallas television stations WFAA and KTVT
that he won last week's Dallas Safari Club auction to hunt a black
rhino in the African nation of Namibia. The club says the permit
was auctioned to raise money for efforts to protect and conserve
the species. An estimated 4,000 black rhinos remain in the wild,
and the auction drew critics who said all members of an endangered species deserve protection.
"I'm a hunter," Knowlton told WFAA. "I want to experience a
black rhino. I want to be intimately involved with a black rhino. If
I go over there and shoot it or not shoot it, it's beyond the point."
"
O.K., that is no doubt the sickest and most insane thing anyone
has said, ever! The self-obsession is very obvious: it’s only “I”:
“I” want this and “I” want that. Classic for psychos like this.
Also from this article:
" The club (Dallas Safari Club) says the Namibian rhino in question is older, male and non-breeding – and that the animal was
likely to be targeted for removal anyway because it was becoming aggressive." Well, this is most certainly applicable to all the
sick, old, over the top, cowardice animal lust killers of the DSC!
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All psychopath made up crap indeed "the animal was becoming
aggressive"! What, had he started, for example, to murder other
animals just for fun or did he suddenly got the urge to kill for trophies? Or was he perhaps harassed by human scum and did not
take that kindly? Like so often with lions: they are bothered when
they have newborn cubs, they will naturally react aggressive
(probably knowing humans) and then suddenly they are "problem
lions" that urgently need to be shot? That's how humans roll.......

“Meet Corey Knowlton, a great white hunter who "took" this ferrocious wild beast with admirable total disregard for his own
safety! Wow, what a fearless hero!”. SICKENING: imagine the
mind of an individual that derives pleasure from an ugly, despicable and cowardice act like this! Such a sweet delightful little
Dik-dik! Insane does not even begin to describe this monster!
It's the freaking epitome of ugliness, evilness and cowardice.
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This is what an adorable and precious Dik-dik looks like while it
still is enjoying its life, before it has the fatal misfortune to come
into the sight of armed asshole coward psychos like Knowlton!
Does anyone really think this scum has the right to rape our wildlife treasures just because they happen to have enough money to
wave in front of “officials” who then say “O.K., it now is “legal””?
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What a shame: a beautiful caracal murdered
by this ugly monster!
WHAT FOR? Video
It managed to aim the
big gun and pull the
trigger: pathetic!
This particular psycho
is living proof that no
decent individual running on all cylinders
would ever enjoy
murdering innocent
defenseless animals
and on top of that
even be proud of it!
Look at it, it's a DISGRACE, even to
flawed humanity!
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The caracal cat: what a beautiful creature, 10,000 times worth
these shameless compulsive killers! If your hobby is destroying
awesome creatures like this, that most people don't even get to
see, and then have your picture taken with the corpse of the poor
animal, the big gun and always that insane smug face with that
standard sickening smile: then you cannot be regarded anything
else than a psycho, a sociopath, a coward, a sadist and a compulsive killer. With these thoroughly sick and evil individuals, this
ugly tendency just keeps coming back, that is why pictures of
these monsters can be found with many different species.
It can even get more insane: like the utter psycho that insisted
on killing at least one example each of every animal species
living in the USA, but with 22 cal. ammo. Or that insane moron in
Belgium that couldn't keep a panther anymore so he tried to kill
it in its cage with 22 cal. small Flobert ammo. The poor animal
was shot over 200 times before it finally perished..................
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Imagine what kind of creature gets "pleasure" and
even "pride" from a cowardly and despicable act
like murdering this innocent female baboon?? Well,
only an evil, ugly, low life, self-obsessed, sadistic,
severly disturbed MONSTER!
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In all these cases it is Africa being stupid and greedy:
again! Congratulations: still the same nasty and despicable mentality as during the slave trade when they sold
their own people to traders! Anyway, how is this done in
the U.K. of Western Europe you might wonder?
Well, the insanity and perversaty involved here are of a completely different kind but that does not mean it is any less disgusting than what we have already seen. They love to dress up
foolishly, ride on horses and chase pretty little foxes with a bunch
of dogs. Yes, a large group of humans on horseback and a huge
group of dogs against an innocent little fox! What joy! They always claim "this has been done this way since the 16th century":
well that sounds like they have had plenty of opportunity to reconsider these sick activities haven't they? These selfish, cruel
and delusional idiots who keep calling this "sports" really should
have re-considered because chasing the fox across meadows,
through creeks, over roads and finally watch it be teared apart
alive by the dogs does not at all sound like some-thing normal
and decent people would enjoy! On the contrary, many people
are disgussed with these despicable activities but they are
continued nevertheless! Even after is was prohibited to chase
foxes it continued. Ilegally. One would expect the police present
to help those who oppose these killings by evil bastards but
instead they turn to the decent people that try to prevent the
cruel killing of the fox! Talk about "being lost"!!
These activities obviously attract evil and sadistic people, that is
clear. Fortunately, there are however many respectable and decent people in the U.K. that oppose these atrocities any way they
can: amongst whom some celebrities like the brave musicians
Brian May and Sir Paul McCartney, the actor Tony Robinson and
comedian/actor Ricky Gervais! These are noble people with their
hearts in the right places, we salute them! Of the sadists that love to watch little foxed being torn apart by dogs is nothing positive to tell: they are just miserable and disgusting animal
abusers!
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Please, convince yourself of the fact that these activities are thoroughly SICK, insane, despicable and perverted!

The conclusion is as obvious as it is undeniable: no
normal, decent creature will ever kill "for pleasure"!
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The brave and compassionate Brian May in action.

The very active
and involved
Ricky Gervais.
Expressing
grief and anger
like any decent human
being.
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It is indeed very heartbreaking to watch these pictures of animals
abused, hurt and killed right? Just terrible. However, for the real
life-like experience, for the actual ugliness and tragedy of it, we
suggest that you watch video recordings that the psychos have
made of their killings. Be ready to see the animals just standing
somewhere in all their innocence, eating or resting, and next
hear them cry out in horror, pain and fear after being hit by a
bullet, an arrow or whatever the psychos find “exiting” to launch
at them. Be ready to watch the poor creatures suffering with
their bodies convulsing due to pain and handicaps from their
injuries: to listen to the laughing and screaming of the psychopaths that are totally impassive from any of this tragic suffering
of innocent defenseless animals. You will witness the rejoice of
the genuinely and completely insane evil murderers that are
incapable of compassion: that lack the least of empathy and are
just pleased with themselves. As if that all is not bad enough,
next the “official” picture is taken, to brag with as proof of their
evilness and for “the fond and lifelong lasting memories”. Yes,
indeed, disgusting. These are the monsters that we allow to rape,
destroy, our wildlife treasures and our planet, of which they
enjoy every freaking minute. Congratulations people!
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Also, of course, in Australia, humans behave like freaking trash!
In June of 2020 the psycho below went after an innocent defenseless water buffalo with bow and arrow: of course if you like torturing animals before murdering them, there is no better way, no
way more "fulfilling" then attempting to murder an 800 kilo animal with a bunch of arrows: making it a genuine pleasure rather
than the instant kill with a bullet in the brain, right?

This is the huge coward, the cancer of the planet low life sadistic
killer Chris McSherry: what a piece of shit! Look at it, wow, what
a disgusting example of something that has to pass for "human".
The last thing the fatally injured water buffalo was able to do before he perished was get this monster's leg with one of his horns.
If there would be justice in the world this brave animal would
have been able to kill this evil freak! Typically, this POS is now in
a hospital, receiving support and compliments from its psycho
friends. It was very happy that it would be able to "hunt" again
as it is of course a serial killer. It can't wait to kill again. WHAT
a despicable monster: we certainly hope it will die soon!
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Anybody that thinks it O.K. to go after such a beautiful animal
with bow and arrow, causing him immense fear, pain and finally
death, without any reason, is a thoroughly sick monster. Naturally, nobody on the sick "social media" asked "why would you
want to do that to this innocent animal, a non-human inhabitant
of this planet with also rights to live"? Or "how could one enjoy
doing this to the innocent animal minding his own business?".
No, they're ALL despicable morons, too evil and stupid to feel
sorry for and have compassion with this animal: SICK!!
Below some more pictures of which there are hundreds, "proudly"
posted on the internet: it clearly shows how widespread the disease "animal serial killing" really is. All these individuals however are low life SCUM, with all the ugly mental disorders of serial killers and sadists! They are undeniably so because how else
could one get "pleasure" from murdering these precious creatures who are so much better than the sick, evil, sadistic and
self-obsessed cancer of the planet: humans! Look at the poor
animal: this can only be "enjoyed" by the ugliest FREAKS!
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Two more......"wow, we had such a nice time in Australia!"
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In loving Memory of all the Innocent
Precious Water Buffalos Murdered by
Thoroughly Evil Human SCUM!!
Congratulations SHITHOLE Australia!
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and they are in such nice company:

This phenomenon is the strongest sign of complete absence of
decency, integrity and intelligence in humans! Killing and torturing other humans is o so terrible and those maniacs are all
real monsters: nobody can understand why they do it and how
they ever can enjoy it, but, animals serial killers are allowed to
murder as they please, can introduce ways to make it more
“pleasurable”, thoroughly enjoy it, pose proudly on pictures with
their victims the world does not give a damn about, showing
smug faces, and go out the next day and do it again!
They even come up with all kinds of fairy tales in which they are
not the destroyers of wildlife but the complete opposite: conservationists! All are evil and ugly lies of course that however are
not even rubbed in their faces as being purely 100% that!

No, it all goes on day in day out! Words fail to condemn this
while most humans don't even give a damn!
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Look at it: the ugly face of
evilness and insanity!

This is about as insane and evil as humans can get (we hope).
The disgustingly delighted face, while holding a beautiful big cat
murdered for no reason, is a perfect yet disgusting display of all
these horrible mental disorders. It’s the epitome of ugliness!
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This is, like animal suffering, destroyed animal communities
and so on, of course not of any concern to these evil psychos!
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Animals are creatures that, similar to humans, have feelings and
are able to experience fear and pain as well as happiness and
pleasure. They also enjoy relationships, family, fresh air, the sun,
cool fresh water, a nice meal, an afternoon nap and so on. They
see the world and themselves very different than humans do and
communicate in completely different ways too. Also unlike humans, they are unfamiliar with typically human ugly properties
like sadism, greed (unless purely for survival), vanity, envy and
the worst: evilness! They do not know that at all, much to their ill
fate! It makes them completely innocent as they are unaware of
other creatures with these ugly properties and, unsuspecting.
They do not plan, plot, or conspire. The predators among them
kill for survival only which actually is “hunting”: it is not for their
“pleasure”. Just like prehistoric humans hunted for survival and
not for “pleasure”. Were in prehistoric times the bravest of the
men “hunter”: in the era of the powerful rifle, the scope and the
tripod, it’s the biggest sadistic cowards that love to murder animals, pretending they are somehow equally “brave” to the real
hunters from the past. The opposite is true of course! It is an
insult to these true, brave, real “hunters” that this scum call
themselves “hunter” too! However, the genuine ugliness and
shocking worst about all this “recreational” animal killing is not
just the fact that it is exclusively “enjoyed” by the sickest and
ugliest excuses for “human beings”. It is not just the fact that
causing fear, suffering and violent untimely deaths to animals
gives these sadistic self-centered human failures pleasure and
excitement: monsters that rejoice and gloat over “their kill” while
an innocent animal is crying out in pain and fear. No: of course,
these practices are disgusting and despicable, however, while humans have their own world of plenty, of pointless abundance, in
shelter, in food, in transportation, in entertainment, in their
beautiful homes, the only thing animals have is their own little
corner of the world, where they struggle to survive, exposed to
the elements and with not always food readily available.

Now that is what is most sad, most outrageous, most
ugly, despicable and horrific: THAT THEY CANNOT
EVEN HAVE THAT!
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We would really like all you compulsive animal killers to take a
look at this video clip. It’s animals roughly 1 million times better
than you low life despicable scum:

Video
Unfortunately though, we guess this loving behavior would not
give you “pleasure” and “pride”, right? Well, that is exactly your
problem as any normal person would feel privileged to receive
love from animals and give it to them in return. You all ought to
be ashamed to death for your ugly and sick tendencies that you
refuse to suppress! You should either be treated for your mental
disorders in closed institutions for the severe mentally disturbed
or just be put in jail as, after all, it is very unlikely that you can
be cured! You are the complete and exact opposite of how humans should be! You are all suffering from each and every of the
aforementioned (chapter 3) ugliest mental disorders possible:
these are so strongly present that they are dominant and not allow for the least of decency, compassion, respect or love. Getting
pleasure from murdering innocent, defenseless and unsuspecting
fellow inhabitants
of the planet.
Really!
So you think these
non-human creatures are there for
you to get your
“pleasure” by
causing them
fear, pain and
violent deaths?
This definitely
spells “delusion”
and “insanity”!
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Worst of all is that these psychopaths do not have a clue as to
the insanity and evilness of their despicable crimes towards innocent defenseless animals. Of course not, if they did they would be
ashamed as hell and be disgusted by themselves: but, they
don't! No! They are true psychopaths in any meaning of this terrible mental disorder. Not only do they never ever are ashamed
or feel remorse about the suffering they cause so completely
needlessly, they love to post pictures of themselves with the
weapon and the corpse of the animal they murdered, proud!
They also love to visit conventions where they meet their fellow
psychopath lust killers and dealers in all kinds of equipment and
other scum, like organizers of "hunting" trips. And there they go,
with their powerful guns, scopes, tripods, binoculars, observers
and back-up shooters. Still, they have the audacity to call themselves "sportsmen". That alone is convincing evidence of these
cowards being freaking psychopaths.
Look at them, it's nothing but sadism, male diminutive genitalia
syndrome, evilness, stupidity and sickening cowardice!
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Of course they are way too big cowards to admit that they simply
love to hurt and kill animals: that they don't give a damn about
the suffering they cause to these also (like humans) sentient
creatures: that it is not up to them to decide that an animal has
lived long enough and may die an undeserved, untimely, violent
death because they happen to be freaking psychos that love to
do that to these defenseless creatures! Which is anything but
normal to human nature, most certainly in the 18th to the 21st
century!
But no, they go to their conventions, enjoy themselves, make
plans for more killing and do not feel the least of shame! Even
more despicable: they try to convince the rest of the world that
they are so dedicated to "conservation"! Ow, and that makes
them very "proud": more evidence of the fact that they are such
seriously disturbed psychos!

Nobody in their right mind believes the lies about "conservation"
and their claims that they love and respect animals. Disgusting,
they're just awful, ugly, despicable, psychopath SCUM!!!
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The love for taxidermy is another severe mental disorder: dead
animals made to look like they're alive again, in "exiting" poses.
Here a couple displayed on their convention of DEATH and DESTRUCTION! They love it! We rest our case, they are IN-SA-NE!
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And this is, again, what it is all about: murdering innocent defenseless, unsuspecting animals like this beautiful goat!

Or this precious, defenseless and
endangered
rhino!
No words
really can
describe
the ugliness, the
insanity and
evilness of
crimes like
these.......
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Video Check out this video: these are the lovely, innocent and
unsuspecting "beasts" that the psycho cowards, the sadists, love
to watch suffer and die, solely for their perverted "pleasure"?
They truly are the sickest creatures on Earth: genuine monsters!

Kind request to "hunters"!
Video
Do you have a strong urge to murder this beautiful lion and other
innocent defenseless animals? O.K. not a problem, we have the
solution to these sick desires! Just do the world a huge favor and
NOW, put a gun against your head and pull the trigger, please!
Thanks a bunch in advance, you’ll be making the world a much
better place instantly, probably the first good you do in your entire wasted life! It is a beautiful world in which you have not deserved to be born in in the first place! A beautiful world that you
just love to rape and destroy!

So, please, do the
right thing!
BYE!!
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10. ENTERTAINMENT: TELEVISION
Because you as traveler will inevitably come across this phenomenon and it will raise questions, we want to provide some background information. A useful and interesting human achievement
was the invention of the "television" ("TV") in the ''40s through
which recorded programs could be watched. Later on, devises
were invented that could save the programs. These inventions
soon resulted in the development of a whole new industry: the
"entertainment" industry which over the years grew to become
one of the biggest industries in the world. Had there previously
already been the process of making fiction movies for showing in
theatres, now these received a second chance. Soon studios were
set up and programs made especially for this new medium.
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Originally, a lot of the broadcasting was done by government TV
stations. As soon as one realized that millions of people watched
TV, it became "business" and the new medium for reaching large
numbers of prospective buyers, "consumers". These TV businesses became known as "networks"! For purposes of profit they introduced short clips, broadcasted in between "programs", in
which all kinds of products were promoted, the so-called "commercials". Broadcasting time was sold to manufacturers that
wanted to promote their products. That is where the problems
started: in the meantime also this invention is spoiled entirely.
Very surprising is the fact that only few humans have come to
this conclusion, which is a remarkable achievement of the
entertainment industry!
What happened?
Like so often with humans, because of greed, original purposes
were abandoned. Instead of entertaining many people, it is now
about the secondary purpose being: making the maximum
amount of profits. This has resulted in a TV war for the favour of
the viewers in trying to get them to buy your products. Competing manufacturers hired creative and commercial specialists in
order to get the best exposure in the two-minute long commercials. By now, the contents of the programs had to be of a "certain quality", not for maximum entertainment value but in order
to draw as many viewers as possible for the maximum exposure
of the commercials. The best program was no longer the one with
the highest entertainment value but the one that hauled in the
most viewers, no matter for what reason. The result of this development was the introduction of "shocking" programs in the 20st
century like the many "reality" shows in which the most strange,
disgusting, revolting and awkward things are shown. As "sadism"
is the most widespread of human mental deficiencies, it is no surprise that most of these programs, eventually, showed cruelty
against animals as they are such easy "pray" for humans. The
apparently desperate program makers went from bad to worse in
their creepy (pseudo) "creativity". In the past, fiction programs
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were made to appeal to the sadism in humans but unfortunately,
one always realized it was "not real" of course resulting in significantly less appreciation than "the real stuff". That is obviously
why real cruelty was introduced in programs to get the desired
number of viewers. Unfortunately, viewers get accustomed to
certain amounts of shocking matters, that is why the shows have
to become more extreme on a regular base therewith constantly
lowering the threshold of what is decent or even acceptable! Of
course "good taste" is hardly visible anymore, not even in the
rear view mirror!

Also sick and disturbing is the continuous announcing of these,
by now downright appalling, programs during "commercial
breaks" showing "highlights". With "exited" voices and extreme
shots from the featured programs, we are convinced that we just
cannot afford to miss these them! These "breaks" are a torture
for the intelligent viewer with all those same "highlights" from
disgusting shows ten times per night and the commercials with
"in your face" images accompanied by a stupid, awkward and
loud voice-over, pushing products that people do not want, do
not need and are not half as good as advertised! Commercials
have become a whole lot more disturbing since they are inserted
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into programs and shown right in the most exciting moments of a
program. Nothing is sacred anymore as even exciting Formula 1
motor racing is interrupted for commercials. As most programs
are of bad quality anyway, unfortunately, it is not so much of a
problem. However, the few rare programs that are really worth
watching are also spoiled and impossible to watch without irritation! It is all the complete dominance of commerce, of quantity
rather than quality, of pointless consumption. Nothing is more
annoying than being into a program or a show and every 15
minutes there is a 10-minute break with said unbearable nonsense. With these practices, the networks and their programs
have become obsolete as their original purpose is abandoned
completely! Clearly networks and their advertisers are most
important, not the viewers. That is why really the viewers should
boycott TV therewith forcing a change which should end the
contempt for the viewers! The aforementioned reversal of human
evolution in the 21st century is very evident while watching an
average night of TV! Primitive humans, suspected products of inbreeding, seem to be the new source of "entertainment" because
they announce the most offensive things like "bang bang I just
like to shoot things". The "things" mentioned are of course animals, which shows a disturbing lack of respect for them. As most
of these perverts are "mentally challenged" (apparently it hurts
them to hear the truth, the fact that they are retarded!) all that
happens is shooting innocent and defenseless animals and the
nonsense they produce. Yet it seems to be worth watching for
many humans. No matter how disgusting these programs, the
ugly faces of the new "stars", oozing ignorance, are printed on
mugs, clothing and so on and presented as "hot"! This seems to
be very profitable, a phenomenon called "merchandising"! How
pathetic! With the Stone Age fortunately a very long time ago,
some creative "wonders" thought it would be a good idea to find
out how that must have been. Neglecting the fact that this is
impossible, they still dressed up a number of people in animal
skins and have them kill poor unsuspecting cattle, that did not
even attempt to flee, with wooden spears on TV. Complete
insanity and needlessly cruel, this could however "catch on" and
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make them a lot of money. It probably will not but was worth a
try. Fortunately for these TV makers there are always sufficient
humans available who gladly go along with this insanity. If there
is one thing you can always count on with humans, that is it! For
commercial purposes it also never fails to have them turn to each
other to attract viewers, that makes just "great television"! The
other matter that seems to excite humans is "conflict", they are
real conflict "junkies"! Situations are created in which conflicts
are inevitable, being just a matter of time. As all these extreme
forms of entertainment will eventually become boring, the sky is
the limit and nobody knows where it will end! At first it will probably be very entertaining to have armed men fight unsuspecting animals. Live on TV humans killing and mutilating each
other, like in the Roman Empire 2000 years ago, will probably be
introduced shortly, when just the killing of animals has become
boring! Obviously, any obvious human evolution will probably be
a gruesome matter of tens of thousands of years rather than just
thousands.
Considering the rate in which the reversal of evolution takes place in the 21st century however, the chances that the human life
form on Earth will last longer than a hundred years more, are
extremely low! What "evolution" comes only and really down to is
humans taking from the planet what they need, and more, just to
realize their dream world, where everything is at their disposal at
once. All at the expense of the rest of the planet. So, we cannot
do much else than concluding that "evolution" is the continuously
streamlining of the abuse of the planet by humans, not even for
their survival but solely for their petty little purposes and trivial
demands! Irreversible damage to the planet is only considered
"scary" and "terrible" as far as it affects humans and their "lifestyle". Humans are like ugly little parasites in your body, who
while they are consuming you, create and build tools to consume
you even better and faster with less effort! Imagine you'd have
parasites like that in your body and witness the progress they are
making due to their new tools. All you can do is start the countdown to the point where you are completely consumed. Just like
Planet Earth with her human parasites!
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Image of a "spectacular fight" between a "gladiator" and a peace
loving innocent lion in ancient Rome. More "sporty" however than
executing it, while it's unsuspecting, with a powerful rifle from a
"safe" 200 meters distance, that is for sure!
This was considered "entertainment" 2000 years ago: yes, the
Romans were quite insane and perverted but that is what power
does to people! As mentioned above, to keep the "common" people happy despite being suppressed and terrorized by the rulers,
they were given the "games"! In some periods they would be
held every day! Unfortunately, the people loved the pain, the
suffering and the violence which justifies the questioning of their
mental condition, as with lovers of "bull fighting" like the sick
writer Hemingway, who couldn't get enough of it! Similar to the
above mentioned disgusting activities, they still take place in
Spain where many humans are "entertained" by the torturing of
innocent animals, just 2000 years later. So much for "evolution"
in this period.
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The "News".
Now, one would think not intended for "entertainment", is "the
news". It was by the end of the 20th century however discovered
not only as big business but also as a medium through which one
could manipulate the masses. Soon "the news" had to be thrilling
and "spicy", therefore it is exaggerated, dramatized and made
"exiting" to watch, purely for commercial purposes. And, a great
"business" it has become: making lots of money with advertising
while convincing the plebs of what is "right". Perfect! Just feed
them with what you think is "important" and withhold everything
from them what you think "they don't need to know".
One of the best known news networks is CNN which has started
in 1980. CNN is however not difficult to recognize as 1/ primarily
commercial and 2/ promotor of self-obsession. Not unexpected
as they clearly feel themselves more important than the actual
"news". Most news network stations or broadcasts are indeed
alike: they all suffer from the huge consequence of (left wing)
liberals elbowing themselves in and owning them. This means
that "news" is not brought in human's living rooms unfiltered, no,
it will in the first place at all times have to be "politically correct".
Their incapability to present plain facts is only exceeded by their
unwillingness to do so. This means that the value of the "news"
is zero! The few intelligent humans will always have their doubts
about it: will guess what the purpose of being untrue could be
and wonder what the truth is like. The broadcasting of "news"
mixed with commercial messages alone should raise questions
about these broadcasts. As if bringing censored "news" provides
any confidence in the products they try to shove down out throates! However, in their defense, they could never bring all the true
news straight: that would make television like this book is, very
painful and depressing. It would turn people away from it, make
them watch even more stupid game/reality shows and would
prevent any money to be made from "the news". So, the world
might be a mess, O.K., but the "news" broadcasters have to live
too, right? So, broadcasting "news" is useful, provided that it 1/
does not make humans think "incorrect" 2/ think too much 3/
start them to worry or 4/ makes them blame others.
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As the major papers, news agencies and broadcasters are all
owned by huge corporations, businesses, who might have huge
interests in all the matters that the "news" often really should be
about, it is this category of "news" that is withheld.
The information can be found but that is sometimes hard and nobody seems to care about it really. How convenient.
The general public does not get the "news" that Nestlé is pumping up all the fresh water and hardly does anything with it
except put it in plastic bottles. Of course, in their commercials
you will be told why you should buy Nestlé water. These corporations have become real monsters, so big, they cannot even be
boycotted effectively anymore!
Things like the consequences of the Wall Street "investors" who
do nothing but speculate, over the backs of the "common" people. There are many examples, like the 144 gangsters of Enron
who paid themselves $ 744 million in salary, bonus and stock
grants just before the collapse in 2001. Of course it ended not so
well for the 4,200 Enron employees.
The latest in these ugly affairs is Indian and Middle Eastern companies working close together with corrupt African governments
to turn reservation land into agricultural land. By now, Africa is
exporting crops where there is not enough food for the people.
Small land owners have to watch their land being taken from
them after which they are offered the job to work the land!
Of course, weapon craziness resulting in war, destruction of
wildlife, deaths in the streets, police that shoot first and ask
questions later, big arms deals and so on, you don't get to see.
After all, weapons are the biggest industry in the world: does
anyone really believes that they are not pulling the strings in
law making, governments and "the news"?? If you don't: keep
on dreaming!
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11. THE U.S.A.
The U.S.A., in existence since 1776 but really discovered as part
of the North-American continent in 1492, has a history consisting
predominantly of conflicts, violence, war and even genocide.
Like the following "In 1491, about 145 million people lived in the
western hemisphere. By 1691, the population of indigenous Americans had declined by 90-95 percent, or by around 130 million
people" according to a quote from the book "American Philoso-

phy: From Wounded Knee to the Present".
Also the native iconic animals, the Bison, fell victim to the wave
of fresh psycho-parasites invading North-America since 1492.
By now it has been established that once there were 30 million
Bison but they were decimated to just 325 in 1884. Through huge efforts they have recovered to approximately 500,000 today
but they are still murdered on a large scale because of greed, intolerance and just stupidity. Disgusting!
What a beautiful creature, victim of greed and stupidity!
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Apparently it made sense to mass murder them, for "progress"??
This resulted in mountains of Bison skulls and hides...................

What an extremely bad start as a country, raping and destroying
everybody and everything you came across! Mass murder of
course happened to many animals species, like the Raccoon!
Unfortunately they continued on that path and have never been
able, or willing, to recover from that. Electing people like the
incompetent, narcissistic and delusional D.Trump for president
will not help much either. The country's history is war, war, war
and more war. War with England, Spain, Mexico, Germany,
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Japan, themselves in the civil war, Korea, Vietnam, the Philippines and many countries in the Middle-East.
Also, the "wild west" in the years approximately 1865 to 1890, in
which the western part of the country was developed, was an
insanely violent period. Everybody bore guns and the one who
could fire his the quickest was in charge. Native Americans were
still terrorized, discriminated, provoked into violence and then
killed so their land could be occupied by settlers and/or oil could
be brought up, of which they did not benefit. This all has resulted
in huge weapons producing industries: clearly, these would not
appreciate any absence of violence. The widely spread belief happens to be that violence was (is!) stimulated and promoted by
the weapons manufacturers. This demanded good contacts in the
US government which are still in force today although not out in
the open of course. US arms manufacturers sold arms total
amounting to $209.7 billion in 2015. So, the question of whom is
in charge in the US is answered! Many of the just 400 individuals
that own 50% of the entire country are in arms manufacturing. Is
that a good thing?? NO!!
It cannot be overlooked that especially in this country where
available entertainment possibilities are the most insanely extensive and varied on Earth, also the most disturbed and sociopath
individuals seem to live with insane desires to just kill. On top of
that, the number of firearms owned by civilians is highest too:
together responsible for a number of animals killed yearly for
"entertainment" or even "sports" being staggering.
A country so "religious" has a surprisingly complete lack of
respect for other species than the human: are they not also
"gods" creatures? No, on the contrary, according to these sick
hypocrites, "god" has put these animals on the planet for the
believers to murder at will! How grateful they are god for that!!
What shocking and ugly hypocrisy! Any rare possible positive
effect of the phenomenon "religion" is totally absent!
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Typical! Because of this, one might also say that too muchreedom is not a good thing for humans; it allows the disturbed
sociopaths to abuse nature as "they have the freedom to do so".
Well, that is exactly what is wrong with "freedom": it does not
cover the limitations of freedom for these disturbed individuals.
Freedom? Fine! Right to bear arms? Fine! Do however NOT take
your sick desire to inflict harm and to kill out on innocent animals, no matter how much you enjoy hurting them and watch
them suffer! On the other hand, you are not allowed to hurt,
abuse, kill or torture humans. You can figure out, with your sick
and perverted mind, your own evil sadistic ways to murder
animals, with traps, snares, by letting a bunch of dogs loose on
them, and "enjoy" yourself! You can do all of this undisturbed,
well "legal" anyway. Just don't do anything to humans. Again,
hypocrisy sticks up its ugly head!!!
This way, the "freedom" that you are so proud of is nothing more
than a joke. That is why these cruel and pointless tendencies
need recognition as the serious mental disorders they actually
are very soon so wildlife and society may be protected against
these sick individuals. Looking at how USA authorities deal with
this matter, especially the local ones, this is however not likely to
change any time soon. The mass murderers get surprisingly
much support from the authorities. Why? Are they so fearful to
limit or even touch "freedom"? Or is it because the weapons
manufacturers are in charge? More and more people however
start to reject these activities and recognize them as the "crimes"
they actually are!
It is such a shame that the USA, one of the most beautiful countries in the world with an abundance of gorgeous wildlife, allows
itself to be terrorized by these disturbed criminals, these through
and through sick monsters! A terrible shame!
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USA: WAKE UP! This is what they love to destroy:

However, NOBODY in their right mind would even consider hurting this lovely family! Most humans would be delighted to
witness this from a safe distance from where the animals are not
bothered. They should have the right to live their lives, raise their
offspring in freedom and safety, just like humans! Hardly anyone
would find the urge to hurt and destroy this anything else than
sadistic and severely disturbed!
The "manly" murdering of wild animals just for "pleasure",
"sports" (CRAZY!!) or "entertainment" has turned from "survival",
a very, very long time ago, into a disgusting, sadistic, cowardly,
national disease, a sickening mass mental disorder!!!
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“There are lots of dealers where sportsmen can get a choice of
weapons and ammo so you can engage in the exiting war against
wildlife! Just make sure you’re not “out gunned” and bring military assault rifles: that’ll teach those pesky animals! Enjoy!”
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“If you want to make killing unsuspecting defenseless animals
even more exiting, and boy, do we want that, you might consider
picking up bow and arrows! It takes much longer for your prey to
die which will give you the priceless opportunity to “hunt” it for a
longer time. More suffering of the animals is 100% guaranteed
and you will get the pleasure to finish them off when they can no
longer flee because of multiple arrow wounds! Just make sure
you get the right gear! Picking that is where the fun starts!”

“You MUST record everything on video, with sound of course!
From the first hit, the stalking of the wounded animal while it is
trying to get away crying out in pain and fear: the additional hits
up to and including the finishing off and as happy end the animal’s last breath while it’s body is convulsing in death struggle!
It’s always so nice to relive the fun and satisfaction of that extatic and glorious moment later on, cozy, with friends and family!”
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This spells everything that is wrong with humans: sadistic, cowardice, the incapability of having respect for and consideration
with other creatures, extreme self-obsession, delusion and disgustingly cruel. These animal serial killers all are utterly insane:
no decent and respectable person would ever think that doing
this to defenseless animals is anything but downright evil!
“It’s just terrible what
complicated matters
humans all have to
face right? Like this
burning question:
what makes you more
manly, what gives the
most pleasure, what
is the most exiting
way to murder unsuspecting animals?”
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The worst of the worst of these criminals undeniably show all to
frequent what is so terribly wrong with them: like individuals that
trap animals with clamps and snares and then let their dogs loose
on the poor animals before shooting them. Beyond comprehension for normal people, these individuals are the lowest, most
despicable and disturbed examples of the human kind. It cannot
be denied that also this incredible sadist, cruel and sick behavior
of humans is the most widely spread in the USA. What is the
matter with these people? Ever since Columbus discovered this
continent, it has been war, slaughter, conflict, battle and so on.
Is it the lack of conflicts, of battle and war, that they cannot
resist going to war against innocent and defenseless wildlife? Do
they so desperately need to kill, destroy and cause suffering?

One of these pieces of ugly human trash though that wiping out
this entire lovely innocent family of foxes made any sense at all!
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This is beyond any reason, too insane for the slightest of understanding, even for words......................
Individuals who commit crimes like these against these innocent
and defenseless animals should not be on the loose as they are
too disturbed to participate in society by any standard!

Below a picture of a fox puppy, in Loving
Memory of this gorgeous family, victims
of pure evil and insanity!
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It unfortunately is sad reality that almost ALL wild animals are
hunted down, mutilated and butchered as if they are the American's biggest enemies. May the past of the current US of A have
been extremely violent, there is absolutely no reason to continue
this violence against innocent and defenseless animals. Neither
are we still living in the Stone Age where we have to go out and
risk our lives for food, shelter and protective clothing. While this
book is being written however, the crimes and abuses continue
like a runaway train, like a tsunami of evil. In March 2013 the
country of Canada, with its inferior government, still has of
course opposed to measures to save polar bears, the numbers of
which have declined dramatically in the meantime!
The need for this was shown almost simultaneously as a mother
polar bear, who was with young, was shot by a piece of scum,
human trash, in the USA state of Alaska. WHY? What is wrong
with those individuals? You leave the polar bear alone and nothing happens: the human idiots can however not resist coming
too close to a bear with young and then suddenly murdering it is
"self-defense"? NO! This evil killer had NO business being there!
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It is abnormal to not love these creatures and have desires
to destroy them! Stop the sociopath murderers! N O W!
Why is it anyway that humans really have to destroy, rape, hurt
and ruin EVERYTHING that crosses their path? This polar bear
mother had every right to raise her young in peace just like human mothers, if not more! A completely new worldwide approach
to these matters is necessary, the crimes and abuse have to be
stopped without any say of the ignorant and ruthless people who
inflict them. Take for example the above already mentioned despicable government of Canada: it is not possible to reason with
them, as they will go to any length to secure their petty interests
at all costs which includes lying, cheating and being extremely
obnoxious!
The entire world will have to say "stop", as wildlife is owned by
the whole world, by all the people! The lame justifications for
crimes against wildlife are typical human hypocrisy. It is always
"the animals cause annoyance or damage", there are "too many"
of them and even the most stupid and ignorant of all: they "eat"
too much. Whether it is vegetation (elephants) or other animal
species, it is however always caused by humans. Elephants destroy too many trees? Well, that is caused by the decimation of
their natural habitat, a problem most animals in the wild suffer
from. Then there are many disturbed individuals who seem to
want to exterminate wolves from North America because of the
"poor" elk they hunt! This is the bloody limit of hypocrisy: firstly,
that is nature and the actual reason why the wolf was reintroduced after it was wiped out! Second, the criminals hunt elk too
which is not nature, so why the wolves would not be allowed to?
Next, when they will have killed all the wolves, resentment will
arise with the growth of the elk population; guess what the
solution for this "problem" will be? Examples of insanity like this
can be found daily on all media, all over the world, causing huge
outrage with concerned humans all over the world, a too small
majority as yet incapable of exorcising these crimes! All over the
world the habitats of predators are diminished, cattle is put right
under their noses and suddenly they have to be killed because of
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"damage" they cause! Ignorance and hypocrisy do not get much
worse although with humans you never know! The limits of the
lowest of the lowest of "rock-bottom" ignorance are still
stretched, also on a daily basis. To the worst examples of human
life, mass murdering wolves even with automatic weapons, is
perfectly acceptable albeit of course for the most insane
"reasons". This behavior should be considered the most
embarrassing humanly possible and should be fought with all
means by everybody. Let us start with no more accepting these
crimes, with the out casting and ignoring of all the disturbed
mass murderers whether friend, relative or neighbor. Murdering
animals is not "tough" or "adventurous" anymore (it actually never was!). It is cruel, selfish, ignorant, superfluous and sadistic!

A lovely family of wolves: NOW the time has come to massively oppose to the crimes committed against them!
If humans will continue this way a little longer than that will be
definite proof that the often-heard hypothesis that they are "an
experiment gone wrong" sadly is nothing but a 100% true!
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Unfortunately, there are so many problems in the US, they are so
huge and deeply rooted that not only is it impossible to address
them all, it will be even harder to deal with these problems. One
of the biggest is "consumerism", invented in the US! We mentioned earlier that the pushing of goods to create new markets
had replaced the honest promotion of products that people could
put to good use. The origin of this can be found in the increased
production of goods during and after the Industrial Revolution
and a subsequent drop in the selling of these goods as the result
of the economic depression that followed. After the economic
depression, the pushing of new products got a fresh start and the
practice of creating artificial demand and new markets for old and
"new" products "that you can't live without" became huge business itself. This phenomenon spread all over the world and it was
considered "good business practice". As already said above, this
is now, in the 21st century, completely out of control! The range
of products pushed is insane and the intensity unbearable. During
an hour and a half long TV program or TV movie, you get six times "this program was made possible by blablabla "shitty product" ". O.K. WHATEVER!! Not only is it insane that because of
this the program will now take two hours and 15 minutes to end
but how could they expect us, because of this, to go out and buy
their products?
Now here lies the root of the problem: PEOPLE APPARANTLY DO
THAT!! This shows the lethargic nature of the masses: they just
go out and buy that stuff that is more expensive because of all
the media pushing while it is not one bit better than other
brands! The fact that commercials are completely ridiculous and
obviously intended to be manipulative does not seem to bother
anyone. The proof that it works "better" on people from lower
social classes, with less education, comes from the fact that most
commercials are completely ridiculous! It could clearly never
work on intelligent humans: is this category of people actually of
any interest to TV advertisers? We think not, as publicity in
glossy magazines looks a lot better and makes more sense!
This is proof that advertisers have done their homework and that
they are fully aware that there are not too many "intelligent"
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humans! The huge problem with intelligent humans is however
the fact that Planet Earth does not benefit one bit from them
either!
It's even worse, having made a fortune with their intelligence
(and probably 50% luck) they throw it away on things like "art".
As stated above, the most pointless, useless, ugly and overrated
matter in the history of humanity. Similar to "space exploration"!
These can be matters of billions of dollars! For example, just art
auctioneer Christies sold for $5.4 billion in one year, 2016! That
is money WASTED!!! Yeah, while the planet is being destroyed
and good people in their brave (but futile) efforts to turn it around are dependent on gifts and have to work with tiny budgets!
However, the mostly North American psychopaths that pay crooked, greedy and corrupt officials in African countries so they can
"legally" wipe out irreplaceable wildlife treasures take the cake!!
It is not possible to spend money in a more bad and despicable
way! These people of extreme evilness, average intelligence and
void of conscience have too much money: don't ever count on
any reason or decency from them in taking proper and correct
decisions.
So why is humanity lost? Because the little they possess of "intelligence" is always subordinate to their more dominant properties like greed, evilness, self-obsession, sadism and cowardice.
Actually, these can hardly be described as "disorders" because
they can be found in any human. Like with all properties, one can
be stronger and others are less strong present in every human.
We should really not be focusing on "what properties are disorders" but what properties are dominant! A huge problem is that
very positive properties like compassion, being altruistic, gracious
and generous are considered "weak" and very often cannot resist
boldness, rudeness, aggression, evilness and sadism. This is the
problem of humanity, of which it is known that "he who shouts
the loudest will be heard first". Putting themselves on the first
place as ever, without the least of consideration, humans have
transferred numerous pieces of natural land into their beloved
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"golf courts". Even better for them of course is a "golf resort"
where humans can lavish in luxury and entertainment. Claiming
all this land just to play a game, or "sports" is already kind of
rude, however, sometimes they have built a golf course after
which the previous inhabitants, often ground hogs, are still
present, or they have returned. Of course, as soon as they
"damage" the golf course they are regarded "pests" and simply
poisoned! A terrible fate for these lovely little creatures, in the
past of course also killed for their fur.

Golf as a "game" or "sport" is debatable but that is not the problem. The damage to the environment is however horrific. The
increasing amount of golf courses not only occupy vast amounts
of land, nature is being destroyed for them, but they also need
lots of water and artificial fertilizer to keep them "green". How
ironic: artificial "green" of course. Another example of human
behavior, again, as the parasites of the planet. A separate extensive book by the way can be written about the number of animals killed by traffic, who try to cross roads, are blocked by a
concrete wall separating the lanes and hardly ever make it back.
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Below an impression of what too many "brave" Americans really
like: executing innocent, defenseless and unsuspecting animals
for "fun". No decent human being could get "fun" from these
cowardly crimes (oh no, not "crimes" because it is all "legal"!).
Nor could any decent person imagine doing ugly despicable
things like this and then show huge, proud, smiles. These smug
faces with their disgusting smiles however are just the epitome of
insanity! Of despicable sadism! It could however hardly be described as "evil" because these morons don't even know the difference between decency and evilness!
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Look, they even pretend they want to "save the birds". As if they
care for birds or any animal species. What do the losers behind
the below picture pretend to care about? The only thing they can
come up with to those who oppose this April 7, 2018 pointless
killing spree is the classic but lame "it's legal". It's just sick,

nothing but a disgusting, ugly disease...........
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Wow, what a thoroughly SICK reason to smile...............To spot
a cute little critter busy finding food, shoot it and watch it suffer
until it dies in pain and fear, obviously all much to your delight.
Insanity at its worst! The same should be done to this psycho!

Now look at these "heroes"!
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They have such lovely children and they raise them so well!
So noble to teach them to respect and appreciate animals......
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If ever this person develops a conscience, it will regret this
vile act. However, looking at its upbringing, it probably won't!
This is all the result of ugly, serious, mental disorders! Unfortunately, many humans from the USA seem to suffer from them!
Being born in the USA as an animal is just tough luck although
being born in Africa is not better in any way except just a smaller
chance to be crushed by traffic.
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"Wow, I had such a great trip to Canada. I looked for a lonely polar bear that was searching for food, trying to survive in this
harsh environment. I found it and had the immense pleasure to
murder it from a safe distance! What a fond, life long lasting
memory! Look at me, am I not a hero?". NO, YOU'RE A CREEP!
Words fail to describe the insanity and evilness of acts like this.
These expressions come back numerous times throughout this
book, we know, but they're the only ones that come close to describing this sick and despicable behavior. These monsters, that
love to inflict this fear, pain, suffering and death to these magnificent creatures are not only able to witness this, what a normal
person would consider downright heart breaking, but are able to
do that void of any compassion. They even enjoy it without the
least of remorse and really should lose the right to call themselves "human". When this makes you proud, no denying: you're
just a monster. Still, there are no consequences...................
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The current global acceptance of ugly mental
disorders like these urgently needs to be
reconsidered and drastically limited at once.

The result of insanity? Of inbreeding? No matter what, this is
sick. It's even hard to decide what is worse: murdering this poor
animal or show such a delighted smile after having done that!
Another interesting question is: were these children born sadistic
and remorseless or were they taught to be that way?
Mental disorders of sadistic nature however seem to be quite
common in the USA. For some reason, many American males appear to have the unsurpressable urge to proof that they are "real
men", as if that is not defined by their chromosomes! They often
suffer from the so called "Diminutive Male Genitalia Disorder".
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In short "DMGD". That means that they have small penises,
which apparently affects their ego's and which they think they
can fix by hurting, murdering, torturing and terrorizing innocent
defenseless little creatures. Of course they are huge cowards too,
knowing that no relatives of animals will visit them at untimely
hours to take revenge, like would happen if they would take out
their mental disorders on humans. The fact that, as extensively
mentioned in previous chapters, the murdering takes place without any danger, risk or even efforts, is quite adequate evidence
of the ugliness of these disorders.
One particularly despicable display of delusion and ignorance is
the ugly and disgusting form of "entertainment" called "rodeo".
It's sick, despicable, humans that enjoy doing that and likewise
are the crowds that love to watch it. The complete absence of
any compassion with these animals is, again, mind boggling!

Baby animals again are easy prey! Disgusting!
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Unfortunately for the "men" who have the misconception that
these activities prove they are "real" men: the opposite is true.
No cowardly act could ever do that, it is just evidence of their
lame urge to hurt, to belittle defenseless creatures by dominating
them. They probably have a history of bullying other children
who wore glasses or were somewhat timid in primary school. For
some reason, their children too are pushed to belittle and dominate defenseless animals. Are they brainwashed this way into
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becoming disgusting coward bullies too? It could very well be
that that even would make their sick parents proud!

They
seem
to think
that this
is
"normal"
behavior!

A very
cruel
and
primitive
"show",
or
"sports"?
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Are these psycho killers really the ones you want to entertain in
you white house? A gathering of the cancer of the planet! A sickening bunch of excuses for "human beings"! There is not a
shred of decency between these animal lust killers: all disturbed
sadists and cowards! They even are proud of that fact because
they have no conscience and do not have, in all their self-obsession, the least of remorse or consideration with their victims, like
all psychopaths!! Sadism has to be the most despicable, ugly and
damaging of all human mental disorders. Especially because
there is absolutely no point to it or any scientific explanation that
would explain a purpose. No, it does not serve a single purpose
at all except giving the perverted psycho "pleasure"! The more
they are sick and disturbed, the more they need to compensate
for that with murdering innocent defenseless animals.................
As an exception, because we really do not want to write a travel
guide of a 1000 pages, we do want to congratulate the scumbags
of the “Nebraska game and parks commission” for allowing the
murder of eight mountain lions by “trophy hunters” in 2019. Out
of a population of “around 59”! Animal lovers, scientists and
other specialists, say it is insane but they are ignored. Besides,
who would want to rob below psychos of their “pleasure”, right?
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Most evil and ignorant is having big fun while abusing or murdering animals: that is the most disturbing and repulsive form of
evilness. Like in the southern part of the USA, they seem to thoroughly enjoy abusing such delightful animals as opossums.

It takes genuine insanity and stupidity to enjoy yourself while
abusing these adorable animals. Again, it is the reason why this
book could easily have had a 1000 pages: wide spread ignorance,
stupidity and evilness. The disgusting and sick absence of any
compassion with other, usually smaller and defenseless creatures. Is it the inbreeding of humans in the southern USA that causes this? That fact of course does not help but these atrocities by
stupid humans against lovely animals take place all over the
world. Very sad but also quite unbelievable: there are so many
intelligent, decent and exiting things humans can do without harming, abusing, hurting or killing non-human creatures! These disgusting humans don’t even have a clue of how sick, pathetic and
despicable they are! That must be the definition of “ignorant”!
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Golly folks, aint we’re having a mighty good time? 
 Some genuine evil psycho really enjoyed this................
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12. American "heroes"
Bringing a few "heroes", sadistic COWARDS really, into the spotlight will show that it already went wrong a long time ago. Unfortunately, things haven't changed for the good in the meantime
but for the worse. All in line with gun manufacturers still stamping out huge quantities of guns and ammo in desperate need of
customers, not shy of donating millions of dollars to the "right"
people to "help sales"! This (fortunately) not only at the expense
of innocent wildlife but gradually more also to humans, judging
by a number of recent random shootings with numerous victims.
Gun manufacturers have been able to lower thresholds for obtaining guns to the age of 18, allowing children to get them while
they can't even get a glass of beer until they are 21 years old!
Theodore Roosevelt Jr. (1858-1919)
Suffering from several physical health problems as a child,
thought he had to compensate for that with murdering defenseless animals. He developed into just another psycho animal killing coward. Became really famous for going out desperately to
kill "something" but couldn't find "anything". Then they thought
"we'll get him "something" to kill", caught a bear and tied it to a
tree for "Teddy" to murder. However, the brave big white hunter
only wanted to murder an animal that was running for its life, so
he refused. What a "hero" right? Wrong: what a scumbag!
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The "great white hunter". Or, pathetic psycho coward? A heartless, soulless sadistic creep! Elected "president" nevertheless.

Unfortunately, his grandchildren are equally evil and disturbed!
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Wow, big man tough guy Teddy! To murder a huge, slow moving,
half blind animal that has nowhere to go. Human? No, a freak!
Thomas Edison (1847-1931)
Con man that made his fortune with buying and stealing other inventor's inventions and getting his own patents on them. Therefore hailed as an "inventor" but he was more of a shady businessman/manipulator. Excelled in putting inventions of others to
public use however. Had some influence on the industrial revolution. Developed a huge resentment towards competitors, real geniuses at that, like Nikola Tesla and George Westinghouse who
were in favor of "Alternating Current" versus the "Direct Current"
of Edison. He attacked his competitors and called AC "dangerous".
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To show how terribly "dangerous" it was, he thought, in his severely twisted mind, that it was a good idea to electrocute an innocent elephant "Topsy" with AC. Of course the elephant was first
demonized and "should be killed anyway"! She was also force fed
poison. Edison really wanted to score with this so he even made
a film of it! Pure evilness and insanity of course!

Electrocuting an innocent elephant, look at what they did to this
poor animal. A disgusting example of alleged "progress".

In Loving memory of Beautiful
Topsy, Yet another Innocent Victim
of Evilness, Ignorance and
Insanity.
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Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961)
A writer of fiction books and journalist. Also, another sick person
who loved to murder defenseless animals for his "pleasure". Confirmation for the fact that he was sadistic and delusional is his
fascination for "bullfighting" after having visited Spain. Any normal and decent human being is disgusted by this despicable
display of animal abuse followed by cowardice murder.
For "entertainment" purposes no less. Please view pages 81 to
85 to see again how evil and disgusting these practices are.
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Some of the "brave" kills of psycho killer Mr. Hemingway. They
likely have given him lots of
excitement and "pleasure".

Wow, what a hero!

Causing an innocent animal
fear, pain and death.
Terrific "entertainment"?
Or "horrific"??

It's clear, also on
Hemingway we rest
our case..............
A low life sick lust killer,
like the lot of them!
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American "hero"? Judge for yourselves! A little horsey: what a
magnificent "opponent"! No normal and/or decent human could
"enjoy" this or mistake it as a reason for "pride", never ever!
Psycho murdered a
defenseless unsuspecting
animal with a military
rifle "for pleasure".
Big smile of course,
and above all: pride!
A despicable crime
no less............
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Look at this miserable ugly
loser, murdering a raccoon
for no reason, such lovely
animals................
What a sick coward!
Proud of this nasty
crime no less........
Would he really be
equally "brave"
against a real
man in a dark
alley?

Another tough guy "look at what I managed to shoot with my
military assault rifle"! What a worthless mistake for a "human"!
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"Behold these brave warriors, fighting on the front of the merciless war against wildlife. Fearless as they are they took down a
bloodthirsty wild boar, that was coming for them, with their military assault weapons! It was him or them: tough men, surviving
solely because of their training, determination and ruggedness!
This man eating monster could have come within a hair raising
300 yards of them mind you!. Another horrific battle won!"
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The complete opposite of above "featured" freaking cowards,
just repulsive monsters, below a genuine hero. A true genius, a
real visionary who already knew back then what was the decent
way to go. His point has been confirmed to be 100% correct in
the meantime!
Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)
A brilliant scientist albeit bordering insanity. Of Serbian origin.
Has many great inventions to his name and was famous for
perfecting clumsy inventions of others and made those really
work. Much to his credit, he was the complete opposite of Edison.
He was not greedy, he was not a businessman in the sense that
making money was the most important. His statement below
finally sets him off lightyears from the despicable jerk Edison!
Unfortunately, being not greedy or even commercial, he died in
poverty. A great example of rare "human wisdom"!
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We now would like to spend a couple of pages on a "special
hero"! One of the worst excuses for a "human being" on the
entire planet. It travelled to ugly shithole Namibia late 2018.
Early 2019 came out that it had murdered not one but TWO innocent baby elephants. The parents were chased away no doubt
so the perverted monster could take its time to murder these two
little elephants. As if any more evidence was needed about the
level of insanity and evilness of this horrific monster, pictures
were taken on which it even dares to take a proud stand with its
defenseless victims. So, now these poor precious animals are
dead, by the hand of just one psycho monster. WHY? Feast your
eyes on the brave "hunt" of monster Mike Jines from Houston,
Texas, USA! Behold this scene: it shows how low the human subspecies monsters can sink. Obviously indeed, quite clear, this is
even nowhere near "human" anymore! It should be terminated!
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Of course, it is of extreme outrage that this piece of trash could
get away with this: a more despicable act is unthinkable! So,
congratulations people, just keep on focusing on your smartphone, your "lifestyle" and your petty pleasures. Pretty soon it
will be all that is left! You will have allowed the world's treasures
to be destroyed by these monsters! Don't say "I did not know":
this book is full of examples! Any doubt as to the seriousness of
this matter? Here's some more information. Just take a stand
against these low life psychopaths: waiting is no option!
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Another picture of this evil act: it says more about the ugliness
and insanity of this scum than a thousand words!
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Well, do you consider this acceptable and normal or does it make
your blood boil with outrage? Please do not forget the role of that
other despicable monster, who does this "for a living", who has
"made this possible". Another very special psycho freak, a so
called "professional hunter" by the name of Buzz Charlton. Here
another picture. We cannot do anything now but be heartbroken
and say again WE REST OUR CASE!!
It's hard to imagine a more devious and despicable crime!

Unbelievable: where is the SHAME?? The compassion? The mercy? NOWHERE!! Look at this
poor animal.........
Conclusion:
EVIL PSYCHO!

When you send this low life lust killer an e-mail or a letter,
DO NOT HOLD BACK. When you meet it, give it a piece of
your mind right in its ugly smug lust killer face! This evil
COWARD FREAK: it thinks those animals are there for its
perverted "pleasure"! Do the world a huge favor and DIE!!!
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In Loving Memory of The Two
Sweet and Precious Elephant
Babies, Needlessly cold hearted
Murdered by the Ugliest, most
Evil, most Insane &most Sadistic
MONSTER ever to contaminate,
pollute and Rape this Planet!
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The fact that this deranged piece of shit monster was allowed to
take the lives of these two delightful little baby animals is already
very hard to accept: many humans could have immensely enjoyed watching them playing with each other in a puddle and their
other daily routines, full of love for one another and the rest of
their family. Now they're gone which is a monumental loss for
Planet Earth and humanity although there is yet another aspect
even more disturbing and heart breaking. The mainstream media
serve humans their daily portion of "news" about matters like
"the Kardashians" (why??), about "celebrities" marriages, divorces, affairs, sex life, housing and more various crap, about politics, "lifestyle", "travel", "sports", "consumption" and of course
"money". Most of the time, even worse, all this crap is not even
sincere but edited to make sure that the reader draws "correct"
(preferably "politically correct") conclusions! The liberally made
up "spicy" contents of course need to make sure that many
papers are sold or many will visit the MSM website, all for the
benefit of the advertisers!
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NOTHING however about evil murders on increasingly rare
individuals of non-human creatures, that happen continuously all
over the world. Nothing about the vileness of them, about the
intense evilness of this and similarly despicable acts from the
more than dreadful history of "hunting"! NOTHING as to why
they still are allowed in the 21st century in the first place!
NOTHING about these precious little animal's RIGHTS, NOTHING
about the suffering, actual conservation and so on and the plain
and simple insanity that is it's major cause, next to money!
It is now clear however that, for some peculiar reason, the main
stream media only dish up trivial CRAP to provide humans an impression of life as they desperately would like it to be, but it nowhere near is! Real life in all its pointless evilness and ugliness
as portrayed in this book does not fit the ignorant human concept
of life on Earth, it never has and it likely never will! That is how
the raping of the Planet could have escalated from slightly inappropriate behavior in the distant past to the worldwide, irreversible, down-right fucked up MESS it is today! This process is
nevertheless still going on and it's end will be the demise of the
human lifeform.

Humans have at least one huge
talent: the talent to ignore the
consequences of their actions; to
remain in denial despite countless obvious and clear signs that
they are. It is expected that they
will keep it up until the end!
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UPDATE on the horrific baby elephant murders!
Just when you thought that the low life animal lust killers couldn't
sink any lower, they prove you wrong by doing just that! A week
after the vile murdering of the two minor aged elephants in Namibia by cowardly creep "American hero" Mike Jines became public, it appeared that a huge part of "the public" did not take the
news kindly. More than well-deserved of course, this genuine
POS monster received many not so kind messages and even
death threats! Now as proof of its disgusting nature (as if the
world needed more proof of that!), it now blames the poor innocent animals and claims it had to murder them in self-defense.
This is an example of the most despicable and ugly lying in the
history of the human kind! It did go there just with the purpose
to murder animals of course so even if it is true that the elephants were charging at them, they would have been murdered
anyway! Only, they didn't: only an adult female with minors
would do that or an adult bull! Not just two minors!
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In that case it would however still be utterly wrong, to go there
for whatever reason but provoke wild animals so they defend
themselves, and then murder them! Also now it has made the
INSANE statement that the elephants were adults: similarly, even
if that was true, it still was a heinous CRIME but look at the pictures! It also seems now that this horrific event took place in
Zimbabwe and not Namibia: well, that does not make one bit of
difference as these are both vile and ugly shitholes like, basically,
the entire African continent! It is nothing but war, killing, terrorism, destruction, armed conflicts and ugliness that destroy all
the innocent beauty, the most beautiful treasures on the planet!!
When allowing the world's sickest monsters in your beautiful country, well, this is what you get! Nice going Africa!
Whatever could be the reason for THIS?
ONLY sadism, insanity and downright UTTER EVILNESS!

Calling these POS criminals "monsters" does not even begin to
describe them! This is what they do! Destroying the animals that
most humans LOVE! So no, don't waste any time trying to talk to
them or call them names: just dump them in a 300 ft. deep pit
and leave them to rot. They deserve more but it will do!
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13. Namibia, Zimbabwe etc.
The place where the horrific piece of trash from the previous
eight pages was allowed to murder two adolescent elephants deserves more attention. It seems to be either Namibia or Zimbabwe. Google "hunting Namibia" and be disgusted with the incredible amount of pictures of other low life sadistic criminal psychos
with their "prey". The most ugly and saddening images will appear for your very eyes! Like Zimbabwe, a thinly inhabited country but hell on Earth for animals: from the looks of it, the sound
of guns going off murdering countless wild animals must be the
most heard sound here, what actually, tragically, are beautiful
countries albeit kind of dry. That is however of no concern for the
many psychopaths that go there especially to rape the planet by
destroying its amazing treasures.

The problem, the burden, of Planet Earth: thoroughly sick psychos with guns and "licenses" (which make it "legal") to murder
any gorgeous wild animal they get in sight, much to their delight!
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The way that these vicious places are the welcoming playground
for the world's psychopath lust killers is mind-boggling! The governments of evil retards are just vile traitors of their precious
wildlife: rather than pamper and protect these treasures, they
are sold out to the many evil criminal killers that no doubt pay
the crooked governments handsomely!
It's so plain and easy to see what is so disgustingly wrong with
animal lust killing (it's not "hunting"), just take a look at this
ugly fat face piece of shit that "took" this lovely little Dik-Dik! It
oozes evilness, sadism, insanity, cowardice and every single name you can come up with! Look at its smile over the corpse of
this precious treasure. No punishment for this ugly monster could
ever be too harsh! Getting "pleasure" from this? Beyond SICK!
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It will be abundantly clear that it is not possible at all to reason
with the typical animal lust killing monster! If you had any doubt
about that fact, the above picture will take that away at once!
Look, with their kids, all with smug faces and the gun of course!
This is however just cold blooded murder on a precious nonhuman Earth inhabitant: the fact that these monsters enjoyed
this cowardice despicable act and did it just for that reason is unacceptable. And, the rest of the world DOES NOT GIVE A DAMN!!
Humans "intelligent" or "civilized"?? No way: the sooner Planet
Earth is relieved from these horrific evil parasites, the better!
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Below some more pictures but you'll get the idea: a very
thick book could be filled with all the pictures that are on
the internet: the scale on which these lust killings take
place is just stunning.
Wow: thumbs up for sadism, cowardice and insanity!
Really??

These cowards love killing animals: they pay so it is all "legal"
and they have the comfortable feeling that the animal's friends
and family won't come to haunt the killers and make sure they
will die a horrible death too, as friends and family of a human
might do! The scum would nevertheless deserve it like hell..........
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Sure with your kid, a huge silencer on your rifle, murdering unsuspecting animals, you are a smashing role model right? Yeah
kid, this is why there are animals on the planet, for us to happily
murder them. What a great time we're having right?
Naturally, the despicable Dutch also want a piece of the action!
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Again, big smiles and "pride"! Look, one pull on a trigger and this
fearsome powerful gorgeous animal is DEAD! Wow, an adventure
that will give us fond and life long lasting memories. IDIOTS!
If only that life could end very prematurely: the world desperately needs scum like this to be removed from the genepool while
there still is some wildlife to enjoy for normal, decent, people
that are able to enjoy nature without destroying it! Hypocritical
Namibia also thinks "conservation" is important! How is it going?
It looks much more like "destruction"! Accommodating rich white
scum to destroy your irreplaceable treasures: is the money good?
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NAMIBIA
DESPICABLE
CANCER OF
PLANET EARTH!

So, congratulations to the
Evil and Corrupt government of Namibia, that so
generously sells out their
Wildlife Treasures to the
world's Lust Killing Psychos!
You are worse than Traitors
of humans: you are Vile
Traitors of Innocent
Defenseless Wildlife!
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This is N O W H E R E N E A R N O R M A L !
IT IS U N A C C E P T A B L E ! !
We need to get rid of this SCUM, F A S T !!
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OF COURSE there are way more disgusting shitholes in Africa,
which in itself is one HUGE shithole no matter how that is denied
by the "political correct" ignorant cowards that hate matters being expressed exactly the way they are without holding back on
strong language. If matters can only be described in strong language that already means they are extremely serious: what is
the point in trying to talk that down with soft language pretending it is not that bad at all, WHILE IT CLEARLY IS!!!
So have we shithole Kenya, where an elephant looking for food
came to close to the aggressive, intolerant and very stupid humans living their pointless lives there. Humans that have no purpose, that only waste oxygen, that don't know anything and that
are more than useless. They do not add anything to life or the
planet, they only cause damage. This time the elephant was blamed for the humans uselessness: he was chased until he got
stuck in a hole and then mercilessly butchered by these monsters, these inhumane abominations! Poor thing, we wept for
your terrible fate! You were a million times better creature than
these worthless UGLY MONSTERS!!! Fortunately your days of
the raping of this beautiful planet are numbered.............
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This was the text posted with the petition started in November
2019 when all this came out:

"
PETITION TARGET: Kenya Wildlife Service Officials
An innocent elephant was brutally hacked to death simply for
wandering near a farm in search of food in central Kenya’s Imeni
Forest, near the city of Meru.
While desperately fleeing angry villagers armed with axes and
machetes, the elephant’s leg got stuck in a hole. The assault
continued as villagers slashed the already-injured elephant until the
animal crumpled to the ground.
It was too late to save the elephant’s life when investigators from
Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) arrived at the scene.
Though the disturbing incident happened last year, previously
unseen video footage recently surfaced online, renewing hope that
the perpetrators will be brought to justice. In light of this new
evidence, KWS has relaunched their investigation into the gruesome
attack.
The individuals behind this horrifying crime must be held
accountable for their actions. Sign this petition urging Kenya
Wildlife Service officials to show that killing these highlyendangered pachyderms will not be tolerated by putting every
available resource toward finding and arresting the elephant’s
attackers.
"
Congratulations shithole Kenya! We dearly hope that this despicable CRIME will have SEVERE consequences for you!
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14. Canada
A typical country that just loves to pretend it is "civilized" and always has lots of criticism on others. However, Canada is one of
the most hypocritical, disgusting and evil countries in the world!
We have seen their baby seal murdering for fur, of which many
have said that it is not profitable because hardly anyone wants
this fur anymore but Canada has said it will continue the baby
seal slaughter regardless. Canada also has little respect for wolves and is one of the biggest farm fur producers in the world. It
won't come as a surprise that they are selling out their precious
endangered polar bears too. 300 of these beautiful and increasingly rare animals may be murdered by psychos annually. The
starving polar bears may now be shot too, way to go Canada!

Again, what kind of perverted creature could
get "pleasure" from a vile act, a cowardly
crime, like this? Only a despicable monster!
Look at the poor defenseless polar bear
that was only trying to survive in his
harsh little corner of
the planet.......

This picture spells I N S A N I T Y and E V I L N E S S like nothing in the world! Also look at this: http://polarbearhunting.net/
Do the Canadian citizens really think they should accommodate
300 ugly creeps, rapists of the planet, like this one?
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Congratulations Canada, you
are truly Despicable, Evil and
Ugly! You are in close competition
with other Evil countries like the
RSA, Spain, China and Namibia
for the title "Ugliest Bunch of
SCUM in the World"!
These precious polar bears, you allow evil sadistic psycho killers
to take out their ugly mental disorders on, are a million times
better then you! You truly are an embarrassment to the planet!
Once again, just imagine what sort of
monster would enjoy murdering
these precious creatures?
Human?
No Way!
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The despicable Canadians are very happy to import the carcasses
of precious animals, murdered by psycho lust killers from NorthAmerica. Just look at the picture below from 2014. So when is
someone going to explain why and to whom, parts of dead
animals, butchered, are far more important than the animals!
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Completely insane
and deranged Canadians.
This is what you get
when you grant
psychos
freedom!
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15. The Republic of South Africa (RSA)
Well, not just another ugly shithole where the evil psychopaths of
the planet happily come together but one of the worst! They are
truly the playground for the world's sickest and most evil compulsive animal killers, where this scum have the time of their lives
butchering our wildlife treasures. They are all thoroughly disturbed sociopaths with extreme selfishness and self-obsession. Certified severe mental cases, sadists, cowards, that should not have
access to guns and be kept far away from our precious wildlife!
Many, if not most of them, are from the U.S. Introducing their
children to executing defenseless animals is increasing. As if
them murdering these poor creatures is not bad enough. An ugly
example that money buys "rights" and "freedom" that really are
just ugly and despicable. Monsters like these need to be constrained when their "freedom" leads to evil behavior like this!

Giraffe murdered by a couple ten year olds. This must be the epitome of "sick"! Their psycho parents do not deserve "freedom"!
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Look at this utterly insane person: we are extra-terrestrials from
outer space but do not know of any universe in which this behavior is even remotely "normal"! Murder another creature and be
delighted, proud and happy about it? They’re ugly FREAKS!
Animals are very special creatures that normal individuals, from
Earth or outer space, love to observe and admire without bothering them, respecting their rights. It however takes just one sick
human to murder it and deny normal individuals the pleasure of
enjoying these treasures in a decent non damaging way. It just
ALL has to end right NOW! Ban the psycho killers from nature!
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Of course, also in the RSA, evil criminals are the inventors of lion
breeding for the purpose of being murdered by "clients" in easily
accessible enclosed areas, called "canned hunting". End 2017
about 5000 lions were present in breeding farms. As the species
lion, once present in abundance, now is an endangered species
because of the mass murders on them, a "shortage" of "killable"
lions arose. The "danger" that the evil psychopaths of the world,
the ruthless animal serial killers, would lose their "sport" with all
the "long lasting" and "fond" memories of these "adventures",
was eminent. The SA scum that organize the murdering of wild
animals of course did not want to lose their "business".
Therefore, now, these poor animals are bred in captivity and first
are exploited to be handled by tourists and put on pictures with
them (what a lovely souvenir!). As adults they are let loose in
enclosed compounds: the extremely sick killers from all over the
world, that pay a lot of money, are driven up to the lions who
think "wow, who is that, are we fed again?" and approach the
truck carrying these criminals without the least of fear or
hesitation. Next, they are shot at close range by these evil
psychopaths, with "their weapon of choice" and who seem to
thoroughly enjoy that.
The immense cowardice and the ugliness of these terrible crimes
are incomprehensible for normal people. Equally, video footage of
these evil activities is unbearable to watch. Not only is the mind
of a decent person boggled as to how anybody could even do that
to such an innocent defenseless animal but even more as to how
anyone could enjoy that and express pride and even sheer pleasure and delight afterwards!
Humanity should absolutely address the crimes by these psychopaths and really wonder whether this was ever acceptable, let
alone in the 21st century. All humans are responsible for our
planet, therefore we must act and stop these vile crimes! In
many countries you cannot even cut a tree because it often is
"protected", why are these animals not "protected"?
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One of the incredibly sick psychopaths, disgusting cowards, that
humans allow to take out their ugly and severe mental disorders
on these lovely animals. Imagine the suffering caused..............
They like to think it is "tough" to murder a lion and, as evidence
of their mental illnesses, get an ego boost from that. Of course
ignoring the fact that these animals have a presence of mind
comparable to a two year old child. Give a lion a ball and watch
him play with it. There is not a single reason why any person
would murder such an innocent creature, let alone enjoy that.
That is exactly the reason why it should be stopped.
Equally: there is NO reason why the rest of the world would have
to tolerate these despicable crimes! Humans do not tolerate the
crimes of these psychos against themselves do they??
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Not in the last place, the fact that the world does not give
a damn about these atrocities is a huge and shocking testimony of the disgusting hypocrisy of humans!
Because, in the past, the Caucasian (white) colonists of South
Africa introduced a segregation where the native, black, population was treated as secondary people. It was having really two
different groups of citizens, one had less rights than the other.
The native population was denied many rights the whites had.
This phenomenon caused hugely inflated and long lasting disapproval, even anger, all over the world! The SA "apartheid" regime
were considered true devils! The country was condemned, boycotted and cursed! Whether this was justified or not is beyond
the scope of this book. However, since the white government has
been removed and the native people with their innate tendency
for corruption have taken over, the world was satisfied and became silent. HOWEVER, where the fuck are all those angry, insulted
and “hurt” loudmouths now? Are they not "disgusted" anymore?
No, they are not because it is now only about animals and suddenly all the despicable crimes that are going on are the own
business of the RSA, not to be criticized! The entire world now
looks the other way, probably because "it's only animals". What
an outrage, what an embarrassment, what ugly cowardice and
hypocrisy: DISGUSTING!!!
This is also the ultimate testimony of ignorance, vanity and selfobsession!
At the same time humans propagate, pollute, destroy and "cultivate" the planet like never before, like there is no tomorrow!
Well people, hold on to your cell phone, your tablet, your social
media, your "fine dining", your precious religion and your dear
"lifestyle" because it won't be long before there really will be NO
TOMORROW!
You will have consumed the planet like the worst parasites!
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These practices are so thoroughly sick, they really should redefine psychology, the opinion about the human mind and the seriousness of severe mental illnesses!
It seems that most humans do not care about their planet at all,
about the poor victims of their evil fellow "humans", or have numerous reasons not to ever consider it. Whether stupidity, ignorance or indifference, it is very hard to get humans to care about
the shocking happenings presented in this book, no matter how
heart-breaking most people would find them. Imagine if humans
possessed more intelligence, integrity and compassion and less
self-obsession, greed, ignorance and hypocrisy, what a difference
that would make for the planet. We must however accept that
before evolution can get to this, humans will be long gone from
the planet. If that would happen in the 21st century it wouldn't be
a day too soon!
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Another example, of the many unfortunately, of true and utter
scum: despicable criminals that get off on murdering animals.
The fact that these ugly crimes can still be committed out in the
open is unbearable to decent and normal humans: the sadism
and cowardice involved are beyond their imagination!

Wake up rest of the world!!!

"RW Safaris International is located in the Limpopo province of
South Africa and also presents various free ranging hunting concessions in Zimbabwe and Mozambique. We cater for the novice
and experience hunter with professional guidance with rifle, bow,
hand-gun and black powder."
Wow: evilness, ugliness and insanity of 1000 on a scale of
1 to 10!
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Again, we rest our case......................
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ANYONE with the desire to shoot, murder, such a beautiful innocent peace loving creature, endangered species at that, needs to
be thrown in a 300 ft. deep pit and left to ROT, along with the
evil criminals that made it their "business" to facilitate these despicable crimes! Just imagine what kind of vile MONSTER would
have "fond and lifelong lasting memories" of such a cowardly and
disgusting CRIME!

In Loving Memory of all the Precious
Giraffe, murdered by the Evil
CANCER of the Planet
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Some humans love to murder primates, the most human-like
species. You did not think that they could escape from the
insanity and evilness did you?
Below some of these disgusting
psycho cowards with their
"preys".
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Typical sick smiles and
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smug faces, as usual.

Can you imagine "enjoying" these cowardice murders? It's
time these sadistic psychos are
denied the right to rape
our planet!
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Check out more true, utter and pure yet unbelievable evilness
and insanity: https://www.peterflack.co.za/
This psycho is the epitome of insanity, of sadism, of delusion!
Unfortunately, very common in ugly shithole RSA. This evil scumbag was allowed to just make the mass murder of animals its
“lifestyle”, its “business”, its “hobby”! All out in the open like it is
at all normal to murder wildlife day in and day out and enjoy that
so much! As usual, the “antis” are ridiculed because they “don’t
understand hunting”. What an outrage: if any psycho focused on
humans would do the same it would be crucified and huge teams
of psychiatrists would try to analyze it, eager to find out what is
wrong with it! Evidently, nothing done to animals, no matter how
sick, can ever be insane or unacceptable. That is about the ugliest proof of the fact that humans are the cancer of the planet.
The hypocrisy is mind-boggling! On top of that, this scum has the
audacity to present themselves as “conservationists”! Right, see
picture below: “conservation” according to an animal serial killer.
Why on Earth do they accept or even tolerate this?
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Why are these compulsive animal killers, sociopaths, sadists still
allowed to continue this sick behavior? To shoot an innocent unsuspecting animal and rejoice while the hurt animal is suffering in
pain and fear until it dies? To express satisfaction, pride and joy
after a cowardice nasty kill, with a delighted smile? To have the
desire to share these despicable crimes with the rest of the world
the majority of which disapproves but think they can't do anything about? It is a fact that these individuals are (scientifically!)
certified psychopaths: unable to feel compassion with innocent
little animals suffering and without any remorse of having inflicted that! Vile acts, that give them "pleasure" and "satisfaction"!
STAND UP FOR OUR TREASURES AS THEY ARE BEING EXTERMINATED FOR THE "PLEASURE" OF A BUNCH OF PSYCHOS!
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Poaching (“illegal” hunting) is “big” in RSA too: many species are
endangered by it. A lot is said and promised to be done but evidently, the government is not yet convinced of the urgency of
the matter. Even in the Kruger park the lame, incompetent, vain
and self-obsessed RSA government of retards has been incapable
and probably unwilling to protect their treasures! In August 2018
this precious white rhino mother was cowardly murdered for her
(just keratin) horns by some monsters. Her baby was hurt in the
process by an arrow and was found watching over her dead
mother.

WELL done South-Africa and China: two of the worst
and ugliest shitholes in the world that are soon will
cost the world their beautiful irreplaceable Rhinos!

Look at these poor, defenseless, innocent animals!
We guess the RSA government had more important matters at
hand right? Probably concerning the no less than 55 million
human inhabitants. Well, congratulations with that!
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16. BEAUTIFUL BIG ANIMALS
The biggest animal species living on land in the 21st century are
the elephant and the rhinoceros. Both are herbivorous mammals.
African elephants can reach a mass of 6000 kilo and the Asian
variation is considerably smaller with a mass up to 4000 kilo.
Then there are some smaller examples within the species “elephantidae”. All elephants have a long trunk that has many
purposes. A similar species, like mammoth, have become extinct
only 4000 years ago, caused by humans who killed them all.
Second largest animal is the rhinoceros of which there are two
sub-species found in Africa: the “black” and the “white” rhinoceros. The biggest is a black rhino male with a mass of up to
2400 kilo! The names are a bit confusing as they are not distinguishable by color. Additionally, some variations of this species
are found in Asia. Rhinoceros have characteristic keratin horns on
the front of their head and most have heavy patches of thick skin
as “armor”.
Both of these species originate from species 10 million or more
years ago and have been around in their current form for hundreds of thousands of years. As showed in the natural history of
Planet Earth, some species became extinct by being killed for
human survival.
In the 19th to the 21st century, killing them has altogether different reasons: it is predominantly about the ugliest of human
properties “evilness” and “greed”! Would primitive humans never
have a chance of murdering large quantities of these animals:
with the development of firearms it was only a matter of pulling a
trigger! Since then, these animals have attracted the worst of the
worst of humans, not even human anymore really. They have
become the defenseless victims of these evil psychopaths, that
enjoy murdering them. All a matter of seriously ugly mental disorders as no normal decent human would E V E R be able to get
“pleasure” or “pride” from such despicable crimes!
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This is what it looks like:

Innocent elephant, unsuspecting while eating, murdered by these
psychopaths.
Still, insane
smiles all
around!
Look at
this poor
animal! ->
Big smile
of course
from this
evil psycho,
a lust
killing
piece of
crap!
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Wow, look at us, we are
real heroes right?

Behold the thoroughly sick text with below picture: “Rod Janz
with Mozambique Elephant taken with .458 Express (3 inch)”

If THIS does not spell Evilness and
INSANITY, we don't know WHAT does!
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Yeah, they spend a lot of time on selecting their weapons and
ammo for this “exciting” and “sporty” exercise! Shockingly, this
is like Nazis exchanging facts over the poisonous gas they murdered the Jews with in WW II, wondering about the pros and
cons of the available gasses; Ted Bundy explaining what blades
he used to cut his victims in small pieces so they would fit in his
freezer or Gary Ridgway advising on the best rope to strangle
prostitutes with! All this while the rest of the world is occupied
with the most amazing nonsense, with themselves and their
petty lives! These irreplaceable treasures are destroyed under
their noses: defenseless animals are abandoned by humans, left
on their vulnerable own against the psycho murderers with their
heavy guns, their telescopes and tri-pods! The joy they get from
murdering innocent defenseless animals is the most ugly, most
despicable and most evil sign of I N S A N I T Y ! Yet, they can
murder wildlife as they please: just read the below article in a
South African paper of how an ugly sadistic animal serial killer is
regarded: the epitome of ignorance!!
“hunting”??
NO : EXECUTING!
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The world cannot get rid of “professional hunters” like below fast
enough. Fortunately this psycho’s well-deserved, albeit long
overdue demise, saved the lives of many innocent animals.

“Well known South African trophy hunter and father of
five, Theunis Botha, was killed on Friday afternoon
when a fatally wounded elephant fell on him, crushing
him to death.” By SAPeople - May 21, 2017. GREAT!!! 
Click HERE for the sickening South African mentality!
Read the story and be both horrified and outraged!

Imagine, committing such despicable evil acts for “profession”!
Mind boggling for any normal and decent human being!
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It is impossible to deny that cowards murdering little bunnies in
the field or swans while flying are sick and despicable: the breed
of psychos that is so keen to engage in the murdering of these
big animals is even worse! They are the epitome of “evil”!
Equally mind boggling to thoroughly sick monsters that enjoy
shooting these beautiful animals however is the almost total absence of resistance against these despicable practices by no less
then proven CERTIFIED PSYCHOPATHS! Maybe things finally
would change if EVERY human was forced to watch the footage of
the evil and sadistic crimes by these true monsters: with the pain
and suffering caused to our treasures, our precious wildlife, while
this SCUM have the time of their lives. Are we so unbelievably
freaking lucky to have such awesome treasures on our planet
and then look what we allow evil POS criminals to do to them!
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While anxious to get their hands on the latest powerful rifles and
special ammo, these heartless psychos have worked out ways to
“take” these poor animals. As if the animal’s size and poor vision
are not enough of a handicap, these criminals love to put a heavy
bullet into one of the rhino’s rear legs or hip joint to immobilize
it, so they won’t have to follow it so far. Then, after a heartwrenching struggle, when the animal cannot go on any longer,
the evil scum have all the time in the world to finish the animal
off with some more shots as it cannot defend itself nor can it
flea! We have seen them next open up the dead animal’s hip
joint to check the damage done and be delighted about that! Was
there ANY compassion with the animal or ANY regret? No: they
are completely incapable of such human feelings! That is why it
is at all possible that sick acts like this give them pride and
“pleasure”! Having your picture taken with an innocent defenseless animal that you have cowardly murdered would be a huge
shame and embarrassment to any normal person!
However, these are monsters beyond description really!
We are begging the world: STOP THESE EVIL PSYCHOS! Do you
know why humans talk to adult animals like they are 2 year old
children? Because they freaking have the same mental capabilities and state of mind as 2 year old children! That is what makes these compulsive animal killers such despicable COWARDS!
Sorry beautiful innocent rhino, you are beyond help,
humans have let you down in a big way!
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Poaching of rhino’s for their horns is a huge problem but murdering one for “pleasure” is not “less worse” because it is almost
the same: only difference is that a lot of money bought “a license” from a crooked government! The poachers however are definitely the absolute worst kind of monsters as they rudely chop off
the poor animal’s horns while they are still alive and then leave
them to perish in excruciating pain and completely disorientated!
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These vile monsters deserve the harshest and most painful punishments known to man, and then some! First they should be
stripped from all their rights and then undergo a long public torture: to punish them and to discourage equally sick monsters to
do the same. Hurting, no, touching rhinos should be punishable
with entirely new developed horrific punishments! NOW is about
the time to introduce this! Second, keep all the psycho lust killers
FAR AWAY from ANY wildlife! The liars with their lame “conservation” scams! It is all on the edge of being TOO LATE! Third:
end the extreme human self-obsession at once. Humans have
been consuming the planet and the non-human inhabitants! The
ending of the entire wide range of terrible crimes against animals
needs to get the highest priority! Stop wasting money on space,
on military, art and other crap! Also: eating should be to nourish
the body and to keep it alive! Tasty food is O.K. but making it a
hobby (or an “art”) is certainly not civilized” or even “intelligent”!

Save these Treasures !
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In loving Memory of all Rhinos
and Elephants, murdered, for
one’s “pleasure” or profit!
The Suffering caused is of
Unimaginable Scale: the
reasons are without exception
Evilness, Self-Obsession, Ugliness,
Sadism and Insanity.

IT HAS TO END !
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17. CHINA
None of the animal abuse here, and the damage they cause to
wildlife, could ever be described in plain language although some
examples have been given already. Attempting to go any further
into detail would only cause immense grief, broken hearts, anger
and frustration from being powerless, to the point where it would
affect the writer's, and likely the reader's too, health. To investigate this repulsive country would no doubt bring more truly unbearable matters to light, of cruelty that is just unimaginable.
Moreover, the scale of it will require an entire book of its own!
So, we have to limit this subject to what is shown below.
PLEASE BOYCOTT THIS SHITHOLE!

This, already, sums up China adequately: torturing, abusing and
killing animals sporting big smiles................Beyond SICK!
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Unbelievable cruelty and sadism, by monsters, not humans.
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This is their annual "Yulin dog meat festival"! What "joy"............

Anyone wants to say something nice about the Chinese?

Of course not, that is impossible, watching this............
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In Loving Memory of
the millions and millions innocent
defenseless animals, of countless
species, abused, tortured and
brutally murdered by disgusting
Chinese MONSTERS!
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The chinese also are crazy about songbirds. They catch them and
sell them on markets to “bird lovers” that put them in very tiny
cages so they will sing “more beautiful”.

Chicken market: again,
nothing but
misery and
suffering.
They are
just monsters,
incapable of
doing anything in a
decent way!
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As predicted in this book already years ago, humans would soon
get really nasty wake-up calls! A big surprise for them of course
as their stupidity is just mind boggling! In the 21st century they
are very much occupied with the concept "sustainability" as if going from 1.4 billion humans in 1940 to 7.5 billion in just 80 years
plus the exponentially increased consumption would allow any of
that! Everything they do now is utterly futile!!
The HIV virus causing aids has been reasonably under control
like several viruses and bacteria related diseases in the past. In
the years 2019/2020 however another virus emerged, the Covid19 with already more than 200,000 casualties in the first months. Now, this virus came of course from the sickest place in the
world: CHINA! They are sick and disgusting "people": there is a
saying "if it moves, the Chinese will eat it"! All these "delicacies"
are presented on "wet" markets where the brutally butchered
animals lie side by side, still bleeding and sometimes even still
alive, next to living animals in cages waiting for their turn to be
butchered. Yes, in the 21st century!
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A couple of more "nice" pictures.

This is mind boggling to normal, decent,
humans: indeed so sickening and saddening that it is unbearable to watch for
most humans. Like the executing of
animals by psychopaths: it is so hurtful to both witness it and to learn that
there are "humans" so monstrous, sadistic and insane that they can commit these ugly and despicable crimes against
fellow inhabitants of Planet Earth that
are non-human. That these monsters
even enjoy inflicting this suffering on
these innocent defenseless creatures!
Clearly huge faults in human behavior
and not "intelligent" or "civilized" AT ALL!
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It could be a human natural reaction to pretend this is all not
there and to continue fiddling with that pathetic smartphone and
the nonsense social media undisturbed! Sadly this is why it will
continue until humans have disappeared from the planet which
cannot happen soon enough! Looking at China, how they are
responsible for the rise and the outbreak of this virus but also,
for example, how they STILL de-mand the horns of the nearly
extinct rhinoceros for their bogus and insane "medicine" industry,
causing enormous pain and suffering but also the extinction of
this precious species within 5 years, one might wonder why the
rest of the world does not blame these creeps and holds them
publicly responsible!
Well, that is just because "the rest of the world" are CREEPS too!
As shown in this book, humans are despicable monsters all over
this gorgeous planet! It is a sad fact that there is not a single
country that is entitled to point a finger at the ugly Chinese for
these sickening practices. And there we have the tragedy of the
human species: they really ALL are self-obsessed, ignorant, stupid, selfish, superficial, short tempered and uncivilized LOSERS!
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18. OTHER "NICE" ASIAN COUNTRIES.................!
Of course, learning about humans, this is not it! In many other
countries insane and evil things are happening, especially in
southeast and far-east Asia however: they are the most sadistic
and despicable. In the countries Indonesia and Vietnam they
just love to let aggressive dogs loose on a hog and have a great
time watching the poor hog be ripped apart alive! If you still had
the least of confidence in humans or thought "it is not all that
bad", just look at this. No decent human however could bear to
hear these poor animals cry and scream in pain and fear. The ugly monsters will probably enjoy it! The epitome of EVIL!

This is such nice and exiting entertainment right people? Look
below: a spectacle being a huge source of pleasure for the young
humans in Vietnam who have organized it. Well, it is for 100%
certain that these "humans" are 100% evil and 100% insane!
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Unfortunately, again we rest our case. Of course, there is absolutely no point in trying to talk with sick individuals like this!

"Wow, the fun we are having! Make sure to bring your cellphone:
you can record it so you can enjoy it again later on! Also you can
delight your friends with your recording: it will be a blast!"
These monsters however cannot be considered human, just like
the other monsters exposed above, because humans, seriously
flawed as they are, have the least of compassion with other creatures and do not deliberately cause them fear and pain. They
would hate to inflict this on animals let alone do it on purpose
and thoroughly enjoy that. The pattern that is beginning to show
really should be highly concerning: humans always complain
about what is done to them by other humans but look all that
they do to animals. The ugliness as well as the scale of these
despicable cowardly acts are mind boggling! Vietnam can be very
proud that these disgusting acts are "legal" in their country! Still
in the 21st century no less! Congratulations with that!
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No decent human could EVER bear to witness sadism like
this, would not feel terribly sorry for these little hogs.
Guess what this says about the ones who enjoy it.....

Yeah, what a "nice" pastime and hobby, unfortunately only when
you're a deranged sadistic psychopath! Making innocent defenseless animals suffer and thoroughly enjoy that: insanity and sadism do not come uglier, more evil and more disgusting!
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When humans will finally find some decency, hopefully before
their imminent demise, these crimes to innocent animals all have
to be stopped. Extra special attention needs to be given to the
entirety of Asia because the atrocities happening there are beyond imagination and light years beyond normal! Their vile sadism is off the scale! It is however unlikely that it can be turned
around: it is not likely that monsters can be turned into humans.

There is no way to "sugar-coat" this, it is awful,
horrific, disgusting and insane!

Mix stirred up peace loving pet dogs and innocent defenseless
little piglets and wow, what joy to be had! If this really is “human”, then humans are plain freaking E V I L ! If it’s not “human” though, what do the real humans do about this then?? Or
can’t they care less? They probably can’t be bothered.
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As we have learnt, on Earth there are many humans that are
ugly ruthless parasites. But among them are the truly evil, clueless monsters that are even WORSE. Of course they are found in
Asia. In Indonesia to be specific! In the eastern province of West
Papua was a breeding program for an endangered species of crocodiles. Unfortunately, in July 2018, one particularly stupid moron entered the crocodile farm (to get some grass??): he was
attacked and killed. The horrific awful monsters of Sorong then
thought it was justified to take revenge. They went out 600
strong and butchered the 292 innocent crocodiles with hammers,
axes, machetes, knives and clubs! A truly ugly example of
“reversed evolution”! 100% pure sadism and insanity!

Rather than taking into consideration 1/ that this idiot should
never have entered the area, 2/ the fact that any problems with
this farm should be discussed and solutions found 3/ that crocodiles cannot be blamed for being crocodiles, they just went in
and murdered, butchered, them all. Again, a country with 261
million humans no less but these crocodiles were the cause of
“problems”. Really?? Check out the pics below as well to see
another ugly example of what humans are capable of, for
completely insane “reasons” of course, as so often if not always!
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These pictures are testimony of the undeniable 100% correctness
of describing these monsters as “the cancer of the planet” better
than 10 pages of text possibly could! Fortunately, there is something like a picture at all because with words, this could not be
described, not in a thousand years! Even those who have already
seen many atrocities like this, after numerous years, are still
shocked by the ignorance, evilness and senseless cruelty of
humans! Equal to describing these cowardice sadistic crimes,
words fail to condemn them. Is the rest of the world really
expected to feel sorry for these monsters when some natural
disaster has hit them? No, these insane monsters are a huge
freaking disaster themselves: this is thoroughly abnormal
behavior! They genuinely deserve the severest of punishments!

It was an ugly, intolerant, despicable and criminal mob that had
no right nor any reason to murder these innocent animals. Moreover, the way this was done is typical for the genuinely INSANE!
We cannot think of any punishment that would be too harsh for
these insane and cowardly evil monsters....................
The entire world should be furiously outraged about this!
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In Loving Memory of the 292 Innocent
Crocodiles, Butchered by These Evil and
Insane Indonesian Murderers.
May they get what They Deserve!
Congratulations to southeast and far-east Asia that so
much like to be regarded as "humans" and "civilized".

We have news for you though:

YOU ARE Fµ©#‡∏G NEITHER!
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Regrettably, there is more, way more:

Look at this poor adorable creature, from an endangered species:
a four-year-old male pygmy elephant MURDERED in Malaysian
Borneo. What a sickening, gut-wrenching and heartbreaking
sight: a tragic and horrific loss to the world..................
This is the news article:
“A PYGMY ELEPHANT was shot dead in Malaysia after it destroyed
villagers’ crops, a wildlife official in the Asian country has
confirmed. The male elephant, believed to be about four years
old, was found by the side of a road in the state of Sabah, on the
Malaysian part of Borneo, on Monday. According to local wildlife
department director Augustine Tuuga, the “merciless” killing was
carried out near a remote settlement, and authorities are now
investigating who is responsible.
“(The elephant) was killed out of revenge for destroying crops,”
he told AFP, adding that the crops included palm oil trees.
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He said the creature’s tusks remained intact, indicating that the
elephant was not killed by poachers seeking to sell its ivory on
the black market.
It is the latest case in Malaysia of conflict between humans and
animals, which often happen when settlements or plantations
expand into a species’ natural habitat.
Malaysia is home to vast tracts of rainforest and a kaleidoscope
of exotic wildlife, from elephants to orangutans and tigers, but
the numbers of many rare species have fallen dramatically in
recent decades.
As well as human-animal conflict, many endangered animals are
hunted for their body parts, which fetch high prices for use in
traditional medicine in China, and other parts of Asia.
At least 18 pygmy elephants have been killed in
Malaysian Borneo since April, The Star newspaper reported, with
causes of death including elephants being targeted by poachers
and poisoning.
Pygmy elephants are baby-faced with large ears, plump bellies
and long tails that sometimes drag on the ground, according to
environmental group WWF.
Rainforest-clad Borneo is the world’s third-largest island, and is
divided between Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei.
© – AFP, 2018”
These beautiful innocent little animals appear to be in the way of
the palm oil industry. They get murdered frequently, like in 2013
when 14 of them were poisoned. It is the state of “Sabah” that
is involved most of the time. We already concluded that there is
something terribly wrong with these “people” but it goes from
ugly and ignorant to evil and insane! They genuinely deserve to
be described “Cancer of the World”, not human! What a nightmare: pretty soon there will be none other creatures than these.
Well, finally, at least, that will be the beginning of the long overdue END! See page 316 also for more on this subject.
We honestly can’t wait for them to start killing each other!
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A baby elephant reaches out to its dead mother in the Gunung
Rara Forest Reserve, Sabah, Malaysia in late January, 2013.
Quotes from the report on the website “Rainforest Resque”:
“14 Borneo pygmy elephants have been poisoned in the Malaysian state of Sabah. The rare animals are considered pests on the
oil palm plantations that are rapidly eating into the rainforests.”
““The elephants ate rat poison. That’s how the plantation
workers stop the animals from eating the fruit of the oil palm”,
suspects Laurentius Ambu, director of the local conservation
authority. The Borneo pygmy elephant is a rare forest elephant
subspecies, of which no more than 1,500 animals remain –
almost all in Sabah.”
As these poor creatures are born in this ugly shithole,
WE MIGHT AS WELL CONSIDER THEM EXTINCT!
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Behold this precious
innocent little creature,
trying to make something
of his life in the ugly human
dominated world. The evil
savages took revenge on him for just that!

Rest in Peace Precious Little Sweetheart, the
monsters cannot hurt you anymore. We have
cried for you: for your suffering, for the loss
of your life and for the fact that humans
have failed you. You were not the first and
you won’t be the last. Evilness rules on Planet
Earth and while one day it will turn and
haunt humans to their demise, sadly, that
is all too late for you.

We are so Sorry Honey.............
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On the murdering of this endangered Pygmy Elephant:
It should be considered extremely ignorant that evil, insane and
above all, pointless, crimes like this are taken lightly and are forgotten easily. Especially as similar despicable crimes towards the
Pygmy Elephants have already been committed in the recent
past! It's horrific: imagine the mentality, the mental state of
mind, of this vile monster that blamed the innocent animal for
trying to survive in his habitat which is diminished monthly, if
not weekly, if not daily. Moreover, which is most mind boggling,
this monster thought it was justified to take revenge for that
completely natural behavior and just murder the poor innocent
animal: that is as shockingly evil and sick as can be! When will
pointless and insane behavior like this finally not be considered
"human" anymore? This is not just a poor animal murdered: it is
disgusting evidence of the human mentality as found all over the
planet!
Similar to the mass murder on the 292 crocodiles mentioned
above, as that was also “revenge”, this is evilness and insanity
far beyond any description because humanity does not even have
the freaking words to describe disgusting acts like these!
It is clear that this cannot go on. The problems however are:
- The world does not give a damn about these precious little
creatures except a handful of good people.
- Similar crimes against innocent defenseless wildlife are committed all over the world.
- Humans are too stupid and too self-obsessed to even care
about all the ugliness and evilness that are going on.
We therefore are afraid, that the mirror we had hoped that this
book was going to be, for humans to look into and see themselves doing all these horrible things so they would be ashamed
and all this evilness would be abolished, is not going to happen!
So, the only consequence of this book might be that someone,
when humans are finally done for, can say “sorry but we told you
so in 2018 already” which would be very sad although “human”!
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And yes, it goes on! India is another shithole which is hell for
wild animals because of 1.2 billion humans living there. Here,
despite the human's utterly parasitic behavior that is ruining
nature, they have the audacity to be extremely intolerant and
violent towards wildlife. Again, caused by a fatal combination of
self-obsession and severe lack of intelligence: retardation! They
know only one thing very well though and that is how to multiply
to unsustainable numbers! These ugly maniacs had already murdered a 6 year old tigress in early October 2018. Of course the
poor animal was blamed and killed just for being a tiger, after
humans had invaded her habitat, as usual! Imagine these retards: they went after the animal on elephants, like the maharajas did when they almost exterminated tigers for their "pleasure". The abused elephants however did not take this kindly and
a person was killed by one of them, so the operation was stopped. Imagine this mess! A couple of weeks later, end of October
2018, another tigress was blamed for being a tiger, desperately
as she no doubt was because of the takeover of her habitat by
humans. This time, the humans, again, sought revenge. They
stole a tractor, went out to look for the animal and when they
found her, ran over her with the tractor and beat her to death.
Another defenseless, precious and innocent victim of a completely insane aggressive vindictive mob of evil retards! One of
only 2200 tigers in the country, a number reached only through
immense conservation efforts. These monsters however are too
stupid to even realize they have precious treasures living among
them, too ignorant to appreciate that priceless fact and too intolerant to allow the least of consideration with these beautiful
animals. Like in case of the elephants from page 333.
It is clear where nature is going with evil human dominance!
This book has nothing but respect, love and good intentions for
and with animals in an attempt to turn the tide. Unfortunately it
is almost 100% certain that the abuse, torture, exploitation and
destruction of animals will result in humans being the only breathing creatures on Planet Earth very soon. Hopefully, that will be
the start of Earth being hell for humans, like they have made it
for animals the last 10 millennia! Justice, albeit at dramatic cost!
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Rest in Peace poor Darling. The Evil
Scum that murdered you so needlessly
and brutally did not have a clue what
they were doing! We Are So Sorry......
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Happy now shithole INDIA? So this is how you treat your treasures, who are just trying to survive? This beautiful animal was
worth millions of you disgusting and truly worthless parasites!

In loving Memory of all precious
Tigers unlucky enough to be born in the
thoroughly ugly and ignorant country
India, where You were Terrorized and
Murdered by insane, intolerant and
viciously cruel Savages!

You are not going to make it as you

have been let down by humanity.
You will be missed dearly.
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As stated before, what we are able to present in this book is just
the tip of the iceberg: the insane, pointless yet destructible behavior of the worst parasites in the universe goes on and on, and
it will until the bitter end.
In June 2020, in the evil village of "Kerala" in shithole India, a
bunch of the sickest excuses for "humans" held a grudge against
an elephant, a pregnant elephant even that did no one harm.
So, they thought it was a good idea to stuff a pineapple with explosives and feed that to the poor animal. Obviously, as planned,
it exploded in her mouth and destroyed that causing incredible
pain, she could eat no more and it took her a couple of days to
DIE!!!

The poor creature died, standing in the river, with her mouth
under water to protect it from flies, with her baby in her womb!
We, again, rest our case: individuals in this evil country that
think this is at all acceptable and a "proper solution" should not
be considered "human".
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Anyone that even considers to inflict this evilness, this insane
cruelty to such a precious creature does not deserve to live on
this planet as they are disgusting examples of THE CANCER that
destroys all the innocence and beauty. As with the poor tiger on
the previous pages: there is no reason whatsoever in trying to
discuss these evil crimes with the perpetrators: one cannot
expect to reason with these monsters. They should be punished
brutally and made examples. However, as humans are too lame
and cowardly to take a stand in favor of these wildlife treasures
and handle these matters in a drastic yet effective way, it will not
end. Those psychos had, in their sick minds, their reasons and
that's IT!
So we say: goodbye to shithole India, the sooner you self-destruct the better! You deserve it!!

Here the poor animal is taken out of the water..............SIGH!!!!
Rest in piece poor darling, we are so sorry that you had to
try to life your life in a genuine utter SHITHOLE!!!
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19 THE DUTCH, AGAIN.........................
One of the "civilized countries" least of all allowed to criticize
others, which they love to do with a waving index finger right
under the nose of the criticized, are the Dutch. Next to their insane "nature projects", many fur farms are still about (for "economical" reasons) and in May 2020 it became known that the
ugly, evil, despicable obsessive animal serial killers have murdered no less than 104,000 ducks in the year 2018. These animals
are harmless, do not cause any problem but are solely just
murdered for the "pleasure" of these filthy creeps! Why they are
allowed to commit such cowardly and sadistic crimes? No one
knows! No wonder the numbers of these poor creatures are
declining. The effects of the terror of these sick murderers are
visible everywhere: as soon as any car slows down near wild
geese, they flee in death fear, traumatized by these monsters.
Why scum like them is allowed to murder wildlife just because
their mental disorders make them "like" that is a mystery: it is
also proof of how selfish, sadistic, ignorant and insane humans
are! Especially in the hypocrite Netherlands!
Here some more pictures of the despicable perverted scum that
gets "pleasure" from brutally murdering, without any effort, reason or need, harmless defenseless animals. As if this is at all
"normal": that you have some time to spend on "entertainment",
"relaxing" or "sports" and that you go out to just murder some
animals. Than you go home again, of course "proud" and "satisfied". How is that possible? It is very strange that while psychiatrists have proven over and over again that this ugly desire is
actually caused by serious mental disorders, it still goes on!!! The
fact the many "royals", with all their mental disorders from
inbreeding, almost without exception, love to murder animals. Of
course, like the Dutch "king", they have plenty of staff to direct
the desired animals towards the Range Rover in the back of
which the "king" and his guests are eagerly awaiting the arrival
of the gun fodder so they can happily start blasting away.
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Complete and utter INSANITY but nevertheless accepted by the
stupid people!
Look at this cancer of the planet SADISTIC COWARD!
They should ALL be SHOT themselves!

Behold these poor excuses for "humans": they don't even realize
that their ugly "hobby" causes incredible pain and loss of precious animal life. They are incapable of caring for anything but
themselves: they are inhumane and should all be destroyed: no
more acceptance of psychos randomly murdering innocent nonhuman inhabitants of the planet. For "pleasure"? BE GONE!!!
Their self-obsession, lack of compassion with defenseless innocent creatures that is always present in most (closest to
"normal") humans is completely absent. It's all "me, me, me".
It's even worse: many of these evil freaks even dare to mock
their poor defenseless victims and are elated with killing them.
Please, how can ANYONE pretend that these psycho criminals
are even remotely "normal" humans with just a "different"
hobby?
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Come on: the world should be free of evil cancer like this!
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FUCKING REALLY???
Is this supposed to be a member of the "civilized" human
society, allowed to get children
and raise them to decent humans?
There are way too many of these
sick monsters on the planet, millions of them. They all cause
insufferable pain and loss of precious life just because they love
to destroy all that innocence and
beauty!

THEY NEED TO GO!!!
PERIOD!
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20. FOOD & CLOTHES
This may be completely different on Planet Earth compared with
your home planet. We know not all creatures need clothes but all
organic creatures need food! To start with food: for humans it is
not just necessarily to survive, like get energy, nurture our organs and keep the digestion going. No, for humans this won't do.
In the 21st century food is considered a hobby, a happening, a
feast, an adventure, a memorable occasion and even "art".
Unfortunately, by now the matter "food" has "evolved" into an
obsession. Watch TV programs about food and visit the food section in the big stores. Since the early days of humans rising, the
food they live off has changed dramatically. In this long period of
"evolution", their primitive beginnings, humans have created many clever ways to grow crops, harvest them and prepare tasty
and healthy meals from them! Unfortunately, most of the crops
are grown to feed animals because humans love meat. You
know, dead animals. Humans get most of their food from "supermarkets". Supermarkets are huge buildings where, next to food,
thousands of products are readily available for humans to change
for currency and be taken home immediately. Making a choice is
sometimes really hard for humans because similar products may
have different names, different packaging and different "price"
(the quantity of currency, or "money"). Why ten producers would
want to make the same product is the question. We do not see
the point of that. Now take a look at the meat section in the food
department of supermarkets. Very similar to how humans
behave in other areas, they do not really care where all that
meat is coming from! Most humans never seem to think of the
huge quantities of animals that have to be killed to provide all
the food markets with meat! Below pictures of the offerings in
animal corpses: skin and organs removed, cut to small pieces
and sometimes wrapped in plastic, presented in a refrigerated
display. Both variety and quantity of the offerings are gigantic.
The different meals that humans make of all this is according to
"recipes". Behold some examples of fine choice meat offerings,
nicely organized, for conveniently picking your favorite.
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The following offerings, remotely, look a bit more like the animals
they once were.

Of course, many different tasty dishes can be prepared with such
a huge selection of different kinds of meat available. Quite welcome for humans because they just can't bear to eat the same
food two days in row! They are much too civilized for that!
Is the food humans prepare at home usually kind of simple and
basic: occasionally eating out is done in restaurants where other
humans prepare the food. Often these are professionals called
"cooks", or in the 21st century, "chefs"! That is where eating is
expected to be a feast! All kinds of complicated and intricate
dishes can be ordered from a list, the "menu"! Eating in a restaurant is mostly done with groups and it is takes much more time
than at home because of the extensive, mostly meaningless
(called “casual”), conversation. The above (page 69) mentioned
alcoholic beverages are often ordered along with the food.
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Prepared by the "cooks", the dead animals are presented in a for
meat eaters attractive fashion. Humans are particularly fond of
baby animals like baby cows (veal), baby Sheep (lamb) or baby
pig (piglet). They seem to be particularly juicy and tasty! Take a
look, this is what humans consider "civilized":
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The animals are bred especially to grow fat and big fast because
that is more profitable. However, all this "feast" and enjoyment
come, no surprise, at a price. A hefty one at that! Therefore, a
couple of reservations need to be made. First, too much of the
Earth's surface is needed to grow crops to produce food for the
animals. Not only that, precious ancient tropical rainforest is cut
down so soy can be grown to produce food for the intensively
breeding of cattle. Second, these animals produce too much
waste and methane gasses. Most of it is used as manure for the
land but what is produced is much more than required. Many
scientific papers have been written about these matters, like the
"greenhouse" effect. We will not go in to this as we find the horrific animal abuse in this industry more significant. The abuse
could be addressed: the attached waste would be much harder
to reduce. The comparison is: abuse is an attitude and a financial
matter while the waste is mainly a technical matter.
The terrible abuse takes place in the breeding of the animals, the
transport of them and finally in the unavoidable killing of them.
This is all so bad, so evil and so disgusting that when consumers
would not have their head stuck up their own ass and would allow themselves to learn about these atrocities, these awful practices, crimes really, could be reduced greatly. It could therefore
never all be ended completely because, hello, remember, we are
talking about humans! To "not know" all this can only be the result of the phenomenon described above: just pretend it is not
there! As no one really could escape from hearing about it because one will be confronted on a regular base with this misery
as, limited unfortunately, the media report of the bad examples.
All is however simply ignored while it could and should be a reason to further investigate the matter, after which one would
really wonder whether one would still want to be a part of all
this! It is all about avoiding to have to come to this conclusion!
Perhaps it's the low salaries, the fact that psychos are attracted
because they will get power over defenseless animals or the fact
that it all becomes habit, but it is a fact that these practices
attract the worst, the ugliest, most sadistic and most cruel "humans" possible! No decent, sane person could ever engage in
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this: the breeders can find plenty evil retarded monstrosities that
do not mind all this, who perhaps even enjoy it! That this often is
the case appeared clearly from recordings made in a Belgian
slaughterhouse in 2016. The employees responsible for the killing
were sick, evil criminals that seemed to enjoy to even abuse these poor animals! Below some examples of animals killed so they
could end up in those tasty dishes later on...........Delicious right?
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Now, please remind us, what are they again, the "intelligent" and
"civilized" species on the planet or the biggest mistake of nature
in the entire universe, OF ALL TIMES? WE REST OUR CASE.......
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Surely,
treating
animals
like this
cannot
be regarded
decent
or considerate.
No way!
Just
terrible...
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How extremely sad and outrageous is this hell humans think they
have the right to keep animals in:
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Trust your author, in reality it all is still far worse and takes place
on a much larger scale than any book, or even series of books on
this subject can offer!
The problem was, is, and always will be: most humans choose to
live in their bulletproof bubbles where all is "nice". Where food is
good, where no ugliness is allowed and absolutely nothing that
could cause regrets or guild. They look at the world through a
straw and see nothing wrong. A huge achievement in its own!
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Naturally, the transport of these animals is quite a bit different
from human transport. No heating (or cooling in the summer),
no adequate room, no food, no water, no comfort, often not even
fresh air: only abuse, pain, suffering and death, even while transported. Sometimes FOR WEEKS!! The human way to deal with
these poor creatures is "what does it matter, they will be killed
very soon anyway" which is not just typical for their complete
lack of intelligence but also for the awful absence of decency!

This has been going on for centuries and still, in 2018, they do
not see any reason to stop this at once! A beautiful planet and
see how they think they have the right to treat it: just appalling!
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Transporting animals is done in the most horrific, inhumane and
cruel ways, all over the world. Doing this with the least bit of
decency or compassion would of course be "too expensive". In
the typical human way, no sacrifice of others is ever too harsh if
it benefits humans. Animals are not even allowed decent transport. What a disgusting approach to the treatment of these innocent defenseless creatures, causing unspeakable suffering!

Describing humans as "the
evil cancer of
the planet" is
painfully accurate in so
many ways......
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Next: frogs are beautiful, very particular, animals of the "amphibian" kind which means they can live both on land and in water.
There are many different species, only of frogs even.

Of course, frogs have legs. Unfortunately, humans have "discovered" these (rear) legs as a "delicacy". That means they are not
really meant as food, because they are way too small for that,
but just "nice" to have as appetizer or snack. However, not only
is it completely insane to have the desire to eat these trivial animal parts but of course, as we have learnt, getting those frog
parts is not done in a decent way. Live frogs are put on a chopping block, the legs are chopped off, and the, living, rest of the
frog corpse is casually thrown aside. Those are the very likely
consequences of being a defenseless, innocent, little creature on
Planet Earth, terrorized by the ugly human parasite!
As completely clear now, to these self-obsessed parasites, no
possible animal suffering can ever be too severe or serious
enough to not do to the animals, if the human's sick little "pleasures" are at stake! To think about animal suffering could even
affect the "pleasure" to be gotten from all this!
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The cruel, sadistic and insane treatment of these poor defenseless little creatures does not affect the "pleasure" of tasting their
rear legs at all: it doesn't even matter how they were obtained!
CONGRATULATIONS!
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Writing and reporting about despicable practices like this could go
on forever, which is not practically feasible nor desirable. The
problems of the human attitude towards animals are now already
very clear, after all these ugly examples. One kind of abuse however still needs to be addressed: "foie gras" or geese liver. Another "delicacy" for which humans think immense animal abuse
and suffering are justified.

Geese are, again, lovely, innocent peace loving water birds, just
as ducks, that are abused for the same purpose. Particular in
France, their liver is considered a delicacy. Again, just as "appetizer", not even really for nutritional purposes. Killing geese (and
ducks) for their "natural" liver however would be too much work
and too expensive: hard to produce in large scale. That is why
these poor animals are kept in tiny cages and force fed until their
livers have the "right" size. For geese that means that their normal size liver, of about 100 grams, is thus artificially increased to
approximately 600-800 grams. These practices are as evil and
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ignorant as the rest of human treatment of animals. The below
pictures will give an idea of the immense suffering caused. Very
hard to imagine that a decent human could "enjoy" anything that
is produced this way. Unfortunately, this should be considered
"human", whether caused by ignorance or indifference. Both are
however equally culpable and embarrassing.
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Similar to all other examples of horrific animal abuse by humans,
whether for food, through ignorance or for "pleasure", it is hard
to believe that creatures could have so little to zero respect for
other creatures. There is just not the least of compassion!
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All in all, humans should be ashamed and stop all this at once!
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In loving memory of the
thousands of lovely innocent
Geese and Ducks hurt, abused and killed for their liver.
ENJOY YOUR "FINE DINING" FOLKS..............
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Procreation for humans is such a sacred, delicate and touching
matter. It delights and touches almost every human. Below some
images that will illustrate this. So beautiful right?
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Naturally, as to be expected from humans, completely different
standards apply for animals, well, far beyond “completely” really:
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This all looks very different indeed, but then again, they’re only
animals......Unfortunately, also this is just the tip of the iceberg!
Sadly, who really is touched by these atrocities?
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So, this is how humans think they have the right to treat animals
and their babies. A bigger contrast with how they treat their own
babies is not possible. Is this "civilized" and/or "intelligent"?
NO, it is anything but that: it is evil, hypocritical, ignorant, inconsiderate, cruel and criminal! The suffering caused is of immense
proportions. Humans are fortunate that among them are many
soulless creatures even far less intelligent than the already low
average who also lack any consideration with animals or who
have any clue as to what they are doing to those animals. The
ugly and disgusting attitude of these vile monsters, that actually
cause the animal suffering without any conflict with their conscience as they don't possess that, are not bothering the humans
that profit from them, when they prepare their "delicious" meals
or wear "beautiful" fur coats (as we will see below).
There is no denying: humans are horrible, cruel,
ignorant, selfish, insensitive and stupid creatures!
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As said, for clothes, or "fashion" as "sophisticated" humans call it,
all this is even worse! You would no doubt have expected that
humans by now had replaced the animal skins they wore in their
early days, hundreds of thousands of years ago, for clothes made
from man-made fabrics. After all, humans produce many types of
fabrics, either of synthetic or vegetable origin, many of which are
nearly perfect for different purposes like comfortable to wear,
beautiful in appearance and fully protective of cold, wind, rain
and snow! Unfortunately, some humans think, know, that they
"deserve" to distinguish themselves from all the "ordinary"
people by still wearing animal skins, of "fur". These particular
individuals are the worst cases of "ignorant" and "self-obsessed"
among humans. For, it is unbelievable, considering the animal
suffering that is involved in the production of "fur", that a normal,
decent, sane person, could ignore it all and "enjoy" the "luxury
and feel" of the animal skin! The matter that, despite there being
many "fur farms" and animals taken from nature, it is very expensive and rare, is the point of focus for these ugly humans.
Well, congratulations, this is what you cause:
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The production, selling and wearing of fur are no doubt the ugliest, most sadistic and most despicable practices that humans
ever have sunk to. Look at this poor animal................
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The producers, sellers and buyers of fur are the most ugly and
disgusting humans possible. In fact, they are too ugly and disgusting to even show pictures of them in this book. The breeders
of the animals are the worst: they are even too evil to have the
least of compassion with their animals. No, they find out ways to
murder the poor creatures without damaging their skins. Like, for
example, anal electrocution! Clearly, words cannot even begin to
describe these monsters! Animals are skinned alive as well! It will
be no surprise to the reader that, again, the Canadians and the
Chinese are in the forefront of committing these disgusting crimes! Many other countries are involved in "fur farming" too: all,
ugly, greedy and despicable countries.

Governments, as usual, do not protect these poor little animals
from the greedy evil humans. Of course, like always, it is Earth
currency that justifies all the evilness and ugliness that takes
place. The reasons to continue it are "economical". It is exactly
the same as with "hunting": few evil and sick humans are responsible for indescribable cruelty and suffering.
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It is insane, outrageous, that evidently, humans with severe and
ugly mental disorders, are allowed to cause all of this, without
any valid justification. Nobody needs to murder animals "for pleasure" or wear fur. Instead of being accommodated, these freaks
should be in mental institutions or in jail. In the first place because their urges are abnormal and cause a lot of grief and second, most of the other humans, the "normal" ones, do not agree
with these practices at all. It is possible to have "special urges"
but when these target humans or their offspring they are considered "sick" and "illegal" but in case of animals, these acts of
sadism, evilness and ignorance are "legal" and allowed. Again,
indefinitely hypocritical! Just terrible, unacceptable.
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Typically, it's another bunch of evil Canadians that still think
this a decent way to earn a living. Take the big self-obsessed
Canadian company "Canada
Goose": so full of
themselves as if
they do not at all
commit ugly
crimes against
innocent wildlife.
It's all disgusting: for example,
to create a nice
trim on a hoodie,
you really absolutely positively
do not need to
abuse, hurt and
kill such beautiful
and lovely animals
as coyote at all!
You just DO NOT!
THIS --------->>

To get this? ---------------->>
Vileness and insanity: ignorance, vanity and selfishness
at its worst and of course,
as always, GREED
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So this is
how its
obtained:
you just
catch and
kill coyotes, how
you do
that does
not matter much.
They're
“only
coyotes”
right?
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Planet Earth
does not have
any other parasite that does
so much incredible damage:
presumed "intelligent" but
still without
the least of
compassion,
even for such
trivial purposes.
No, that is typically human.
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Statement from Canada Goose on their website:
"We understand and respect that some people think animal products should never be used in any consumer products, however
we do not share that view. We are committed to providing full
transparency about how we make our products, including the
ethical sourcing and responsible use of animal products.".
We have helped
a bit with that
"transparency":
proud of it as
they are, they
won't mind that!
Of course, this
really is something to be
"transparent"
about, right?
Disgusting, such
abuse of the concepts "respect"
and “ethical”!
Like the scene below: the name of the picture is "coyote derby"!
SIGH: we rest our case, AGAIN!!
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In Loving Memory of all the
Precious Coyotes, Murdered for
"Sports", "Pleasure" or Greed.
Innocent Victims of Vile Ugliness.
Just imagine the huge outrage and anger that would rise among
humans if extra-terrestrials would come to Planet Earth and commit such ruthless, pointless and cruel destruction to Earth's wildlife. Unfortunately, that is just another shocking example of hypocrisy: one of the ugliest properties, like sadism, only found in
humans, unique in the entire Universe! Wow: congratulations!
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21. FISHING
Unfortunately, beside the above mentioned wide variety of activities where humans rape their planet with, there is still more.
Like the catching of the species "fish", living in seas, lakes and
rivers, called "fishing"! Humans (the stupid ones among them
anyway) love it! Fish do not need to get oxygen from the air but
get it from water through their gills. Some species that look like
fish are mammals, like dolphins. They have to surface in order to
breathe. Also the many mammals that live in the sea are victims
of these crimes. View pages 64 to 75 again. Both commercial
fishing (for food), which is carried out in an industrial scale, as
"sport" fishing pose huge threats to the sea animal population
and therewith the planet. Both reasons for fishing are equally
wrong and it is not just the scale in which it is done. Commercial
fishing is only for the profit, they don't care about the fish because "it's our job" while "sport" fishing is just another display of
ignorance, selfishness, sadism and arrogance, similar as found
with "hunters"! A form of "entertainment", again at the expense
of defenseless animals. Humans don't care for the suffering they
cause: they are convinced the fish are just there for humans to
enjoy catching them! Again, a lot of selfishness and no remorse
for the suffering that is caused. Self-obsession which leaves,
because of its nature, absolutely no room for consideration with
other creatures. You will notice similar smug faces as found with
"hunters" after their "kill". It's just the same serious and disgusting disease! In one case, professional fishermen were very angry because the governments were "blocking their income" by
ordering to reduce the quantity of fish caught, which they did
because extinction was eminent! How stupid one must be!
Really!!
The lack of even the least of compassion with these creatures is
shocking! We will let you draw your own conclusions from the
following pictures, unfortunately they show the same sickening,
stupid, lame, retarded psychopaths that thoroughly enjoy their
raping of the planet! Is it really "human" to not care at all about
creatures that belong to other species? It sure looks that way!
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Very worrying information about the fish population quantities in
seas worldwide. Not so strange with all the modern technology in
big powerful ships, with 7 billion humans on the planet, you can
sell all the fish you can catch. A nice example of what humans
use their brains and their inventions for: for themselves, at the
expense of the planet! Stupid? Welcome to the nature of humans. Fortunately, the poor, severely hurt planet will be freed
from them very soon and then it will rise to full bloom again!
When lobsters are caught their
claws are taped shut, then they
are stored in water in cases,
transported to wholesalers, then
to shops, then to restaurants,
where they are presented in
glass tanks so the customer can
pick his favorite! For better flavor the animal is then boiled
alive which causes huge suffering! It's "only" a lobster right?
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Sadly, fishing is another example of humans being ruthless parasites which nowhere near gets the attention it should get. Take
for example Tuna, humans are nearly catching the last ones!

These graphs come from a 2011 article with the following title:

“The International Conspiracy to Catch All Tuna.”
Could there really be something like that? Judge for yourselves,
check out the graphs and the pictures.
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As stated above, the alleged "intelligent" and above all "civilized"
humans mainly have exactly opposite properties. As always, decency goes overboard the moment it becomes "too expensive"!
They are so self-obsessed that they ignore the fact that fish are
"living beings" too, that can suffer, which they do not deserve at
all, and the fact that these animals should have certain rights.
No, of course humans don't care because it's not about them! As
they obviously are eradicating seas and oceans of fish, now they
breed fish in large "professional" fish farming installations. Of
course, again, this is not done in any decent way. Fish are bred
in overcrowded and dirty water, among dead fellow fish, while
they suffer from lack of oxygen, until they are ready to have their
guts and other organs bluntly ripped out while they are still alive.

Also in the "civilized" continent of Europe this is done in barbaric
and inhumane ways: they do not have the least of respect for
animals. They're just being disgustingly arrogant, ignorant and
hypocritical! No matter where on the planet, all humans are incapable of being decent and respectful towards animals as soon as
"profits" are at risk. The epitome of hypocrisy: despicable!!
Clearly: humans are "civilized" as long as it's not too expensive!
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Of course, some humans think this raping of the planet is very
"entertaining" so they made a TV show of it, with the insane title
"wicked tuna" no less! WE REST OUR CASE, AGAIN!
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Here is another nice article, from the Washington Post, by Sarah
Kaplan, dated January 20, 2016, with the interesting title:

"By 2050, there will be more plastic than fish in
the world’s oceans, study says."

Quote
There is a lot of plastic in the world’s oceans.
It coagulates into great floating “garbage patches” that cover large
swaths of the Pacific. It washes up on urban beaches and remote
islands, tossed about in the waves and transported across incredible
distances before arriving, unwanted, back on land. It has wound up
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in the stomachs of more than half the world’s sea turtles and nearly
all of its marine birds, studies say. And if it was bagged up and
arranged across all of the world’s shorelines, we could build a
veritable plastic barricade between ourselves and the sea.
But that quantity pales in comparison with the amount that the World
Economic Forum expects will be floating into the oceans by the
middle of the century. If we keep producing (and failing to properly
dispose of) plastics at predicted rates, plastics in the ocean will
outweigh fish pound for pound in 2050, the nonprofit foundation
said in a report Tuesday.
According to the report, worldwide use of plastic has increased 20fold in the past 50 years, and it is expected to double again in the
next 20 years. By 2050, we’ll be making more than three times as
much plastic stuff as we did in 2014.
Nearly all of the world’s seabirds have eaten plastic, study estimates
Meanwhile, humans do a terrible job of making sure those products
are reused or otherwise disposed of: About a third of all plastics
produced escape collection systems, only to wind up floating in the
sea or the stomach of some unsuspecting bird. That amounts to about
8 million metric tons a year — or, as Jenna Jambeck of the
University of Georgia put it to The Washington Post in February,
“Five bags filled with plastic for every foot of coastline in the
world.” Unquote
Gee, we wonder what was done with this very
scary report............
Click here for some shocking delusion!
In the meantime, large scale fishing continues. A yearly quantity
of 77 billion kilos is "official" but it seems that the amount of 109
billion kilos is more realistic. STAGGERING NUMBERS................
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So "fishing" is wrong because hurting animals for "pleasure" or
"profit" is cruel and very selfish but the scale of the industrialized
fishing for consumption is too large for the fish populations to
sustain. Fishing even creates its own garbage: nets, hooks and
wires! While we know how big of a problem waste is, it is very
likely that the actual gravity of the problem is even worse. No
news for many humans that knew about it and have been warning the world for decades. Unfortunately, immense damage is
caused as a result of the selfish human's neglect to clean up their
mess: most of which are non-biodegradable plastics and nylon.

They
are
there
to stay
FOREVER!
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Look what is happening to this beautiful planet............
All shocking proof of humans being self-obsessed ignorant parasites! Even with their limited intelligence, processing their trash
adequately should not be a problem, if they only cared!
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Some more examples of inhumanely ignorant insufferable rapists
of this beautiful planet, we need to get rid of them asap.............

Behold this nasty old bag, what a lousy and despicable role
model for its children and grandchildren!
You rank among the cancer of the planet grandma! Well done!
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Of course, ride a dirt bike, play in a band or climb a mountain
would not give these retards sufficient "pleasure". No, torturing
(and probably killing) a beautiful, defenseless, innocent animal
that they don't even need to eat, that is real man tough guy
"thrilling" stuff right?
It is the opposite you bunch of freaking losers!
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Humans do not get more insufferable and despicable than these
two losers! They had a nice boat, beautiful weather and the sea,
but that was not enough! Nooooo, they just had to murder this
gorgeous defenseless swordfish that was looking out for a meal
and thought he had found something, next he was dead after a
brave but unwinnable battle. These scumbags probably call
themselves "sportsmen" but they really are terrible examples of
the cancer of the planet! The poor animal's corpse will probably
be sold to some fancy restaurant for food where other ignorant
losers will be delighted with the taste and the "freshness". Of
course this species already starts to be critical for survival and
will soon (also!) be endangered because of human extremely
parasitic behavior!
What an UGLY and DESPICABLE CRIME!
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22. TESTING PRODUCTS ON ANIMALS.
Having learnt about all this, it probably won't come as a surprise
that humans also have the audacity to test all their crappy products on animals. Before bringing this crap "on the market" it has
to be tested so it will be proven to not be damaging to humans.
So, certain animals were picked for "testing" just to get an idea
because of course it is possible that the effects on them are different from those on humans. Unfortunately, also here the sadistic psychopaths stood in line for the opportunity to "legally" torture animals. Nobody has ever admitted this but they didn't have
to: one look at the experiments will prove this at once. It is clear
that no decent human being could ever let these poor animals
undergo these crazy and often extremely painful tests! Not even
for the "greater good" of human welfare! Also because, the "testing" went from "will this stuff be damaging" to "let's find out
what this substance does to living tissue". The sadism found here
is mind boggling as well. Of countless tests there is no way that
they would be necessary, or even the least "useful"! Normal, decent, humans wonder every time "what sick person thought of
that". These pictures are just some examples.
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The worst lies, the biggest nonsense ever, the most far-fetched
bullshit are made up by the "scientists" who conduct these "tests"
to explain "the need" for them! Another display of evilness!
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23. WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH HUMANS?
As you undoubtedly have already concluded from what is presented above, A LOT!! Too much to explain in this book. Though,
in an attempt to answer that question at least partially, to find
out about the human state of mind, about the fact that this is
extremely basic, limited and heavily flawed, that it is the cause of
the human's imminent demise: just watch their "television" for a
couple of days. The on planet Earth hugely influential medium
"TV" was already introduced previously (chapter 14) but from
here on we will go into more detail.
Any extra-terrestrial that is able to undergo torture like watching
"TV" deserves the highest praise! Hardly any intelligent creature
could ever endure it, it is just horrific! The commercials are not
even the worst! The self-obsession displayed is just unbearable!
Shown on TV are many different themes, displayed in half hour
to hour time frames called "programs" or "shows", interrupted
repeatedly for promotional messages, called "commercials". The
programs can have informing, comical, "exiting" or "shocking"
nature. One of the biggest flaws in the human mind appears
immediately as it is quite dominant: the thirst, the undeniable
and unexplainable addiction to violence, suffering, blood, pain,
torture and son on. Only condition is of course that it all is supposed to be done to others. As if it could have anything to do
with "entertainment", many programs have names with "war" in
them, like "property wars", "Texas car wars", "baggage wars",
"storage wars", "parking wars", "shipping wars" and so on. Also
titles with "hunters" in them seem to appeal to the violence and
hate craving audience, like "salvage hunters" and "auction
hunters", no matter how relatively innocent the contents of these
programs is. These programs show the petty, greedy, selfish and
primitive nature of humans. It is, like the essence of sports,
about "winning", about being "the best", about defeating others.
Many humans dedicate their lives to be just a little bit better or
stronger than others which fills them with pride. Petty and a
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waste of time we think. Is this what their "intelligence" is about?
Being even slightly better then somebody else or being in a team
that has defeated another team? About wasting your life in order
to be "the best"? And then? It seems that humans have priorities
in life that are just about their egos. Apparently they are in need
of a replacement for the struggle for survival that was inherent to
their early days. Unfortunately, this is more proof that "evolution"
has not proceeded as much as humans like to think. However, to
species with true "intelligence" wanting to learn more about humans, these TV programs could be considered somewhat entertaining when regarded as examples of 21st century human "survival", as clear evidence of the fact that their evolution progresses
very slowly. The technical and industrial progress went indefinitely faster and has overtaken human evolution.
Amazingly, many sadistically natured humans (as already introduced in previous chapters) enjoy hurting, abusing and killing
animals and even think that should be "programs" on television
too for similarly orientated humans to enjoy. Surprisingly, it
seems that many male humans think they will be considered
strong, brave and earn the for some reason highly desired qualification "tough" when they not just hurt and kill small unsuspecting animals but on top of that do it with powerful weapons. A
huge mistake, only made by the most despicable and most flawed humans on the planet: the weak and instable. Their ego's
cannot accept their shortcomings but they think they can convince others that they are anything but weak and instable. That
would explain the smug faces on pictures with animals they have
murdered as well as the reason for having these pictures taken
in the first place, as a testimony of their "strength". What a pathetic mistake! Unfortunately, they themselves are fully aware of
that fact but feel they have to continue their attempts to deny it.
That is why, sick people really, have the urge to hurt and kill
defenseless creatures. Humans in a position to do that, a position
of power, will abuse this power the moment they receive it. If
anything was proven in their history, this is it! Humans cannot
handle power! It seems though that in cases with less intelligence
and less education, this effect is more serious. Power given to
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these humans will result more often in the most shocking abuse
of it. As however these humans are cheap labour, easy to manipulate and they have insufficient brain capacity and conscience to
judge whether it is really all that decent what is ordered them to
do, they will never judge any command and/or refuse to follow it.
That is why animal abuse is all around, it helps a lot however that
the family of a murdered animal will not take revenge on the
killers like the family of an abused or murdered human would.
They think that is very convenient. Of course, all animal abusers
are the world's worst and most despicable cowards. Still, it is
very peculiar to learn that these practices, to do them or to
watch other humans do them, are considered "entertainment".
Not in the last place because it is clear that only sadistic and deranged humans with numerous mental disorders would behave
this way and/or love to watch it. Nobody however seems to care
at all, strange enough! Unfortunately, the many humans that at
least are not active in this terrible behavior, do not care that
others abuse and kill animals as they please. An example of the
serious indifference of humans about matters that not directly
affect them. It might have something to do with their primal
survival instincts, like ostriches that stick their head in the
ground in the misunderstanding that there are no threats and
they are safe.
Many TV programs actually have violence in them, all pointless,
mostly sadistic and cruel but certainly not "entertaining" unless
one is sadistic and addicted to violence oneself. It's "shows"
about particularly ugly retarded (probably inbred, a widespread
cause of problems on planet Earth) humans that go out to "survive" with nothing, similar to humans 10.000 years ago, for selfish reasons, "ego"!! It seems they get a kick out of managing
themselves in situations that only have occurred thousands of
years ago, with present day knowledge. Of course, again, it is all
about competition, violence, victory, exaggerated and artificially
stirred up "excitement". Just like in cruel programs about retarded inbred humans who engage in the raping of the planet on a
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daily base, either in some swamp or the state of Alaska. As humans do this all over the world there are enough places you can
go, record it all with cameras and, ready, you have an "exiting"
program to attract handsomely paying advertisers that love to be
associated with all of this!
Below an example of what this is about: SICK!!

Needless to say that, again, innocent animals will suffer for this
insane and sadistic form of "entertainment".
Strangely, humans that are very primitive and live in less developed areas where they think they still have to frequently murder
animals for entertainment and/or food, also seem to make highly
"entertaining" TV programs. Graphic (of course) cruelty to animals with many orchestrated human conflicts called "drama"
apparently is considered "entertainment", but for what kind of
humans??
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For example, WHAT despicable psycho could EVER enjoy sick and
freaky TV programs like "Hog Spear"? A bunch of evil psychos
that go out with dogs dressed in armor and huge medieval spears
to murder innocent hogs? Look at these psycho monsters enjoying the barbaric murdering of these defenseless animals.
IT IS A DISGUSTING, UGLY,
DISEASE! These ALL are
Sadistic COWARDS!!
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They do not seem evolved members of the human species at ALL.
Unfortunately these shows are not even realistic, not entertaining
at all but terribly cruel because of forced added "drama" at the
expense of innocent animals. Typical for the huge problems with
the human mind is the quantity of TV networks that are prepared
to show despicable atrocities: innocent defenseless animals being
tortured, hurt and killed, for networks profit! Even more typical
and very concerning is the fact that not only this behavior seems
to be accepted but the fact that it still is considered
"entertainment" in the 21st century!
Humans are allowed to do sickening things to animals for whatever disgusting reason they think they have for that. It seems
that beside violence, humans are addicted to sadism and conflict
too, in random order. A distinct sign of serious lack of intelligence
because truly intelligent species will do anything to avoid these
ugly and unhealthy circumstances. Like animals!! Also, noble
species could and would never hurt, abuse, torture and destroy
smaller species, innocent and with less intelligence, let alone for
"entertainment".
Sadism, cowardice and cruelty are, apparently, second nature to
humans. Sometimes only present latently but ever present non
the less. This is all very hard to understand for us extra-terrestrials considering the awesome, abundant and unique treasures
in plants and animals that are found on Planet Earth! Treasures
of indescribable beauty, unique and unparalleled in the entire
universe! One really has to be human to abuse, destroy and
waste all that! Still, humans seem to have plenty of reasons to be
"proud" and full of overrated self-esteem!
What a shame that humans are not able to enjoy Planet Earth's
beauty in all its endless variety and innocence without destroying
it. Beauty a million times more precious than the crap humans
produce and display on their televisions, accompanied by even
more crappy commercials and crappy examples of other, even
more crappy programs that they still have in stall for the viewer!
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Incredible: crappy examples of crappy programs, just to "whet
our appetite"? Amazingly stupid! Often it manages to ruin all the
possible enjoyment of that rare decent and funny program!
Just look at these beautiful plants.....................................Have
you seen this anywhere else in the universe??

Unfortunately, "commercial breaks" as mentioned above, which
interrupt the "programs", are of incredible poor, to say the least,
content. They are as virtually impossible to avoid as they are to
watch! It is clear that the manufacturers of these products would
actually rather enter your home as they please, stuff their goods
in your mouth while you are sitting on your couch, pinching your
nose tight, asking "Great yeah? Tastes simply awesome right?
From now on its only us right? Right, O.K., deal, thanks!".
Really serious injustice that they even are rewarded for all this
what really is terror, where they invade our living rooms with!
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The trick of advertising is that there are many corporations that
produce or sell similar products but some of those spend quite a
lot of currency in order to convince unassuming consumers that
they, for their own benefit, should buy the advertisers particular
brand of products. Huge amounts of currency are spent on this.
The big idea is to sell more at a higher price and to wipe out
competition! Consumers in their stupidity do however not seem
to realize that:
1/ There is extremely little actual difference between similar
products, no matter which huge (expensive) celebrities try to
claim that the one they are promoting is any better.
2/ Information given in commercials has been made more
favorable to suggest that they're better than others.
3/ Attempts are made to sell the "brand" more than the actual product as if that has added value.
4/ Huge cost of publicity affects the price of the product so one
pays more for intensely promoted products.
5/ Many commercials seem to be focused on less intelligent
consumers judging by the use of strange voices/ simple language etc. That should be taken as an insult by those people!
6/ Most products in commercials nobody needs at all and/or can
be found plentiful in shops where salespeople will provide help
in choosing.
These practices take away the enjoyment of watching any nice
program because the irritation caused by the advertisers is
bigger than the possible pleasure. For some reason, advertisers
think they can boost their sales by being obnoxious and very
irritating. If only the stupid humans would recognize this and
punish these companies by not buying their products, it would
greatly help discourage these advertisers and might help ending
the misery of irritating publicity! Cause of all this misery however
is the fact that at one time, products were developed and produced because there was demand for them, a market anyway.
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From being bush people a couple hundreds of thousands of years
ago, many tools and (later) appliances were developed to make a
human life less harsh and less demanding. People would grow
older than before and got more time to relax and rest. Since the
Industrial Revolution, thousands of items were invented: some
lasted to today and are still used, others were abandoned.
Promoting items however that could genuinely improve one's life:
introducing these to the people to help them while making some
sales to earn a living cannot be criticized at all. This all changed
however: in attempts to make money, items were (are!) invented
that nobody needed! Publicity provided false claims about the
items and would suggest that nobody could live without these
items, gadgets, rubbish really! This is more apparent than ever in
the 21st century which anybody can conclude watching contemporary commercials. It's nearly all worthless, pointless, exaggerated, expensive, useless trash!!
All this while Planet Earth is being destroyed: how ignorant!
Examples like the cigarette add on the previous page show that
sales were promoted without any consideration towards the
consumers. The philosophy probably was "what they don't know
won't hurt them". In reality that was somewhat different. These
highly inappropriate ways of pushing products have of course
been abandoned though contemporary publicity is constantly
trying to stretch the limits of decency.
All in all, it is just abuse of a fantastic medium, for commercial
purposes, that has just killed that medium. Arguments that all is
paid for by the commercials are debatable: less money would not
necessarily mean less or not entertaining TV. The cost of sports,
of top-of-the-bill regarded performers, movie or music stars (see
back), have risen dramatically: they're matters of hundreds of
millions of dollars annually. It is insane to consider this normal
and have it financed by the horrible disaster that is
"commercials"!
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China still takes the cake of the planet's most evil and insane!!
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As mentioned above, good people that want to try so save the
Earth and prevent its rapid destruction by the human parasite are
depending on donations from concerned citizens, publications
show however that the total globally spent on advertising by
brands in 2016 was an outrageous $493 billion. On its own a
clear indicator of the fact that there is something terribly wrong
with the world humans have created for themselves, where they
are so proud of. This is just more convincing evidence of the total absence of true "intelligence": unfortunately there is no lack
of the kind of "intelligence" that allows them to extend their own
lives, invent machines to mess up the planet faster and cheaper
or practice the futile "space exploration".
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However, the problem is that this is just the human understanding of "intelligence": it is hugely overrated! A big mistake: the
first problem caused by the lack of true intelligence. The second
is of course "tunnel vision" in the creation of their world, causing
them to disregard anything that does not serve their purposes.
Humans refuse to accept that they have the same "purpose" on
the planet (which really is "no purpose") as a maggot, a bug or
any living organism. There is no purpose but to try to make your
life worth living, do not harm others unless your survival depends
on it, because that is nature, and try to enjoy it. Humans have an
extremely inflated opinion of themselves, like "we are so damned
special, there has got to be a higher purpose to our existence on
the planet". This is where religions often enter the picture "god
has created the world especially for us": all the complete opposite of the quite sensible evolution theory of scientist Charles
Darwin which they even reject! Despite the fact that his theory,
supported by all his discoveries during his travels all over the
world, was already accepted by science around the year 1850,
his foremost conclusion has still not affected the human attitude
towards the planet. One of his conclusions was that humans
should really be considered just another species, part of the
entire species pool on Earth, and not some super species that
was placed above all other species.
This arrogant and complacent attitude has not been abandoned
as yet, which is the cause of a lot of misery, suffering and destruction. The evolution will probably not be fast enough for humans to save them, even more so because it seems undeniably
clear that in the 21st century evolution not only seem to have
slowed down but even is reversing. It's quite simple, like, humans attempt to learn to control their vehicles, cars etc. in which
they not really succeed judging by the countless number of vehicles turned to scrap and a huge death toll. Then they think it is
probably safer if the vehicles control themselves, by (rudimentary) "artificial intelligence". Next, humans lose the little ability
they had to control the vehicle. So, what if there is a malfunction
in the A.I. that controls the vehicle?? This is just an example of
what is to be expected from the future..................
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One country needs mentioning (again) because of sick abuses.
Below disgusting examples of hypocrisy from the country where
it was invented: The Netherlands. Important because the Dutch
are well known (and ridiculed) for pointing accusing fingers towards many other countries, maybe in an attempt to detract
from the fact they are so hypocritical. A catching example dates
back from the '70s, when their "minister of foreign affairs", Max
van der Stoel, was ridiculed in international politics because he
seemed to act like he was "minister of domestic affairs" in other
countries. Another problem are the (corrupt?) greedy and ruthless right wing members of the government who are always
favoring businesses, ignoring secondary important and moral
conditions. Their strong opposition towards ending "fur farming"
is an ugly example thereof. That is politics: they are counting on
votes from these people so they feel obliged to accommodate
them, no matter that it is, again, at the expense of innocent
defenseless animals. With the breeding of cattle, pigs and chickens, it is not much better. All just wrong, disgusting. There are
however also many incidents that are equally disgusting. One is
particularly outrageous: for some reason, in the south of the
country, wild boars were confined to only living on an island, in
the province "Limburg". As these animals apparently could not
survive here, a no doubt small island, eight of them tried to escape, swimming to another place across a lake. While trying to
survive, the poor animals almost drowned! Fortunately, some
brave firefighters went out with their boats and saved them. Unfortunately, as they were not allowed to live outside of their little
island, it was decided that they had to be executed at once, murdered, while still recovering from nearly having drowned. Of
course, some worthless old animal serial killer could be found, on
Sunday morning, to execute the little pigs, while the "brave" firemen put their boots on them so the old fool would not miss. A
terrible and heart breaking event, even more so because it took
place in this country that really believes to be "up there" in the
"civilized world". A disgusting example of "what is wrong with
humans". Amazing really, how anyone in this pathetic hypocritical
little country with no less than 17 million humans, would think
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that there was no place for this precious family of eight innocent
animals. Nothing even was considered while the pigs were recovering from their adventure, as normal, decent humans would
have. No, murdering them on the spot "was the only solution". In
this despicable country with 17.000.000 humans, still increasing,
was no place for 8 piggy's! Shame on the hypocritical Dutch!!!

Nice work
brave firefighters! No
place in your
country for
these boars
right? What
were they
thinking anyway? That it
is their country? Big mistake, this will
teach them! What an ugly and despicable act..............PSYCHOS!
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And so, the cancer of the world proliferates on, and on, and on....

The Netherlands: what an ugly, pathetic little shithole!
The inventors of pointing accusing finger to others,
of hypocrisy and the lame "political correctness"!
Just sickening: nothing but malice behind
sanctimonious faces!

In Loving Memory of these Precious
Little Boars.
Victims of Ignorance , Ugliness
and vile Intolerance.
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Also, the ugly crimes as shown below are common practice in this
creepy place. Done by self-obsessed, sadistic psychopaths that
completely fail in the things that make a creature, shortcomings
or not, "human". These monsters get a kick from executing cute
little defenseless animals: they are incapable of feeling compassion as their innocent victims suffer in fear and pain until they
die. These evil monsters are also incapable of having remorse
over what they have inflicted on these lovely little creatures because they have no conscience. On the contrary, these despicable
acts cause them to be delighted! All this vileness and ugliness is
the result, as stated already many times above, of the ugliest
and most disgusting of mental disorders. The poor animals are
trying to survive the hard life in the wild, like they are entitled to.
With their food, their little dens, their naps in the sun and their
family, just like humans.

These disgusting cowards are nothing but the vile cancer of the
planet. Of course, it is all "legal" as the ugly creeps in the government have, in all their insanity, incompetence and arrogance
decided that it is. Why? Very good question........................
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However, in the Netherlands, this scary shithole country of cowards that pretend to be "tolerant", way more ugliness and
insanity is going on. As testimony of their hypocrisy, again, they
are insanely intolerant towards for example geese! Crying and
complaining about what was done to them in WW II, they are no
better than the Nazis! For some very sick reason they feel they
need to murder a bunch of geese every year. For that purpose
they even created a "neck breaking" machine to systematically
murder geese. For these psycho's, perhaps that even went too
far but it was more likely that they feared it would all come out
so they stopped with that. Now, they feel they have to aerate a
bunch of geese while the compulsive psycho animal killers, of
course, think "it is better" to shoot them! These cowards, that act
if they are so special, are a bunch of intolerant, sick, sadists!

The Dutch evil hypocrites are no better than Spain, China or any
other sick animal torturing shithole, lacking the least of decency!
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Just like the piglet murders: simply crazy from evilness.

For some dark and evil reason, compulsive animal killers, maniacs, are allowed to take out their sick mental disorders on defenseless animals! Are there no laws against animal abuse?
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After WW II the Dutch government thought that this little country, with 9 million people, was "full" so they encouraged the
Dutch to move to "empty" countries like Canada, Australia and
New-Zealand. It is unknown what happened since then but now,
in 2018, the country has 17.2 million people. Now saying "it is
full" will raise lots of criticism, why is unknown because this is
a plain fact. Even worse is that while the number of people keeps
on growing, with newcomers from all over the world, any "exotic"
animal is unwanted and may be killed! We wonder why they made that distinction because they murder the domestic species too.

Next to their utterly failed and so fundamentally wrong project of
"nature" in the "Oostvaardersplassen", this also is plain evil. It is
unknown what these sick people are thinking but it is all insanely
far-fetched, makes no sense, and is of abhorrent character! Of
course, as is common here, the police are standing by to fine
and/or arrest the decent people that stand up for the animals.
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On this location, wild horses, deer and cattle are left to have "a
natural life". Insane because 1/ the area is much too small, 2/
the vegetation is of the wrong kind and there is not enough variation, 3/ the area has fences and 4/ no natural predators are present to naturally regulate populations. Now, to compensate for
those fatal shortcomings, the delusional Dutch come in: as the
area is supposed to be "nature" and "wild" there can be no feeding in the winter, medical help or anything. However, looking at
the unnatural circumstances, it is inevitable that animals will suffer. The "natural" solution here is that after animals have suffered long enough, they may be shot. This has happened 3000
times in the winter of 2017-2018. Of course a huge source of joy
for the eager animal serial killers! As if this is "natural": the humane thing to do would be to supply food to starving animals due
to utterly inadequate vegetation. However, providing food from
outside is prohibited because that would be interfering with "nature". Heart-breaking scenes of animals starving and suffering
are the result. The delusional authorities just say "that is the consequence of "nature"" from their comfortable couch in front of
the fire place. So, behold "nature" in the Netherlands where completely clueless state morons are making this shit up as they go.
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Of course, the results are dramatic!

All those dead animals in the water
unfortunately has disastrous consequences on the quality of it!
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After the winter, in which these disgustingly deluded officials of
the Dutch province "Flevoland" have executed thousands of animals that were starving in the beautiful "nature" these idiots, in
all their incompetence, thought they had created (like pictured on
page 265), the suffering of these poor animals is not over! It was
decided by voting that in order to “save” the 980 surviving Red
Deer from starvation in the next winter, they all have to be executed. Another completely insane typically Dutch solution: according to these losers "the only one possible" as trying to catch the
Red Deer, so they may be relocated, would "cause them stress"!
Since when is being sedated with a little arrow more stressful
then being shot dead?? What an insane and ridiculous statement! Another disgusting example of the misery stupid, arrogant,
vain and shockingly incompetent politicians cause! Look at them,
with all their bullshit: they just cannot get anything done in a decent way and are completely unfit to have a say about anything
really! Remember chapter 5? The number of examples, in which
these individuals, exactly in the wrong place in the wrong time,
cause irreparable damage and suffering, is just mind-boggling!

In loving memory of the Innocent Red Deer,
victims of Vile Incompetence, Arrogance and Vanity!
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The final number of red deer that will be murdered in the fully
enclosed, with insufficient vegetation and far too small "natural"
habitat, will be almost double of the original estimate namely
1830 which has made this huge fuck-up, by arrogant authorities
and other extremely delusional idiots, twice as big as thought.
This is just mass murder on a non-human species but that does
not count for humans. Only the human species is entitled to their
life and to the raping of the planet. Many INSANE humans don't
even call this "murder"! No, especially in the USA, they refer to
animal murder for "pleasure" or "population control" as "harvesting". A lame, evil and hypocritical misrepresentation to detract
from the fact that it is plain murder. Of course this expression
was originally introduced for crop, for plants, that you "harvest"
as soon as they have grown far enough from the ground they
were planted in! Evil sadistic criminal psychos like W.Palmer, the
murderer of Cecil the lion, always "take" an animal, they do not
"murder" them. They're the
sickening disturbed rapists of
the planet, like the losers that
still think positive about their
idiotic plan for this "nature project" in hypocritical stupid
shithole "the Netherlands"!
Of course, like in any shithole,
there are plenty volunteers to
be found for dirty jobs like this
as there are enough sadistic cowards available!
The worst of them do this
for "a living". They're like
the sick bastards that seek
employment in a slaughterhouse because they like
to hurt and kill animals!
Pure SCUM, the WORST!
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Anyone who loves to murder animals however is just a cowardice, sadistic, evil monster! How else could they......
All this is the result of incompetent, arrogant, vain and self-obsessed politicians. It is impossible to not conclude that screwing
things up, destroy everything, take care of their own interests, of
their "friends" and of course their "political party", is "what they
do"! Not in the last place it's spending the people's money for
their own favorite purposes: matters they support, which most of
the time are completely different from the ones the people elected them for and pay them to support! As in “democracy”! There
is no country where this happens more sneaky and disguised
than in "the Netherlands" and that is the epitome of "hypocrisy"!

Congratulations to the Dutch politicians with that, for
whom incompetence and arrogance are secondary: it's
all in their DNA! They couldn't do anything decent even
to save their life!
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Next human created hell for animals! After “apartheid”, the
next trendy subject matter for the self-obsessed do-good delusional snobs to be, publicly of course, concerned about, is “slavery”. Apologies have to be made by humans that had nothing to
do with slavery to other humans that have never suffered from or
even have experienced slavery. Then there are matters like the
fact that the offspring of the slaves in general now have it much
better than the ones not taken as slaves and the fact that there
were countless Africans equally active in the slavery business as
traders from the western countries. That all does not make it
O.K.: many crimes and cruelty were inflicted on innocent people
made slaves, terrible, but what can you do about that as it has
ended more than 100 years ago. Clearly, more justified, it is now
time to remember the millions of animals that were put to hard
labor for humans and who helped them get where they are now,
because that is still happening! Unfortunately it is impossible to
apologize to the abused animals but stop all this abuse worldwide, finally, in the 21st century is the least humans should do.

After all, this is absolutely NOT a decent or acceptable way to use
and abuse species just because they’re not human! Even when
they could not be replaced by machines it was insane, let alone
today when they can. They can’t refuse, object or complain: they
are forced to carry on and just suffer until they perish. Terrible!
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Or, is abuse like this perhaps not outrageous?
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Too bad that when humans
think about “having fun”,
they are unwilling to
have any consideration
with others.
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POOR DONKEY!

Hurting and abusing animals is just evil but for silly things like
circuses it is completely insane of course, of extreme ignorance!
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Evil criminals abusing a little elephant! SCUM!

Hard labor for this poor animal......
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Another disgusting example: “Polar bear shot
and killed after attacking cruise ship guard”

It’s clear, humans were here..............With typical result! What
on Earth is the significance of “a cruise ship” in nature? No animal is safe, not even in its own remote little corner of the planet.
By Yonette Joseph, New York Times (July 2018)
LONDON — A polar bear was shot and killed Saturday after it attacked and injured a guard from a cruise ship that had stopped
at an Arctic archipelago, Norwegian authorities said. The death of
the bear at the hands of another cruise ship employee drew condemnation on social media, with some calling it “abhorrent” and
others questioning killing the polar bear for “acting like a wild
animal.” Moritz Krause, a spokesman for Hapag-Lloyd Cruises,
the German operator of the cruise expedition, said Sunday by
phone that “we completely regret what happened” to the bear
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but that the cruise ship employee had acted in self-defense. The
guard who was attacked, he said, had suffered head injuries but
was now responsive and in “stable condition.” In a statement,
Hapag-Lloyd Cruises said the ship, the Bremen, had landed on
Spitsbergen, an island in the Svalbard archipelago, between
mainland Norway and the North Pole. The company described the
island, part of Norway, as “a large geographical area, about one
and a half times the size of Denmark. Landings are possible only
in a few places.” No tourists had disembarked, Krause said, but
four armed guards got off the vessel to inspect and secure the
shore. The guards “are armed for safety reasons,” he added.
“There are polar bears out there.” He explained that usually, if a
wild bear is seen, guards “shoot into the air” to scare the animal
away. On Saturday morning, however, the injured guard did not
see the polar bear, he said.
According to the cruise company’s statement: “The incident
occurred when the four-person polar bear guard team, who are
always on board for these expedition cruises as required by law,
prepared for a shore leave. One of the guards was unexpectedly
attacked by a polar bear that had not been spotted and he was
unable to react himself.” “There had to be intervention for
reasons of self-defense and to protect the life of the attacked
person,” the statement added. The Joint Rescue Coordination for
northern Norway said on Twitter on Saturday that the animal had
been shot and killed. The injured guard, who was not identified,
was flown by helicopter to a nearby hospital, according to HapagLloyd Cruises. Krause said that the company dated to 1891 and
that he was not aware of any similar episodes on any previous
expedition. The ship, which typically carries a maximum of 150
people, remained at the site for “a couple of hours” to comply
with local laws and then moved on, he added. Polar bears have
become poster animals for climate change, with scientists
identifying human-driven global warming as the biggest threat to
the bears’ continued existence. In Arctic regions, their numbers
have declined — a development linked to the loss of sea ice.
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Signs of their physical deterioration have drawn outrage on social media.
The shooting on the cruise expedition spurred debate on Twitter,
with some supporting the guard for defending his colleague.
According to The Associated Press, tourism in the Arctic region is
in its peak summer season, and the number of visitors has risen
in the past few years. Eighteen cruise ships will be docking at
Longyearbyen, Svalbard’s largest settlement, in the next week,
according to a port schedule, the AP said.

“Hapag-Lloyd Cruises is very aware of its responsibility
when traveling in environmentally sensitive areas and
respects all nature and wildlife,” the company statement said.

Clearly you are NOT! You should
be given a Multimillion Dollar
Fine and be Denied any Access
to this area, at once!
Behavior like this is the Epitome
of being the World’s Worst Parasite: of being the most Stupid
and Ruthless Rapists of the
Entire Planet!
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Precious irreplaceable beauty is destroyed by shocking
ignorance, on a daily base. This needs to STOP NOW!

In loving Memory of this
Beautiful Innocent Polar
Bear. Victim of Hapag-Lloyd
Rapists of the Planet in their
miserable quest for money.....
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Many examples of ignorant/selfish human behavior will not make
it into this book. In the first place because there are simply too
many of them but secondly, we have great fear of what is all out
there that has not become general knowledge as yet. What we
however do feel we have to address are the “dancing bears”.

Bears are caught, a heavy metal ring is attached through their
nose, teeth and claws are removed and they are put on very hot
metal surfaces so they will have to lift their feet in turn in order
to prevent them from burning. The result is supposed to be “dancing”! Really quite a bit different from the human understanding
of “dancing” as that is always cheerful and pleasant. Not for the
bears of course because they are also abused, to kill their spirits
and bring them in a constant state of fear and subjection. Another sick way in which “entertainment” is created by the “intelligent” human species. Fortunately, attempts to stop these cruel
practices are beginning to pay off, thanks to many noble people!
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That is however long overdue, behold this deplorable example of
a beautiful bear: it is so heartbreaking! How anyone could do that
to these animals is, again, mind boggling! Horrific!

What a poor creature, such a lovely bear, we
cried about his terrible suffering!
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The human state of mind is truly pathetic, has always been and
probably will be until the end of times (for them). Enjoying the
assassination of animals, torturing them before finishing them
off, have them fight each other or display them in cages: it is all
cruel, sadistic and horrific “entertainment”. Forcing them to “perform” in circuses is equally cruel. All these disgusting examples of
how humans think they can treat animals just spell one thing the
most:

I G N O R A N C E !
Fortunately, there are many abused bears that, often after years,
get a new start so they can turn bear again and thoroughly enjoy
that! Watch the pics below and be delighted over their transfor-
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mation after being rescued by those pricelessly noble people
who put so much effort into saving these bears. THANKS!
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We have seen horrific, extremely cruel and shocking treatment of
animals so far, inhumane and very hard to understand. There are
however animals that get decent treatment from humans. That is
when they are kept as “pets”. They live inside the human houses
or in their own beautiful enclosures for example in a garden. Pets
get attention from humans and are loved, get fed daily and medical attention when needed. So, really the exact opposite from
how non-pet animals are treated. Check out the pet care selection in the supermarkets: there is extensive choice in food,
treats, housing, toys and medication: pets even have their own
supermarkets! Of course there are also pet hospitals. All very
nice of course, but why don’t the pet owners care for wild animals? Typical human ignorance we suspect and for a huge part,
again, hypocrisy! Sad, such complete opposites.

We wonder why humans (most of them anyway) treat their pets
so good and lovingly: are understandingly heartbroken when
they die, but do not seem to give a damn about the treatment of
other animals like in the food/fur/entertainment industry or those murdered, butchered, for “pleasure” by the world’s evil psychopaths.
Very peculiar and not fair but above all: IGNORANT!!
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Another thing about humans is very peculiar: they just love big
numbers to death, like the amount of horsepower of their car’s
engine, the amount of money they have in the bank, the amount
of spectators they get when doing some performance and so on
or the height of the mountain they have climbed (why did they
do that anyway?). Most of all they love the huge random nonsense numbers they get from the (not nonsense!) billion dollar
space industry, about events that happened billions of years ago
and alleged entities (stars or a galaxy), distances of millions of
lightyears away. As if those numbers make the least of sense to
anyone: they absolutely do not but it is always nice to pretend
they do right? There are other “big numbers” however they don’t
care so much about which is disappointing! Like these:

Or these:
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or these, by wildlife “services” (!!???):

These are “big numbers” too right? For some reason however
they are not at all considered important or interesting. Well, it’s
true they are not really “cool” at all, just terribly SAD!
Here is also that nice country “Canada” again: do you remember,
the baby seals? Below text and map are coming from a website
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from good people that try to put a stop to these horrific crimes,
“thefurbearers”! Huge numbers too but, “not cool” right? more
proof of the fact that Canadians are miserable failures, ugly barbarians! All this still goes on in the 21st century!!

Each year in Canada, fur-bearing animals including badgers, bears,
beavers, bobcats, cougars, coyotes, ermines, fishers, foxes, lynx,
martens, mink, muskrats, otters, rabbits, raccoons, seals, skunks,
squirrels, wolves and wolverines, are trapped and killed for their fur.
In 2009 (the most recent data available from Statistics Canada), the
total number of animals trapped in Canada was 730,915 (this does
not include the 2.6 million animals killed on fur farms). The
following map (Figure 1) shows the breakdown by province.
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We are now somewhat aware of the shocking stupidity and ignorance of humans. However, as proof to the extent of it, we still
are unpleasantly surprised several times daily with new examples. Like some network having made a TV program on trains.
This could be nice and interesting until a place for "recreation"
comes up where humans go to relax and enjoy themselves. This
could still be nice and innocent until examples are mentioned:
swimming, camping, canoeing, hiking and casually mentioning
"hunting" too. What insanity! As if murdering innocent defenseless non-human creatures is some kind of decent or normal way
to spend free time, to "relax" or "enjoy" yourself! To "recreate"??
IT'S MURDER! Of innocent animals! COWARDLY MURDER, PLAIN
EXECUTION! What is wrong with anybody that shrugs his shoulders like "well, I am not into that but I guess it's O.K"??
SO, YOU REALLY MEAN THIS??????

REALLY??? ARE YOU FUCKING INSANE?????

What a despicable, shocking and disgusting display of
ignorance, insensitivity and indifference!
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However, as despicable and bad as all this is: the shameless exploitation and assassination of millions of animals each year, humans cannot be more insulted and offended in case one of them
falls victim to an animal predator. Even though most of the time
it is caused by their own stupidity!

Newspapers with head "surfer killed by man eater"!
True idiots like surfers in shark infested waters or a completely
insane individual that thought it was a good idea to gather some
hay by breaking into a crocodile breeding place are to blame for
the relentless killing of numerous animals that are considered to
be "blamed"!

This is the epitome of hypocrisy! It is disgusting and
despicable!
How many animals are murdered yearly by humans again?
The least of "intelligence" would result in considerations with the
animals, concluding that they were not to blame, that it is natural behavior, that it was provoked and so on!
Of course, humans do not even realize that it unfair, pointless,
hypocritical and cruel to randomly murder animals as respond to
happenings like this. Not a display of "intelligence" but more
proof that humans do not possess ANY intelligence. Also because
these killings are the result of their vindictive nature: they have
the unsurpressable urge to "get back" to anyone or anything that
resist them or treats them in any other way "that they should be
treated"! It is denial of how nature works, a simple rejection of
this when it does not suit them.
Of course, these standards only apply to the way THEY are treated: we have learnt a lot of their "standards" to treat others
which are the complete opposite.
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24. REALLY? YES, REALLY.........................
Quote from sciencemag.org.

Mass Killings Can Haunt Elephants for Decades
By Virginia Morell, Nov. 1, 2013 , 3:45 PM
African elephants that have lived through the trauma of a cull—or
selected killing of their kin—may look normal enough to the casual observer, but socially they are a mess. That’s the conclusion of
a new study, the first to show that human activities can disrupt
the social skills of large-brained mammals that live in complex
societies for decades. The finding, experts say, has implications
for conservation management, which often solely focuses on the
number of animals in a population, and may extend to chimpanzees, dolphins, whales, and other species.
“It is a groundbreaking study, because it is the first to demonstrate, experimentally, a direct connection between the effects of
culling and specific psychosocial harms,” says Lori Marino, a
neuroscientist and expert on dolphin behavior at Emory University in Atlanta, who was not involved with the research. “It shows
unequivocally that elephants are psychologically damaged by
culling.”
Wildlife officials often used culling as a conservation tool in South
Africa from the 1960s to the 1990s. (It is still reserved as a management tool there.) At the time, wildlife managers worried that
if there were too many elephants in a fenced reserve, like the
famed Kruger National Park, the behemoths would ultimately
destroy the habitat, eating or trampling all the vegetation and
uprooting the trees. During a cull, a helicopter pilot herds an elephant family into a tight bunch. Professional hunters on the
ground then shoot the animals as quickly as possible. Only young
elephants ranging from about 4 to 10 years old are saved. Park
officials typically shipped them to other parks that lacked elephants or had smaller populations to increase the herds, because
elephants are popular with tourists. Unquote.
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In India, with a staggering 1.2 billion humans, they just set the
poor creatures on fire: this West Bengal violent mob were heard
laughing and shouting! This all is going to end soon, not well, but
well deserved, extremely WELL DESERVED................................

Innocent Elephant mother and her child in the
ugly human world..........Are you crying yet?
You should be.................
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India has huge problems with their 1.2 billion humans (and counting!), the food they need, their housing and the waste they produce! They will be among the first to face serious consequences
of their uncontrolled population growth. Look below at their huge
mountains and plains of just plastic waste..................

Still these backward idiots manage to blame elephants for things
that go wrong and abuse them. Of course, their maharaja's already murdered most of the tigers for their "pleasure"!
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India deserves all the misery that will happen to it!
Whether because they're "too many", for the pleasure of a bunch
of psychos or for their tusks: for elephants, Planet Earth is HELL!
ONLY because of the cancer of the planet: HUMANS! The sooner
this ugly behavior has it's full repercussions to the human parasite, the better. This cannot go on...............
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We are afraid though this all will continue until the bitter
end: the gravity of the matter is not even recognized and
humans are too self-obsessed to conclude that these are
crimes that have to be stopped, all out banned, NOW!
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25. THE 21ST CENTURY
It is not looking good, worse than ever really. It is even very likely that humans won't make it into the 22nd century. The increase
in human population is off the charts, home and industrial building happen on a scale like there is no tomorrow! Well, there
probably really won't be one! It may be nice that many people
have jobs and factories can stamp out their products but how
long will it be possible to continue this? Look at the consumption,
the endless construction, deforestation, destruction of nature, the
waste that humans produce, the problems that come with producing their food. Look at the crops that have to be produced to
serve as cattle food for meat production! Pollution and cultivation
of the planet's surface are also at an all-time high. All this has
escalated out of control and beyond fixing!
Again, worst of all is the human hypocrisy: they really think they
have the right to murder millions of wild animals annually to
"control populations": to prevent "over population" causing "problems"! It would be hilarious if it weren't so incredibly sad! In
May 2018 details of a study were published: it was concluded
that humans are just 0.01% of all life but have destroyed 83% of
wild mammals. The conclusion was described as "Ground-breaking assessment of all life on Earth reveals humanity’s surprisingly tiny part in it as well as our disproportionate impact"!
For more details, we take the liberty to quote "The Guardian" of
May 21, 2018:
"Humankind is revealed as simultaneously insignificant and utterly dominant in the grand scheme of life on Earth by a groundbreaking new assessment of all life on the planet. The world’s 7.6
billion people represent just 0.01% of all living things, according
to the study. Yet since the dawn of civilization, humanity has
caused the loss of 83% of all wild mammals and half of plants,
while livestock kept by humans abounds.
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The new work is the first comprehensive estimate of the weight
of every class of living creature and overturns some long-held
assumptions. Bacteria are indeed a major life form – 13% of
everything – but plants overshadow everything, representing
82% of all living matter. All other creatures, from insects to
fungi, to fish and animals, make up just 5% of the world’s
biomass. Another surprise is that the teeming life revealed in the
oceans by the recent BBC television series Blue Planet II turns
out to represent just 1% of all biomass. The vast majority of life
is land-based and a large chunk – an eighth – is bacteria buried
deep below the surface.
“I was shocked to find there wasn’t already a comprehensive,
holistic estimate of all the different components of biomass,” said
Prof Ron Milo, at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel, who
led the work, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. “I would hope this gives people a perspective
on the very dominant role that humanity now plays on Earth,” he
said, adding that he now chooses to eat less meat due to the
huge environmental impact of livestock.".
Unfortunate but not surprising, these shocking scientific discoveries have not made "the news". To better visualize the results
they are also presented in figures. The link to the complete article with more shocking conclusions and many details is the
following (highly recommended):
https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2018/may/21/human
-race-just-001-of-all-life-but-has-destroyed-over-80-of-wildmammals-study?CMP=share_btn_tw&__twitter_impression=true
Would this be an "eye opener" for humans? Well, that is not very
likely. Even with immediate worldwide full scale drastic measures
it probably would be too late anyway! There is just no room in
human minds for "reality" which they prefer to regard as "doomsday prophecies". In the meantime, lame commercials for all the
useless crap produced can't even be avoided anymore! By now,
watching TV results in much more aggravation than entertain-
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ment, it is virtually impossible to watch. It is offensive and
insane, both frequency and contents are horrific. Consumers
should really start now to punish the producers that think their
customers are morons by boycotting their products! Fortunately,
most stuff promoted in commercials, nobody needs at all! Still,
those who produce them would prefer to enter your house randomly and force their shit down our throats, trying to convince us
how good it is and why we can't live without it! Insane! The little
progress that possibly was made by now is exclusively for the
benefit of humans. For humans, "progress" only has to do with
"better lives" that last longer: things like better, more and tastier
food, fancier smartphones you just can't bear to put down, more
"friends" on the social media, travelling to the most remote,
preferably unspoiled, places to screw up while they celebrate
their well-deserved holiday, places they like to discover" where
they however do not have the least of respect for but it is so nice
if none of your friends have already been there.
Shockingly, early 2018 it was established that since 1970, 40%
of all land wildlife has been wiped out. For the freshwater eco
systems that is even an astonishing 75%! This is all the result of
the reversal of evolution, which likely has started longer ago than
we already feared. Further to this shocking news are the few but
serious first reports of drinking water shortages in some places
other than deserts. The path that lies ahead of us is clear: in
1970 there were 3.7 billion humans on Earth: in 2018 that is 7.6
billion! A 100%+ increase! Imagine, if this all was happening to
other species, humans would be extremely "concerned" and start
all-out extermination programs to wipe out these "destructive
parasites". However, they don't even have the slightest clue that
they themselves are the most destructive species of parasites on
the planet and, as another testimony of their lack of intelligence,
keep on struggling to find ways to cope with all the irreparable
damage they are inflicting. Of course, it is very ignorant to just
continue the destruction and think it can be undone with marginal measures. This is however all they have been able to come
up with but it is not even possible at all to undo it!
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Humans will soon get many nasty and terrifying wake-up calls!
They are getting them already on a daily basis but choose to
ignore them. Well, that is just why they will get worse soon!
Our conclusions in the beginning of this book have already caught
up with us: according to these scientist, humans would on average actually need 1.5 planet Earth to supply their needs. It comes as no surprise that for the United States that factor is 4!!
This is why it is not surprising that wildlife habitats are destroyed
in huge pace. Humans have been pretty inventive when it comes
to solving the problems their stupidity has caused. That is however just buying them limited time as they not only are ignorant
to the problems they cause but their incompetence to deal with
them properly has resulted in a complete paralysis to properly
address these huge problems. The harsh conclusion is unabated:
humans are nothing but terrible, ignorant, ruthless, destructive
parasites. Fortunately for them, humans are 100% oblivious to
this fact although the moment when they are forced to face the
irreversible consequences of it, shortly before their demise, will
be a really desperate and frightful one. In the meantime, humans
will still have the time of their lives with all their precious activities like "the Oscars", the "Emmy Awards", the "Grammy
awards", the "golden Globes" and so on as well as the Olympic
games, the Super Bowl, their fantastic movies and television, fine
dining, their holidays to exclusive destinations, their gambling,
their "indulgence" in resorts and on billion dollar cruise ships,
their consumerism fueled by hard pushed insincere and
obnoxious commercials that they nevertheless eat like candy.
Like the band playing on deck of the sinking Titanic: they just
kept going like there was nothing special going on and went
down with the ship, playing. It is all in, for them delightful,
ignorance over the facts that the planet is being consumed, that
the pollution we cause is irreparable, that major military and
racial conflicts are imminent, that uncontrollable mass immigration will happen, that we will soon face recessions, shortages of
clean air, food, water and fuels. Also, the proven facts that still
criminals rule the planet, that "space exploration", "justice", "the
news", "religion" and "democracy", among others, are the
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biggest scam jobs in the history of mankind, will finally sink in.
TOO LATE! NOW it is about time that humans accept the painful
fact that their "intelligence" isn't all that but the opposite! In the
"futuristic" 21st century most of them still have to poke little steel
"keys" in their home's doors to open them just like 200 years
ago. At least for cars this is fixed now. Also, they still have many
buildings in which no free daylight can enter so they are illuminated by lighting fixtures that use lots of electrical power. The
older types of lighting also generate lots of heat that causes the
need for the buildings to be cooled as well! Equally, they warm
their homes in the winter but then, they waste energy to refrigerate an isolated box ("fridge"), inside, to keep their perishables, while outside they have plenty of free coldness!
Having been around for tens of thousands of years and only have
started to count them 2100 years ago, during the 20th period of
a hundred years (a "century"), humans were still dumping all of
their personal waste, sewage, a 100 yards into seas and oceans.
Ships sailing all over the world dumped all their trash in it as well
as, literally, their shit................Oil tankers nicely cleaned out
their crude oil tanks of slush and flushed it all overboard: heavy
industries with loads of waste like heavy metals dumped it everywhere, fouling up the water and the land!
This all went on well into the 21st century in which it was reduced drastically albeit long overdue! Individual humans are still
not prepared to handle their trash in a responsible way: it is
found literally everywhere. Imagine the lack of "intelligence" and
of "civilization": so little of this would have been required to not
pollute the planet this terrible way but it just was not there, not
even 60 years ago!
Of course, participating in their theoretically well-regulated two
dimensional (!) (surface) transport still represents huge challenges to most of those engaged in it. Still, after 100 years, one
would have expected that at least basic skills would be logical.
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This thing "driving" still causes huge problems for the majority
of humans: shocking because it is really simple! In accepting that
humans will never be able to master these primitive vehicles, serious attention is given to developing vehicles which eliminate as
much as possible of the unreliable human input. This results in
these vehicles not at all being "simple" anymore which causes
entirely new problems for the intellectually challenged humans!
More serious, the respect for and consideration with animals not
just seem to stagnate but even seem to have reversed.
Look at the popular TV
programs about "survival" (ridiculous) the
preparation of food they
all are, still, shockingly
ignorant displays of selfobsession. In complete denial of their severe
shortcomings however,
humans still behave like
self-declared "gods" to
Inbreds that love
whom the rest of the
to execute animals! world is secondary! No
sacrifice forced onto the
planet or the animals can ever be too radical for humans to gain
anything from. The evaluation of all these processes with their
drastic un-predictable consequences, leads to the conclusion
that, unavoidably, continuation of them means that human life
cannot continue much longer, not even into the 22 nd century. Just
as already stated on page 10: human intelligence makes them
capable of creating huge problems but incapable, astonishing
enough often even unwilling, of finding adequate solutions for
them. If they would only step back for a moment and take a
serious look at their own behavior. This should urge them to
finally abandon their damaging self-obsession at once. One huge
problem is that humans do not have the guts to take serious
measures that affect themselves: they reserve those for animals!
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Unfortunately, with what we have learned about humans so far,
this is not likely to happen at all! The 21st century could very well
see the beginning of the end!
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This should all be kind of scary to humans you'd think!!
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Maybe you still think it is not all that bad? Think again!

While humans get "smart" phones, cars and homes, they themselves get more ignorant and stupid by the day. They are so pathetically obsessed with themselves and their trivial empty lives
that they can't even take a minute to appreciate the huge gift of
life on this gorgeous planet, which is unmatched in the entire
universe. Given this beautiful and priceless gift, without any condition or obligation and what do they do: rape it, rape each other,
destroy it, torture it and abuse it without the least of consideration. If this would have been a test, it would be the ugliest and
most epic FAIL in the history of the universe. We guess that
sums up humans though. What a huge mistake of nature! Or are
they a practical joke of ancient higher extra-terrestrial powers?
NOT Fµ©§‡nG FUNNY at ALL!
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Yet, while it is all going downhill rapidly, most humans are totally clueless. The best expression for that is "DELUSIONAL"! Unfortunately most humans could be described this way. It might be
some mechanism of self-protection although similar to that of the
ostrich: stick your head into the ground and, like magic, you'll
see nothing bad anymore! Despite the fact that this is just a
myth, it will not work for humans anyway just like it would not
work for ostriches!
Again, watch the TV, not for what really is going on but for delusional crap. Like "the markets" and advertising for exotic travel
destinations where you will have a great time as long as you look
straight ahead to "all the beauty" that is there. Do not even try to
look beyond that or you will become aware of what really is going
on: you wouldn't want that because it would spoil your exiting
trip! Of course, you couldn't solve those problems anyway right?
Markets, shares,
profits, bonuses,
hostile takeovers,
trends, rates, percentages, tech giants, money, stock,
tariffs, growth,
ceo's, futures, speculation, Wall street,
Dow Jones, Nasdaq
and so on!
Wow, they eat it like candy! Especially all the humans that have
made billions of dollars at the expense of the rest of the world!
However, they couldn't even spend that kind of money if they'd
live to become 200 years old but still they go through great
lengths to even get more of it. The few noble humans that care
for the planet and try to save it have to beg for $10 donations
so species can be saved albeit through futile actions. Therefore
they won't do much good. However, billions are spent on death
and destruction in loving anticipation of tasty profits!
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Unlike animals, humans do a lot of traveling for no reason at all
but to tell their friends where they have been and all the magnificence they have seen. Not the nasty stuff of course, you know,
what can you do, "shit happens"!
So, by all means, go to China, Spain, Vietnam, India and so on
just don't be critical. Most certainly do not boycott those shitholes, after all, you don't give a damn about the horrific things
that happen in your own country so why would you bother with
the horrific things that happen in other countries?
Well, enjoy your trip and congratulations with the fact that you
manage to not be horrified and disturbed by the local customs!
Like China: let's be awed
by crap like this while we
abandon our animals, the
other group of species next
to humans but where we
do not give a freaking
damn about! It's only dogs,
bears, rhino's, elephants
and so on anyway!
Or Spain! Home of the most sadistic and deranged among
humans! Really great to go there to charge your batteries right?
Any decent human's batteries would be drained dry though!
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In that hypocritical and nasty little shithole "the
Netherlands" it's also business as usual like it still is
the 18th century.
By the end of November 2018 some deranged judge, with all of
the typical delusion, arrogance and incompetence of nearly all
judges in this shithole, ruled that 1830 of the red deer in the
state forest "de Oostvaardersplassen", may be murdered by the
forest "services". Of their four regular psycho killers, two appeared to possess a conscience, and refused to point blanc ruthlessly
murder healthy animals. Of course, totally common in this shithole, two replacements were found instantly! Check back pages
315-318 to find out again what a disgusting mess the Dutch have
made of this "nature" project. A mess they have now even managed to make uglier and sicker!
Also, in the same period, the most sadistic, brutal and evil abuse
of pigs was published by an animal protection organization who
had gone undercover in a couple of pig farms. Their video recordings show pointless violence: the extremely vile treatment of
pigs and even piglets: outrageous! Pure evil SCUM is employed
here and their malicious crimes have no consequences for them!!
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What will do you do about this humans? Perhaps instantly, NOW,
stop thinking only about yourselves and give these poor creatures a break: do not consume their meat any longer!!
A couple of weeks later, in this most vile capitol of hypocrisy in
the world, it was announced that the center for tests on primates
in Rijswijk has been granted permission to start new testing on
188 monkeys! In this time of increased awareness on animal
suffering in which there also are serious doubts about the
credibility and the purpose of animal testing, this was the
decision of the Dutch government of ignorant freaks! How is this
possible? Have they been living under a stone perhaps??

Well done sanctimonious hypocrites of "the Netherlands"!
With all the ugly and despicable things going on in your "civilized"
country, you actually belong to the worst scum, the most disgusting low life rapists of the Planet!

CONGRATULATIONS!
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26. GEE, IS IT REALLY THAT BAD?

Well, actually, it is much worse. Judge for yourselves:

A Bengal tiger, a majestic creature: what a dramatic loss....
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Cattle

Wolves
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This is very near to the definition of “hunting”!

There seem to be many humans with “dead souls”. What else
kind of person would want to hurt this lovely deer this sick way!

Imagine, everything in this book still is
only the tip of the iceberg.................
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Dogs

Rabbits
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Yes, you see it correctly: crane bird “hunting” by youths.....
What magnificent prey that requires expert “hunting” skills!

At least
400,000
coyotes
are killed each
year in
the US.
That’s
an average of
nearly
1,100
individuals a day. Many are killed in “competitions” but most are killed to
“control” their population, which is exactly the wrong way to do so!
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Because of huge demand for palm oil, to replace “expensive”
peanut oil for example, the rate of the destruction of the planet
has increased significantly in the 21st century. Like the ruthless
worst parasites in the universe that humans are, it’s as swift and
complete as it is irreversible! Have a good look:
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Clearly, this is getting out of hand in a big, uncontrollable, irreversible, way.............

Many animal’s habitats are destroyed. However, when the animals are removed, the problem of “habitat” is also solved right?
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You might as well say goodbye to these lovely innocent creatures, primates of the “Orangutan” species that live in Indonesia.
They are hurt, killed, destroyed and driven to extinction by human that do not see any wrong in that. Unbelievable really but
true!

We are forced to rest our case, again, in order to limit the number of pages of this book. It’s very sad that a book on these
subjects could easily have a 1000++ pages......................

Two of the things Dr. Albert Einstein ever said, proven to be 100% true by history, come to mind again
and again:
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It is impossible to disagree with these inescapably correct observations of one of the most intelligent humans ever to live: in the
first place for that reason only! The fact that they often are presented casually for popular or funny purposes does not detract
from the fact that they are all too painfully true!
Besides, humans seem to insist on proving the truth of these
observations, as most humans act according to them. It’s a
shame: while most of the above presented large scale deliberate
raping of the planet by humans still goes on, they are/were “very
concerned” about the futile matters of the past mentioned:
“apartheid” and the slavery history. More similar tragedies have
happened but they do not seem equally tragic as some are just
ignored, obviously because they do not suite the “genuinely
concerned” humans.
The latest fashionable mistake these self-obsessed humans make
is to put “climate change” and/ or “global warming” on top of the
agenda! Things change, there is no denying, but most of is completely inherent to the planet and has been going on for millions
of years. Again, it is not very intelligent to focus on the matters,
that cannot be changed while ignoring the extremely damaging
activities that can, and should, be stopped.
Recognizing that humans are not 100% responsible for these
climate changes, focusing on the matters they do cause and take
on those would make a lot more sense! Even worse however: the
“climate” discussion is not just fashionable but it is also abused
by people/governments to rip off citizens. They use any false
pretense they can find! Taxes are even introduced to fight “climate change” but the additional state income is wasted on all
kinds of crap like always! It is a gift for the governments that
every year like to update their list of taxes with new taxes on
matters that were not taxed before. Same goes for the tax percentages: look for examples that still have room for increase!
It’s easy money, first decide on the “room” you have and make
the increase: false “justifications” are fabricated later on.
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Peculiar, all things you cannot do much about so why
bother? However, THIS humans can do something about:
- Deforestation for agriculture or harvesting of wood
- Cultivation of natural land (recreation)
- Occupation of/construction on land by humans
- Overfishing
- Pollution of land and seas
- Extinction of animal species inflicted by humans
- Uncontrolled and irresponsible increase of human
population.
- Extensive CO2 production from meat industry
- Damage caused by extensive use of poison
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27. WOW, TERRIBLE, WHEN WILL IT GET BETTER?
Simple: N E V E R ! Before this beautiful planet will be free of the
human parasite, it will even get worse. The world will turn into a
massacre and from the relieving moment the human parasites
have left the planet it will take ages to recover from the almost
irreversible damage done.
By now, in the year 2020, the signs of the beginning of the end
are already very obvious. Humans are in awe of the latest developments of "space exploration" seemingly completely unaware of
the yet very obvious destruction of the planet. It was recently
published the in the last 50 years no less than 68% of the planet's wildlife has disappeared! Going from 1.4 billion humans in
1940 to 7.2 billion just 80 years later also does not bother them
the least!
Also the main culprits continue their crimes: the insincere religions that know precisely how made-up they are, the incompetent and corrupt governments, the self-obsessed politicians, the
ever greedy large companies, the greedy banks, the ruthless
weapons industry, the shameless psycho animal serial killers, the
completely delusional billion dollar "space" industry and the ugly
and downright evil meat producing companies, just to name a
couple of them.
Humans can't seem to be bothered by all this: they still engage
in the pathetic obsession for food: the by now very dominant yet
dangerous "social media": being in contact with the entire world,
however just to exchange trivia through the new medium the
"smartphone", another obsession, even for ever younger
children who rarely play outside. Also "travel", "lifestyle",
materialism and status are very important.
All while humanity is heading for their dreadful end with ever
increasing speed. Due to the human basic faults, their neglect for
nature, this was already inevitable a long time ago...................
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28. ENJOY YOUR TRIP
We guess this is about all the information you need for now.
Please realize that what we have provided you with is just "the
tip of the iceberg"! Although you might conclude that humans are
a disgusting species, we did not want to confront you with the
really nasty stuff but as you will understand, no travel guide
would be complete without mentioning at least some of the
downsides of a travel destination. Also being more elaborate
would result in a book 10 times the number of pages of this one.
We trust that you are very happy with the information provided
in this book! We also trust that you will be able to make a
balanced judgement between the nice things and the minor, negligible, not so nice things depicted herein. We have been clear
though about the "intelligence" of humans. This is seriously
overrated, mostly by themselves. Numerous measures needed
to be taken to protect humans against themselves. Imagine you
use poisonous and abrasive materials in your house: you would
definitely keep that out of reach of your small children that could
get seriously injured from handling those materials! No, not humans: manufacturers had to come up with the most complicated
solutions to prevent children from opening bottles with poison so
they might die or be seriously injured. Of course, evolution, being the survival of the fittest, would require to do absolutely nothing so stupid humans cannot contaminate the human genepool
with faulty offspring.
It is the same with humans walking in the way of heavy motorized vehicles: should they really be prevented to get killed that
way? No! That is just simply natural selection! Humans value this
highly, unfortunately only when it's about animals! They really do
not like to ignore nature, except of course when it suits them.
That will be the case when profits are in danger!
Garbage
The combination of intensive use of man-made materials, like
plastics, and not dispose of the garbage in a proper way, causes
huge pollution of the seas, oceans, rivers and lakes! It won't take
long before the damaged caused by this will be irreversible.
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"Plastic soup" of non-biodegradable materials polluting the seas
and coasts, causing many animals to die.
Yet, it would seem all too simple to dispose of these seriously
polluting materials in an adequate way! The problem however is,
to put it in Earth's "slang" (popular use of language): THEY
DON'T GIVE A SHIT!
You should always remember: humans do not care about
anything but their trivial little selves!
This is only partly true however because we should not forget
that many humans just not possess sufficient intelligence to deal
with matters like this in a responsible way. Even very simple
tasks pose huge problems for many humans, like getting a shopping cart, use it for your groceries, and when you're done, put it
back in the place the shop keeps them, where you have picked it
up. No, you unload the cart next to where your car is parked and
just leave it there, or, give a big push to wherever! This example
of course is not a serious matter: it however shows the mentality
of many humans and again confirms what is concluded above!
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Because, what can be expected in really important matters?
Evidently not a better attitude. Yet, humans continue on this
path: the really simple control of a motorized vehicle on the
Earth's surface, just a two dimensional movement, regulated by
easy and clear rules, poses huge problems to humans causing
many of them to die or get injured annually. Rather then what
one would except, allowing this as "natural selection" or otherwise forcing people to learn to drive properly and making them
care about skilled driving, they built cars that are able to intervene when the driver makes mistakes. The cars would be able to
maintain the desired distance to other vehicles, make directional
corrections when needed, brake automatically when a zombie
appears and finally park themselves when the destination is reached! So, what when the driver used to this is forced to drive a
car that not as yet is equipped with these systems or they fail??
What happens to the already limited skills?
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It's the tragedy of human life because of which they are not destined to survive much longer. For us extra-terrestrials there is
nothing to be learned from humans, all we can do is watch them
abuse and systematically destroy planet Earth and therewith
themselves.

Will accidents like this happen more or less often?
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For the really stupid, the ones that are not able to look to the left
and then to the right before crossing a street, "pedestrian crossings" were introduced. Pedestrians can cross here safely without
looking because all traffic has to stop and give them right of way!
WRONG!! Individuals that are not capable of simply looking left
and right to make a safe crossing should not survive!! Those who
are physically challenged and therefore not able to do so could
always ask somebody else to give a hand. Fortunately, many
stupid humans are killed when they fail to make a responsible
crossing when there is no pedestrian crossing!
The counterproductive protection of the thoroughly stupid has
escalated to ridiculous levels by now!
In the Netherlands they even went so far as to grant ALL traffic
coming from the right priority. Before, this would only apply to
motorized vehicles. Now, one may drive a 30.000 kg truck and
be obliged to bring all that mass to a standstill from perhaps 30
to 50 km/h to allow a bicyclist (total mass approx. 125 kg, speed
approx. 20 km/h) to cross without considering other traffic! This
is total madness and irresponsible contempt for the laws of physics! As if a 200.000 ton 300 meter long ocean going oil tanker
would be forced to steer clear of a small yacht that is crossing
it's path, in the anticipation that he captain of that yacht might
be too stupid to notice and avoid the tanker!! Unthinkable!
The Dutch however really confirm their stupidity and hypocrisy
by putting wild cattle in an enclosed area that is supposed to be
"nature". As this area is however too small to provide the animals with sufficient food in the winter, they starve! Now the typical ignorant Dutch misconception of "nature" causes them to
refuse feeding these animals to cover for the lack of food present
in their habitat because "they do not want to interfere with
nature" (see also pages 279-282).
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Well, it helps of course that, as already concluded, the ugly
property "hypocrisy" was invented in "the Netherlands"!
However, do not be scared off by this because you will surely
have a swell stay on Earth. You might however suspect that most
humans are cruel, ignorant, selfish, obnoxious and despicable:
unfortunately, you would be correct because it is all true! Perhaps
the biggest and most damaging shortcoming in most humans
however is indifference; THAT is one of the major problems
which cause all the abuse to continue! Still, please believe us,
some humans are really interesting, friendly and sincere! With a
little luck, you will meet some of them. Just be careful because
also their primitive nature may easily get the better of them
although they often at least have the decency to suppress it.
Most sad however is the fact that humans spend so much time
and efforts to try to look as far as possible into space.
They all think it is so "beautiful" what they see while they miss
the beauty that is so close: they fail to realize that they have
received the incredible gift of life on the most beautiful planet in
the entire universe. That all that was made possible by an extremely rare, random, combination of countless complex natural
factors. This is the tragedy of human life because of which they
are not destined to survive much longer. For us extra-terrestrials
there is nothing to be learned from humans, all we can do is
watch them abuse and systematically destroy planet Earth and
therewith themselves. That is inevitable! If you really want to
know more about Earth go on an exploration and find it all out
yourselves, there certainly still is plenty of shit to be discovered:
we wish you good luck and lots of fun with that! We however
hope you will have the opportunity to witness spectacles as
lovely as the one below. Be always careful though and keep a
distance. Many animals in the wild are traumatized because of
the sociopaths they are hunted by and might react violently upon
approach. Mothers in nature are extremely protective to their offspring anyway, not that this will do the poor and brave animals
any good against the heavily armed psychopath mass murderers
of course. They don’t care about anything but themselves........
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Mama grizzly bear with her cubs. What a lovely scene!
Individuals who have no respect for this should not be allowed to
even be around precious wildlife. Individuals who enjoy inflicting
pain, fear, suffering and death should be locked up to protect the
rest of the world against them. They are psychopaths, maniacs!
Latest news is that dolphins are shot in the Gulf of Mexico: new
pages to this book could be written every day revealing more
outrageous human insanity. Pointless, for no reason, not to reach
any goal other than just being insane. At the same time, humans
challenge and abuse the laws of nature by importing humans
from countries where there are way too much of them into other
countries, called "immigration" because they feel pity for them.
Not realizing that the number of humans in those countries will
continue to grow and they all will have to be moved to other
countries. No, they cannot die, every life counts, for humans. For
animals, sorry, that is nature. Well, we have news for you: it is
the same for humans! Stupid and arrogant to reject this fact!
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Look at this gorgeous tiger mother playing with her young. They
have every right to be safe and enjoy their lives!

What a lovely
creature!
Beauty and
innocence do
not come
more pure
than this!
Only insane
maniacs
enjoy killing
him!
They have
to be
stopped !
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29. HUMAN WISDOM
A rare phenomenon! Some hope for the humans though may
be found in the following very sensible quotes from wise humans
although it is not likely that the majority of the humans will ever
abide by them, which precisely is their problem!
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SO FAR THIS IS
A H U G E FAIL ! !
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Correct: " ANYONE",
not "A N Y T H I N G" !!
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Goodbye to our Dear Human and Extra-Terrestrial Friends! Thanks for your Love and Support!

Hopefully, one day, Humans will understand
that for all Animals, Love, Family, Friends, Food,
Relaxing in the Sun, Sleep and other Pleasures
are Equally Important as they are for Them!
Also, that for Animals, Violence, Abuse, Fear,
Pain and Death are equally Hurtful!
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30. Warning
It is abundantly clear that humans are a scary, horrible, disgusting, destructive, self-obsessed and despicable species. Therefore, it cannot be emphasized enough that, coming towards the
end of this travel guide, extra-terrestrials are prone to receive
treatment similar to those humans give to all the gorgeous and
innocent non-human species of Planet Earth! There is not a single
reason to expect otherwise. Always be alert!
As we have learnt, humans are unable, even unwilling, to live in
peace: not even with each other, much less with the animals and
expectedly likewise with extra-terrestrials. Be prepared for unjustified, random, criticism and blame to be expressed: soon thereafter to be used as an excuse for starting acts of violence and
destruction. You should at all times maintain a low profile and be
prepared to leave immediately at any given moment.

Typical: this started as a sporty soccer match for entertainment!
Happenings like this are very common and very frequent!
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31. A couple of our Dear and Beautiful Friends
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THIS is what you let down BIG TIME people!! Horrible, inhumane,
unfair, selfish and STUPID!! THESE are the Earth's treasures!
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This is what humans should praise.
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And this.......................
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And this!!
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This should, even more than for people, also apply to animals for
they are truly innocent, sincere and peace loving. We dearly,
passionately, wish that all individuals, like the ones in this book,
who abused, tortured and/or killed animals, for whatever reason,
will be punished by undergoing the same treatment: with lots of
pain as an extra bonus for they are truly selfish, heartless, sadistic, cruel, evil and insensitive! They should receive their punishment with lots of interest and a bonus!! No mercy for them, they
don’t deserve that: it was all their own choice...................
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32. and the verdict is........................
Well, that is as obvious as it is easy. Looking at all of the above
and how rotten humans treat each other in daily life! Look at the
ugly crimes against animals and their fellow humans, their selfishness, their ruthlessness and their shocking ignorance! Look at
the evil and corrupt governments (just pick one, they ALL are!),
the low life corrupt politicians (again, they all are!), the evil, corrupt and greedy big corporations (again, no exceptions!) and the
churches/religions (ALL very bad!). This is 99% of the population!
Sadly, there is no way to get around it because ALL of the above
is accepted by the majority of humans. So, open your eyes for
once, no matter how it will hurt or how it might (should!) infuriate you: no matter how it will sadden and frustrate you: no matter how ashamed you will be because you belong to this species
too or how desperate you might end up, you will have to face this
undeniable fact sooner or later:

HUMANS ARE NOT
WORTHY OF PLANET
EARTH AND IT'S
BEAUTY!
Never have been and definitely will never be!
You do not agree? Start all over again from page one, read the
text carefully, have another thoroughly good look at the pictures
and realize that still, it all is just the tip of the fucking iceberg!
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You have done that and still not agree? Well ,
unfortunately you are part of the huge problem.
The planet is destroyed and the majority of the
humans does not care one bit. It probably is
some kind of "nature" too although, again, it is
not "intelligent" by any standard!
You probably still have the seriously wrong understanding, the
confidence, that humans are "intelligent" and "civilized"! Some
think humans have "dignity" too!

You could not be more wrong!
They possess or are NONE of these characteristics!
Imagine you are running a jewelry store and are very kindly showing customers nice rings and watches. Then there is a power
failure and it gets all dark: what do you think will happen? This is
the same in any store!
Do you think that you are not the same kind of person that commits war crimes or other crimes? Do you think you are better?
GOOD! Prove it! Never do any of those awful things to people or
animals and come down HARD, WITHOUT MERCY, on those who
do! Their vile, extreme evil and sick behavior IS NO EXCUSE
FOR! Animals are unable to defend themselves against these
monsters, they desperately need decent people to stand up for
them! Please, never ever CONDONE all these ugly and despicable
crimes. All righteous humans with integrity and compassion have
the obligation to join FORCES and oppose the many EVIL
MONSTERS. You have to accept this fact first: they have no right
to call themselves human and get the rights and privileges that
come with that! They have NO rights and deserve nothing but
pain, misery and suffering just like they enjoy causing that to our
animal treasures!!
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33. Disclaimer
- This book was written exclusively for and on behalf of ANIMALS!
Not a single human purpose is intended, least of all political!
- In this book, no efforts were made to present or judge sadism
and/or crimes against wildlife or other animals with any reserve
or caution nor was attempted to avoid or suppress hard but
correct conclusions and strong criticism.
- Anyone offended by the contents of this book should take a
good look at themselves and wonder whether they really are
as respectable a human being as they ought to (or "can") be.
- If you are offended by the strong language in this book you
have clearly missed the point: start reading from the beginning
and look at pictures again! Think "animals", not "humans"!
- Pictures displayed in this book are free of copyrights taken from
the various internet sites who offer them and from public domain. Other pictures from organizations who aim to protect
wildlife, like Greenpeace, were used with their permission. Of all
other pictures, attempts were made to find the copyright owners but that appeared impossible to determine. We thank the
possible copyright owners for allowing us the use of their pictures for this good purpose. Your contribution is appreciated!
- It is possible that you come across the same matters in different chapters/pages. That is on purpose and exclusively for humans to get the message. Because for it to be absorbed properly, the message has to be brought under the attention of humans repeatedly, again and again and put in different ways!
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Be our Voice !

Please...........
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Thank You ! !
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